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AN ANALYSIS OF MICROSTRUCTURAL FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE THE USE OF MUSCLE AS A FOOD

R. G. Cassens,

C. E. Carpenter and T. J . Eddi nger

Department of Meat and Animal Science , Muscle Biology Laboratory,
University of Wi sco nsi n, 1805 Linden Drive , Madison, WI 53706

Introduction

Study of structu r e of muscle provides information on the location and arra ngement of var ious compone nt s and the changes whi ch may be in-

f li cted upon them. The structura l features of
muscle have been descr ibed in detail down to the
molecular le ve l, but rega rdin g its use as a food,
special interest centers on the connective tissue
component and on myofibri llar proteins .

Muscle

comprises about 1/3 of the live weight of the
a ni mal a nd is not static , but rather is subject
to major changes in properties associated with
growth, repair and se nescence. It is apparent
that the nervous and hormona l systemsexert a
stro ng influence on the properties of muscle and
greut potential exists for regulation of muscle
via control of these systems. Major advancement
has been made in relati ng properties of meat to
state of contraction, and current effort is centered on relating properties of meat to changes
resulting from post -mortem degradatio n of muscle
proteins. The microstructure of emulsions has
been described with interest concentrated on the
protein membrane surrounding the 1 ipid globules,
but as of yet, utilizat i on of this information
by the industry has not occurred. The challenge
for the future is to utilize the enormous amount
of structura l information known about muscle to
improve its use as a food .
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Fin a l manuscript received May 21, 1984.
Direct in quiries to R.G. Cassens.
Telephone number: (608) 262 -1 792.
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Knowledge of structure is an obvious pre requisite to succ essful study of or research on
musc l e . It follows then that a l most a ny organ i zed considerat ion of musc l e has at l east one
presentation deali ng with general structu r a l
facto r s. This di scussion of meat mi crostructure
is no except ion . The exception, howeve r, i s that
we do not i ntend to repeat what can be fou nd in detail in numerous textbooks a nd cou nt l ess reviews .
Our objectiv e is to analyze what i s known a nd
discuss how the i n fo r matio n might be used to im prove the properties of fresh meat a nd its use as
a processed product .
St udy of structure results in knowl edge
about (1) location and arrangement of various
compo nent s and (2) changes in the l ocatio n a nd
arrangement as a result of some procedure. While
such descrip tive information is relative l y easy
to obtain , the key is to devise a means of uti1 i zing it to i mprove someth in g . Lewis ( 1 981) has
discussed this and pointed out that morphological
results should have app l ication and lead to con tro l of manufacturi ng conditions.
St ructu ra l Features
Even though skeletal muscle by sheer vo l ume
alone is the ov erwhel ming source of meat, the
other types (cardiac a nd smooth) may be present
in or incorporated int o meat. Cardiac musc l e,
for examp le, may influence co l or because of its
relatively high content of cytochrome c (lozano
and Cassens, 1984}. Str uctural features of the
three types of muscle together with informatio n
about protein composition, role of membrane components , neuromuscular function, contraction,
etc . , are readily available {Bourne, 1972;
Cassens, 1984; Weiss a nd Greep, 1977). For our
purpose here, ho\'Jever, only two figures will be
used. Figure 1 is a diagrammatic cross - sect i on of
skeletal muscle . Most apparent is the high l y or ganized co nnec t i ve tissue. An in divid ual musc l e
is encased within a l ayer of con nective tissue
known as the epimysium. The muscle is d ivi ded
i nto segments or groups of musc l e fibers known as
bundles by a le ve l of organ i zation of connective
tissue termed the perimysium . And , finally , each
individual muscle fiber is s urrounded by a th in
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1ayer of connective tissue known as the endo -

mysium . The co nnective tissue serves as a scaffold to hold the muscle in pl ace and as a pathway
for the circulatory and nervous systems to distribute themse l ves throughout the muscle, even tually making contact wi th e ach individua l cell .
While the connective tissue does a marvelous jub
of organiz i ng the muscle and keeping components
in place, it also presents a formidab l e barrier
to breaking up the musc l e or to selectivel y
extracting specific components from it. Note
should be made that intramuscular fat cells are
also embedded in connective tissue (i.e. perimy sial planes) , and lipid also occurs intracel lular l y as a component of memb r anes or as drop lets of free l ipid.
Figure 2 presents in diagrammatic form the
spectrum of structure from whole muscle to the
ultrastructural level. The "bellied" shape of
the whole muscle is the simplest example and is
termed fusiform. The muscle is composed of in dividual musc l e fibers which vary in size and
appear striated when viewed with the 1 ight mi croscope. They are multinuc l eate with the nuc l ei
being placed in a subsarcolemmal or peripheral
location. Each muscle fiber is fitted with a
motor end plate giving it communication with the
central nervous system which signals the fiber to
contract . The sarcoplasm or non - structured portion of the cell is composed primarily of soluble
proteins (myoglobin and e nzymes functioning in
metabolism} and contains organelles such as mitochondria , and inclusions such as glycogen. The
major components of the fibers are the subunits
termed myofibrils. These are in register giving
rise to the striated appearance and are, in fact,
the actual contractile units of muscle . The myofibrils are in turn composed of smaller subunits
shown as thick and thin filaments . The substructure of the filaments is known -- they are
built up of protein mo l ecules which have been
relatively well characterized. In brief, an
enormous amount of detail is now known about
structure of muscle. ~Je are , in fact, aware of
structure to the molecular leve l . Therefore, new
information appears slowly and most often is a
refinement which allows further conclusion regarding the mechanisms of function.
Biological Properties
When muscle is considered as meat , the role
of the l ive animal is all too often overlooked.
It is we ll to recall that simple management prac tices (genetics, nutrition) can influence the
amount and properties of muscle produced by the
animal. From a biological viewpoint, the function of skeletal muscle is contraction which
translates into movement of the animal and the
associated adva ntages. Muscle comprises about
l /3 of t he live weight of a typical meat animal
and , t herefo r e , from the simp l e aspect of mass
a l one , is a n important metabo l ic component.
Fina ll y , muscle gives shape to the anima l . I t is
suggested t hat the serious student of muscle
structure must devote some time to gross anatomy
(see, for example, Getty , 1975; S01atland, 1984)

'

not only because of the above points but also
because different muscles are used for very different functions and, therefore, have very dif ferent properties. For example, Kauffman and
Safanie (1967) determined looseness of the fas cicular organization and found that it paral l eled
fat content of the muscle. In high fat content
muscles , the fascicular organization was d i sti nct
and order l y with highly separated large fasci culi.
Active Processes
Muscle is not a static entity . It grows and
matures and f i nal l y e nters a stage of sen e scence .
If damaged or injured, it may undergo some deg r ee
of repair. This also is another area in which an
enormous amount of information is available , and
the meat technologist should have an awareness of
the processes in order to better understand the
tissue (meat) with which he or she works.
Embryonic development of muscle occurs when
mononucleated myoblasts fuse to form multi nucleated myotubes . These myotubes accumulate
muscle - ce l l - specific proteins , show the charac teristic cross - banded pattern, are innervated and
have contractile activity. At a given time , the
number of myotubes is stabilized, they begin to
grow, and the centrally placed nuclei migrate to
the periphery of the cell. Most information
indicates that the number of muscle fibers is
essentially constant and that growth of the mus c l e occurs from then on by hypertrophy rather
than by hyperplasia. Depending on the species
and the muscle, the fiber also begins to differentiate and display the characteristics of fiber
type during fetal development. During early
development of the animal, the fiber type proportions change until an adult condition is approximated (Suzuki and Cassens 1980, 1983). Aside
from an increase in mass of muscle by hypertrophy ,
the other general change as the animal reaches
adulthood is compositional in that the amount of
fat increases. See Swatland (1984) for a complete account of muscle fiber differentiation and
growth and development of the animal .
Special mention is made of the concept of
fiber type and the reader is referred to several
early reviews on the topic (Needham, 1926; DennyBrown, 1929; Cassens and Cooper, lg71) . The
important point is that musc l e fibers are not
homogeneous but differ greatly in properties. In
the most general sense, these are red and white
and the proportions present in a given musc l e are
responsible not only for the gross appearance
(i . e. red or white) of the muscle but also for
its function. In mammalian muscle, both types
are twitch but the white are physiologically
faster than the red. The red are designed for
more aerobic type metabolism having more myoglobin, more lipid, and less glycogen thanthewhite.
Aging is a progressive development in the
muscle of living animals which is recognized
first as a loss of strength and endurance. In
humans and various laboratory animals, senile mus cular atrophy is well recognized and the degenerative changes accompanying jt have been described
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(Caccia et a l., 1979; Gutma nn, 1977; Ka l do r a nd
DiBatt ista, 1978 ) . Littl e ha s been done with meat
anima l s, but it is an area deserving of i nv est i ga t i on.
Muscle may under go regeneration fo l lowing inj ury {Mauro , 1979 ) and thi s is probably dependent
on the presence of s a te l 1 ite cell nuclei. These
nuclei are distinguished by their l ocatio n outside
of the sarcolemma but within the basement membrane
of the muscle fibe r {Lipton and Sch ultz, 1979).
Potential Regulation Method s

Fi gure 1: A di agrarrrna tic cross-section of mus c le
which illustrate s the arrangement of connective
tissue (taken fr om Ham, 1965 ) .
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It is recognized th at the nerv ous and hor mo na l systems exert a strong re gul a tory influence
on musc le and must be inti mat ely involved in the
growth and senescence processes just disc ussed .
It is further rec og nized that musc l e has the ab ility to change or to adapt to its environment or to
the demands place d on it by actua ll y cha ngi ng its
properties .
The work of Bu lle r et a l. (1960) proved that
the proper tie s of musc leareunder neural control.
Their c l ass ic a l cross -reinner vatio n stud i es demon strated that when nerves to red and white musc les
are surgica ll y severed a nd reimplanted on the mus cle of opposite propert ie s , the properties o f the
musc le change to those of the nerve. Other recent
observatio ns have given evi de nc e for the stro ng
ro l e the thyroid hormones have in influencing the
expressed properties of skeleta l muscle . Ianuzzo ,
et al. (1977) reported t hat thyr oid hormone ca used
3sTOw- twitch muscle to become more fast - twitch .
Casse ns et a l. (1 983) have disc ussed how the
above informatTorlcan be used t o re gulate properties of musc le to i mprove its utili zation as ei ther f re sh or proce ssed meat. The concept of using regu l ation in the 1 ive ani mal to prod uce mus cle with specific properties i s a n area deserving
increased research effort.
Past - mortem Factors
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C
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I
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Figure 2: Oiagramnatic representation of the
levels of organization in musc l e. (a) t he entire
musc l e, (b) muscle fibers show i ng different sizes
and innervati on , (c) sing le fiber showing myo fibrils and location of nu c lei and mitocho ndri a,
(d) striation pattern of a myofibril, (e) a single
sarcomere, and (f) the arrangement of thick and
thin myofil aments (taken from Hux 1ey, 1958) .

The conversio n of muscle to meat occurs postmortem and the cha nges associated with rigor mor tis have been desc ribed (Bendall, 1973). From a
structural viewpo int, most emphasis has been
pl aced on describing changes in morphology asso ciated with rigor mortis . For example , Gr easer
et a l. (1969), published detailed work on subCeYfUl ar fractions from norma l and pale , soft
exudati ve porcine muscle prepared at various times
post - mo rtem. Myofibril s from the PSE samp l es at
24 hr post -mo rtem had mo re gra nul ar appea rin g fil ame nts and wider Z 1 ines than normal muscle . Se vera l ot her s tructur a l differences were observed.
A sig nifi ca nt finding ar ose from the observa t i on that the Z-1 ine was degraded in aging of some
musc l e; the responsible enzyme kn own as CAF was
iso l ated (Day t on et al. , 1976) .
At pre sent, COnSlderable emphasis is bei ng
focused on t he so - called cy to s ke l eton of musc le .
It is thought that the protein connectin , in some
way, attaches A filamen t s of adjace nt sarcome re s
while the protein desm in plays a r o l e in trans verse linkin g at the level of the Z-line. The
perti nent information as it affects properties of
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meat is reviewed by Locker (1982} in a complete
account of his theory of tenderness based on gap
fi 1aments .
It seems obvious, although there is no relevant hard evidence to cite, that during postmortem change, permeability characteristics of
the cells are drastically altered. This could be
an important aspect for better understanding of
conversio n of muscle to meat and one where care ful morphological investigation could produce
needed and useful information.
Fresh Meat
Early morphologica l investigations of fresh
meat were 1 imited l argely to measurements of fiber dimensions. This work was, for the most
part, correlated with growth of the animal and
1 ittle attention was paid to association with
meat. However, as pointed out by Stanley and
Swatland (1976}, variations in microstructure of
muscle can cause rather large changes in rheological properties. The goal of the morphologist
working on fresh meat should be to identify such.
The observation by Locker (1960} that contraction state of muscle affected tenderness ushered
in a new era. Numerous investigations followed
in which sarcomere length was shown to be associated with tenderness of the meat. The objec tive of our present work is to describe in a more
refined way this association especially as related to aging (see previous section}.
Major reviews (Voyle. 197q, lqRl; Howgnte,
1979) have been written which relate structural
characteristics of muscle to its properties as
food . Other than the already described structural changes occurring post-mortem and the association of contraction state with tenderness, it
should be mentioned that surface texture is a
reflection of the bundle arrangement. Color is
due in part to the proportion of fiber types.
Processing
Another area of morphological study has been
the description of the effect of various processing procedures on meat. Birkner and Auerbach
(1960) reported that during heating, collagenous
fibers swelled , shrank, and then disintegrated,
and that fat translocated. Classical work on the
morphology of muscle during freezing has been
pub1 ished by Rapatz and Luyet (1959).

They des-

cribed several ice patterns which occur in frozen
muscle and cited evidence that the cell favors
development of longitudinal spears rather than
lateral growth of ice.
Morphological study of processed meats has
concentrated mainly on emulsion type products and
two early papers are mentioned as being signifi cant. Hansen (1960) demonstrated that a protein
membrane surrounded the lipid globules in meat
ernul sions and Borchert et al . (1 967) used electron microscopy to conf..,.-y:-mthe Hansen finding and
al so to reveal the extremely small lipid droplets
present in meat emulsions (down to 0.1 ~m diam eter) . S i nee then, numerous papers have appeared
which have attempted to relate this ernul sian

structure to properties of the meat. Very recently, Kempton and Trupp {1983) have used a very refined image analys i s system to study morphology in
wiener batters. They found no relationship of any
feature of microstructure to firmness of the product.
Two areas for study deserve comment. The
first is compartmentalization. Structural (and
histochemical) studies reveal where components
(such as fat} are concentrated and located. The
investigator should be constantly aware of this
situation as it may influence the procedure for
preparat i on of a meat product and also how it
might inf l uence properties and storage 1 ife of the
finished product. The second area of interest is
interfaces
{Cassens et al., 1979) in which
polar and non-polar group$ dre aligned. These are
present in muscle {where lipid of a fat cell con tacts the surrounding sarcoplasmic protein, for
example} or may be found in processed meats (where
1 ipid globules contact surrounding protein mem brane}, and they may influence chemical reactions.
Specific Identifications
One final aspect of morphology is identification. The trained person may distinguish the dif ferent types of muscle in a product purely on the
basis of structural characteristics. Similarly,
components such as connective tissue, organs,
glands or foreign bodies can be identified.
Staining techniques such as for connective tissue
or the mucopolysaccharides of salivary glands can
be used to increase sensitivity and give very
specific identification. Such identification procedures have the greatest application in regulation and do lend themselves to semi-quantitation.
European scientists have been especially active in
this area of morphology
( Prandl, 1961).
The rapidly emerging immunological methods
offer great potential for specific identification.
Species identification by immunology has been
available for some years and enzyme-linked-immunosorbent-assay {ELISA) procedures now offer precision and automation. 14hen antibodies are coupled to markers, they can be used microscopically
to relate presence to specific location. For ex ample, antibody to myosin heavy chains from red
and white muscle may be used to distinguish fiber
types (Carpenter

~

"]_ ., 1984).

Conclusions
An enormous amount of detail is known about
the structure of muscle. f1ajor morphological accomplishments have been made regarding muscle as a
food. These are (1) relating state of contraction
to tenderness, (2) characterizing aging associated
morphological changes with properties of the meat,
and (3) description of the structure of meat
"emulsions". Significant work is ongoing in the
area of relating degradation of muscle proteins to
properties of meat. The challenge to significant
progress in the future is substantial but the rewards are 1 ikewise major . The era of description
without utilization of the information is drawing
to a close. The most likely opportunities lie in
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regulat in g biological processes to produce custom
made meat , in devising morpholog ic al control procedures for manufacturing processes and in uti lizing the now available immunological procedures.
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Discussion with Reviewers
J. G. Sebranek: When one considers various
equipment designs for meat comminution, claims
are often made of improvement in partic le definition, better visual differentiation between fat
and lean, etc., in one system vs. another. Is a
microstructural difference 1 ikely to result from
use of different types of equipment for relativel y coarse products 1 ike salami or summer sausage?
Authors: We cannot visualize that there would be
any microstructural difference in such large
chunks unless a "cleaner" cut were actually made
at the surface by sharper cutting edges .
J. G. Sebranek : How important is the microstructural arrangement at the interfaces of sectioned
and formed or restructured products for particle
adhesion or bind i ng strength?
Authors : Theno et al. (J . Food Sci. 1978, 43,
493-498) showed thatin the emulsion-like area
which binds pieces of meat together in these
products, optimal binding was associated with a
high degree of junctio n alignment. It should be
noted that these interfaces in sectio ned formed
products are not the same as the interface between polar and non-polar groups as described in
the body of our text.
D. W. Stanley: Have the authors any thoughts on
the relatively recent findings that attribute a
major role in meat quality to the state of water.
and has consideration been given to a possible
role for a musc le ce ll cytoskeleton as a micro structural factor?
Authors: Because of the l arge amount of water
present in meat and because of its effect on
physical properties due to hydration, etc ., we
are not surprised that it pl ays a major role in
determining meat quality . Work on the so - called
cytoskeleton is progressing rapid l y now and as
more is learned about the basic properties, then

undoubtedly, further explanation will be forth coming regarding the cause of various meat quality attributes. Reference is made to the discussion of gap filaments by Locker in this Food
Microstructure volume.
C. A. Voyle: Is it possible to monitor the ef fect of biological processes in producing "custom
made meat" by analysis of biopsy samples? What
parameters, in addition to fibre size, should be
determined? Is there a preferred sampling site
which would provide an index of the whole?
O.F. Lewis: Do you envisage meat manufactu r ers
us1ng biopsy techniques on every cut of meat they
process?
Authors: The biopsy technique can be used to
101l"'0Wchanges occurring in muscle of 1 ive ani mals over time but it is not without its prob lems. The surgical procedure may influence the
animal and thereby subsequent results. Sampling
site is a major problem. No one muscle reflects
the properties of the total muscle mass of the
nnimal. Also a given muscle may not be large
enough to allow serial biopsies required to plot
a change. Fiber typing, probably with the ATPase
method, is in our opinion the best way to deter mine changes which occur in the muscle.
H. J. Swatland: It has recently been suggested
that the epimysium and perimysium are more or
less mechanically independent of the endomysium .
(Moore , M. J.,(1983). Muscle and Nerve ~ : 416-422) .
1
~Jhat are the authors
opinions on this idea?
Authors : We have no argume nt with this idea. We
would point out a reference by Ramsey and Street
(1940}.J. Cell . Camp. Physio l. }2:11-34) wherein
single muscle fibers, the resting length tension
relationship is essentially i dentica l whether the
fiber is left intact or injured in such a way as
to disrupt the contractile proteins but not the
sarcolemma and remnants of remaining connective
tissue. This would be proof that resting tension
of the muscle fibers is not due to the contrac tile component but rather to the sarcolemma and
remnants of remaining connective tissue .
H. J . Swat land : Much of the early 1 iterature on
the effect of cooking on meat structure was obtained by the examination of paraffin embedded
sections which sometimes introduced drastic
changes to the microstructure, such as the shrinking of fibers during hot-wax embedding. Are the
classical descriptions of Birkner and Auerbach
(1960) compatible with results obtained by the
more recent methods of EM fixation and frozen
sectioning?
Authors : The early work on changes in fiber size
CilietOheating, must be viewed with some question
for the reason you suggest. The observations on
changes in connective tissue are in our opinion
still correct . Careful use of frozen sections
reveals much more information reflective of the
in vivo state and electron microscopy, obviously ,
gives much more structural detail.
D. F. lewis: You indicate that there is a vast
amount of knowl edge available on the structure of
muscle and imply that the responsibility for
applying this knowledge 1 ies with the meat tech nologist. To what extent do you think the microscopist should act as a bridge between the animal
scient i st and the meat techno l ogist?

Structura l Properties of Meat
Can you suggest how a meat technologist might modify his processes to cope with:
i) f~eat with a high red f i bre content?
ii) Meat with a high white fibre con tent?
iii) Meat from an an imal in which a state of muscu l ar se nile atrophy has
developed?
iv) Meat from an animal which has recovered from muscle in jur ie s?
Authors: The microscopist can be most effective
1f he 1s aware of the influence the live anima l
exerts on the samp l e of musc le to be examined and
if he maintains an awareness of the biochemistry
of muscle. We believe progress is much easier
with a n integrated approach .
D. F. lewis: At tempts to prove a concrete link
between fibre t ype a nd meat behav i our on process ing have been largely inconclusive. How would
you suggest that such a link could be established?
Authors: Sa i r et a l. ( J . Food Sci. 1972, 37 ,
659 - 663) demonstrated that muscle from stress susceptible pigs have large numbers of intermediate and white fibers compared to normal animals.
It is well reco gnized that the PSE (pale, soft ,
exudative) muscle from the stress -su sceptible
animals is undesira ble for manufacture into hams
or processed meats.
D. F. lewis: \4hat effect does growth by hyper trophy rather than hyperplasia have on meat performance? Is it a lt erab le ·~
Authors: See answer above -- musc le from stresssusceptible animals generally has hypertrophied
fibers.
D. F. lewis: Does the fact that nuclei mi grate
fr om the centre to the edge of the cell during
embryonic developme nt of muscle hold any practical s i gnificance to the behavio r of meat on proc essing?
Authors : None that we know of at this t i me.
D. F. lewis: Could you gi ve practical details of
your myosin antibody technique including availability of materials a nd a pplicability to processed meats?
Auth ors : Th e method is published in complete detail in the Proceedings of the 30th European
Meetin g of Meat Research Workers, Bristol, U.K.
(see Carpenter et al., 1984) . With proper specimen
fixation and appropriate antibody labelling, we
see no reason why myosin heavy cha in could not be
immunohistochemically localized at the light or
electron microscope l evel in a processed meat
product.
D. F. lewis: It is possible that change s in the
perme a b11ity of the cell membrane will affect
dist ributi on of salts in mea t. Can you suggest
ways in which the membrane permeabi1 ity changes
may be controlled? Which do you think has the
greater effect of salt distribution - - the state
of the connective tissue or the cell membranes?
Authors: ~le cannot suggest means to control mem br a ne permeability . Several years ago we noticed
during work on staining of myoglobin in skeletal
mus cle that if fixation did not occur immedi a tely
post - mortem , the differential l oca li zation of
myoglob in in red and white fibers was l ost. We

interpreted this as meaning that cell permeability changed rapidly a llowin g the so luble myog l obi n
to diffuse. If this is in fact the case, then the
connective tissue may present a more effective
bar rier to diffusion of salt than does the cell
membrane.
Editor: Following references were suggested by
rev:rewers as relevant to the subject of this
paper:
Carroll RJ, Lee CM. (1981). Meat emulsions
fine structure relationships and stabi lity .
Scanning Electron Microsc. 1981; III: 447 - 452.
Dayton WR, Goll DE, Stromer MH, Reville WJ,
Zeece MG, Robson RM. (1975). Some properties
of ca++_activated protease that may be involved
in myofibr illar protein turn over. Cold Spring
Harbor Symposium on Protease in Biological Control.
551-577.
Davey CL. Dickson fiR. (1970). Studies in Meat
Tenderne ss . 8. Ultrastructural changes in meat
during aging. J. Food Sci. 1§_, 56-60.
Evans GG, Ranken MD. ( 1975). Fat cooking losses
from non-emu l sif ied meat pr oducts. J. Food
Technol . .!.Q., 63-72.
Then o OM, Siegel DG, Schmidt GR. (1978). Meat
Massag~ng:
effects of salt and pho~phate or the
microstructural composition of the muscle exudate.
J. Food Sci., _4_3., 483-487.
Vandenoord AHA . (1973). Beschaffenheit und
Vertei1ung von Fett in Zerkleinerten. Fleischwaren.
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Introduction

Techniques were

developed to

study

the microdistribution of aerobic enzymes
and myoglobin directly on the surfaces of

slices of meat.
Despite its solubility,
the in vivo distribution of myoglobin was
preserved post mortem and,
in pork,
the
distribution of myoglobin followed the
distribution of aerobic muscle fibers.
Aerobic fibers were grouped centrally in
their fasciculi.
Differences in oxidative enzyme activity between central and
peripheral fibers within fasciculi
were
detected by staining with methylene blue
in an atmosphere with controlled levels
of oxygen and
nitrogen.
Within individual aerobic fibers,
there was a radial
gradient of SOH (succinate dehydrogenase)
activity with more intense activity in
the subsarcolemmal region.
However, the
magnitude of the slope of the gradient in
each fiber was a function of
reaction
time.
Within individual aerobic fibers,
myoglobin was distributed evenly across
the fiber.
By fiber optic spectrophotometry,
myoglobin had
an absorbance peak
at 560 run and a low absorbance at 490 nm.
When converted to nitrosylhemochrome in
hams cured with sodium nitrite, there was
a marked increase in absorbance at both
490 and 560 nm.
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The histochemical analysis of frozen
sections of pork muscles obtained immediately post mortem shows that,
in vivo,
myoglobin is
concentrated in
muscle
fibers with strong aerobic enzyme activity (Morita et al., 1969). Thus, muscles
with a greater proportion of aerobic
fibers appear darker or more red in color
(Beecher et al .,
1965).
In the present
study, observations were made directly on
the surfaces of slices of meat to determine if the microdistribution of myoglobin maintains its original pattern with
respect to the distribution of oxidative
enzyme activity post mortem.
Fiber optic
spectrophotometry was used to measure the
absorbance spectrum of nitrosylhemochrome
formed from myoglobin in cured pork.
By light microscopy, the intracellular distribution of SOH activity within
skeletal muscle fibers can be mapped with
a scanning stage after
the outlines of a
fiber have been delineated by the observer
(Swatland,
1983).
However,
the
information contained in such maps is
difficult
to
evaluate
statistically
unless it is simplified and standardized
in some way.
One solution is to calculate the slope of a radial gradient of
enzyme activity within the fiber
on the
assumption that muscle fibers are essentially cylindrical in nature.
Research
was undertaken to investigate the effect
of incubation time on
the development of
radial gradients of enzyme activity. The
long term objective of these studies is
to improve the spatial resolution of meat
colorimetry.
Materials and Methods

KEY WORDS:
Myoglobin, Succinate dehydrogenase, Meat color, Pork, Fiber optics,
Meat microstructure.
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Optical Equipment
The apparatus is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.
On one side (components c
to E in Figure 1)
was a fiber
optic system while on the other side was
a Zeiss Universal light microscope with
attachments (components H to L in Figure
1). Both systems were linked to the same
motor-driven interference filter monochromator with a
range from 400 to 700 nm
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the sample to the photometer was carried
by a coherent fiber optic bundle in the
axis of the light guide.
A coherent
fiber optic bundle is one in which the
relative positions of the optical fibers
are maintained along the bundle so that
an image can be generated.
In a noncoherent bundle,
relative positions are
not maintained. The light from the illuminator to the sample was carried noncoherently by fibers around the axial
bundle.
The photometer branch of the
coherent light guide was bolted into a
flat metal plate with the same dimensions
as a glass microscope slide and this was
held by the scanning stage (a link from D
to J in Figure l). The microscope system
was composed of a photometer head with an
automatic shutter (Zeiss MPM-03; component H in Figure 1), a Zeiss Universal
microscope {I in Figure 1), a 0.5 pm-step
scanning stage {J in Figure 1), a solenoid operated field stop aperture
(K in
Figure 1), and a 12 v 100 w halogen illuminator (L in Figure 1).
Measurement ~ SDH gradients
The terms '' site ", ''area'', and "run''
are used here in a particular manner.
A
site is a unique position of the scanning
stage with respect to the optical axis of
the microscope, and is defined by its X:Y

(B in Figure 1) and to the same photomultiplier (A in Figure 1). The monochromator and the photomultiplier were operated
from a microcomputer (Zeiss Zonax; component M in Figure l) from which data could
be sent to a matr ix printer (N in Figure
1)
or to another microcomputer (Horizon
NorthStar)
for storage and transmission
to a mainframe computer.
Details of the
sample chambers for
the microscope are
shown in Figure 2.

Figure l. Apparatus used for fiber optic
spectrophotometry (components C to F) and
for light microscopy (components H to L).
Photomultiplier, A;
monochromator, B;
shutters, C, H and K;
light guide , D;
illuminators, E and L;
standardization
cells, F and G; microscope, I;
scanning
stage, J; microcomputer, M;
and printer,
N.
The fiber optic system was composed
of a Zeiss solenoid-operated shutter (C
in Figure 1),
a bifurcated non-coherent
light guide (PBL Electro-optics, New London, NH; part BLGS-1875-36-M; component D
in Figure 1),
and a 12 v 100 w halogen
light source (E in Figure 1).
To investigate the degree of spatial resolution
that was possible with fiber optic spectrophotometry,
the non-coherent light
guide (D in Figure 1)
was replaced by
another guide
(adapted from Model FSlOO
Industrial Fiberscope, AO Fiber Optics,
Southbridge, MA)
in which the light from

Figure 2.
Sample chambers (parts not to
scale). Chamber A was used for measuring
changes in absorbance in a histological
section during the course of a histochemical reaction. Cover slips glued to each
end of the slide made a fluid-filled
chamber over the muscle section (arrow).
Chamber B was used to examine 1-mm thick
slices of pork.
On top of the spacer
ring was placed a microscope cover slip
or
coherent fiber optic plate
(not
shown).
The arrows indicate entry ports
for nitrogen or oxygen gas.
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To set
the photometer
to 100%
transmittance, the section was then moved
under keyboard control so that a blank
area between two muscle fibers was in the
optical axis.
A drop of medium for the
enzyme reaction (0.54 g sodium succinate
and 5 mg nitroblue tetrazolium in 10 ml
0.2 M phosphate buffer at pH 7.4)
was
placed on the section and zero time was
set for a series of runs using the internal clock of the microcomputer .
A cover
slip
was placed
over the
section.
Because of the two cover slips already
glued to the slide on each side of the
section, a depth of approximately 0.15 mm
of incubati ng medium remained over the
section to allow the reaction to continue
freely.
The high voltage power supply
and the gain of the photomultiplier were
then set at zero absorbance on the blank
area flooded with incubation medium and
the first run was initiated immediately
after the photometer was set .
Runs were
repeated at intervals .
Data were converted to absorbance units and radial
gradients were calculated
from leastsquares linear
regressions
(Swatland,
1983).
Fiber optic spectrophotometry
One of two methods was used to set
the photometer to zero absorbance for
non-coherent fiber optic spectrophotometry.
The first used a test cell that
held the tip of the fiber optic probe at
a distance of 3 mm from a newly-pressed
barium sulfate test plate
(G in Figure
1).
The second used a 7 em diameter
integrating sphere with a white interior
and a single port (Labsphere, North Sutton, NH,
part IS030-WR, component F in
Figure 1) .
The common trunk of the
bifurcated non-coherent light guide used
in the present study was coated with a
flat layer of epoxy resin that modified
its optical properties.
The light guide
was tested as follows.
The guard above
the barium sulfate test plate (component
G in Figure 1) was removed and the tip of
the common trunk of the light guide was
placed in contact with the plate .
The
trunk was moved away from the test plate
in increments of 1 mm with a micromanipulator and, in a dark room,
the amount of
light returned to the photometer was measured at different wavelengths.
The
amount of light returned was almost constant from 5 to 12 mm .
The proportion of
light returned was independent of wavelength.
When the photometer was set at
100% reflectance against the flat barium
sulfate plate,
the proportion of light
returned from an integrating sphere (component F in Figure 1) was the same at all
wavelengths.
Curing .2! hams
The hams from six pigs (live weights

c oor d inate s.
An area is a collection of
adjacent s ites through which the stage
moves and at which optical measurements
are made.
A run is a series of measurements at different areas.
In a run, no
area is measured more than once, and no
measurements are made as the stage moves
between areas.
A series of runs allows
areas to be measured repeatedly for the
study of dynamic (time-based)
changes in
optical absorbance such as those that
occur progressively during the course of
a histochemical reaction.
Frozen transverse sections
(10 pm
thick)
of porcine adductor muscles (from
3 sows at about 150 kg live weight) were
collected on microscope slides coated
with egg albumen which was dried onto the
glass.
Cover slips were glued directly
to the glass at each end of the slide
with rubber cement as shown in Figure 2.
The section was examined with the scanning stage of the microscope under manual
control from the microcomputer keyboard .
Figure 3 shows how the areas to be measured were defined. First, the stage was
moved so that the optical axis of the
microscope corresponded to the central
axis of a particular muscle fiber and the
coordinates of this position were stored.
Second,
the stage was moved eastwards
until the edge of the fiber was reached
and the coordinates of this position were
stored.
These
two operations
were
repeated for each of the areas to be examined in the run.

Figure 3. Computer display of the absorbance of diformazan in a single muscle
fiber reacted for SDH. The plotting symbols are:
(.)
absorbance <= 0.5;
(o)
absorbance > 0. 5 and <= 1. 0; and
(*)
absorbance > 1.0.
The large asterisk
marks the central axis of the muscle
fiber and
the large arrow indicates the
radius along which measurements were made
as the histochemical reaction was in progress.
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79.5 to 90.9 kg)
were pumped with curing
brine (75.6 g / 1 NaC1, 15 g/1 sugar) which
co nta ined a different level of sodium
nitrite for each ham (from 0 to 2.2 g/1
in 0.2 g/1 increments).
The hams were
kept individually in plastic bags covered
with pickle for
24 h.
After
being
smoked,
the hams we re
transected at the
mi dleng th of
the femur and the color of
the main part of the biceps fe mor is was
measured with the
non-coherent fiber
optic probe directly on the face of each
ham.

SDH gradients
In some fibers of the adductor muscle, SDH activity was greater in the subsarcolemmal
region than in the central
axis of the muscle fiber and the absorbance increased as the stage moved radially in s teps of 2 pm (Figure 3) .
Radial
gradients increased with the length of
the incuba tion time (Figure 4). The data
in Figure 4 are grouped by runs and are
shown in histogram form because time is
not measured exactly on the x-axis.
The
runs were started at regular intervals of
6 min but
the number of areas and sites
within the runs was variable.
Microdistribution ~ Myoglobin
Thick (1 mm)
transverse slices of
longissimus dorsi and adductor muscl es
were placed in an optical chamber under a
controlled atmosphere
(Figure 2).
The
microdistribution
of
myoglobin
wa s
observed directly on the surface of the
muscle slice (Figure 5) .
A continuous flow of ga s was ne cessary to stop the cover slip from fogging
over. The gas escaped between the space r
ring and the cover slip.
Despite the
solubility of myoglobin and the translocation of fluids that probably occurred
when the pork was sliced,
the myoglobin
wa s
still contained with the aerobic
fibers in the centers of fasciculi.
The
identity of the aerobic fibers was determined by flooding the face of the muscle
slice with either the nitroblue tetrazolium incubation medium used previously
for SDH or with 0.05% methylene blue in
physiological saline.
Both tetrazolium
salts and methylene blue act as electron
acceptors in enzyme-catalyzed oxidations
(Pearse,
1972).
The fibers
that contained myoglobin were stained with tetrazolium salts or methylene blue
(Figure
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Figure 4.
Effect of reaction time on the
radial gradient of absorbance of diformazan produced in the SOH reaction .
The
radial gradient is expressed in terms of
absorbance units per 2-pm step of
the
scanning stage . The interval between the
start of each run was 6 min. These cumulative data (n = 29)
include fibers with
a wide range in ove rall SDH activity.

spread to peripheral fibers.
When the
chamber was flushed with nitrogen, muscle
fibers did not become deeply stained and
those that had been stained after earlier
exposure to oxygen lost their stain under
nitrogen.
Fibers in the periphery of
fasciculi
were more
rapidly destained
under nitrogen than fibers located centrally.
Figure
shows the appearance of
fibers containing myoglobin and stained
with methylene blue when they were viewed
through a coherent fiber
optic plate
directly on the meat surface .
A section
stained with methylene blue is shown so
that cellular boundaries and the grouping
of fibers
in fasciculi
are more easily

6).

The l evel of staining with methylene
blue could be controlled by altering the
flow rates of oxygen and nitrogen.
When
the chamber was flushed with oxygen the
muscle fibers became intensel y stained .
Staining was initiated in fibers located
centrally within fasciculi but it later
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!~~~~ z~;~e m:~~ s~~=~h~~el e~:soi~~~~~ ~ ~
the fib e r opti c face plate but the light
guide could be linked to the microscope
system (from C to J in Figure 1).
Thus,
the scanning stage was used to position
individual optical fibers in the optical
axis of the microscope for spectrophotometric measurement.
The testing of this
technique is still in progress.

Figure 5.
The microdistribution of myoglobin seen on the surface of a slice of
pork.
Myoglobin is restricted to fibers
located centrally within their fasciculi,
as indicated by an arrow .
Illumination
is brighter in the center of the figure
than at the edge. Bar scale = 100 pm.

Figure 7 .
The appearance of methyleneblue s tained pork when seen through a
coherent fiber optic plate. Illumination
is brighter in the c e nt e r o f the figur e
than at the edge. Bar s c al e = 100

fm.

Spectral properties ~ myoglobin
The ham that received no n i trite was
a dull gray color.
All the nitritetreated hams had formed nitrosylhemochrome and there was no obvious relationship between
the degree
of pigment
f ormation and the level of nitrite in the
ham.
Thus, the formation of nitrosylhe mochrome behaved as an all or none reaction in this study.
The hams were measured with a noncoherent light guide so
that measurements were based on the light
~~;u~~~~u~r~~ ~~ 3 ~~luminated cone of tis-

Figure 6. The surface of a slice of pork
washed with methylene blue and maintained
under a controlled balance of nitrogen
and oxygen gas.
Myoglobin-containing
fibers
located centrally within their
fasciculi were reversibly stained with
methylene blue as a result of their oxidative enzyme activity.
Illumination is
brighter in the center of the figure than
at the edge . Bar scale = 100 pm.

The extreme spectral range from the
raw color
(before being pumped)
to the
darkest cured color is shown in Figure 8.
Raw pork had an absorbance peak at 560 nm
and low absorbance at 490 nm. Conversion
to nitrosylhemochrome was accompanied by
a marked increase in absorbance at 490 nm
and an elevation of the 560 nm peak.
Spectra from all the nitrite- treated hams
fell somewhere between the limits of the
two spectra shown in Figure 8.

seen in the figure.
The corresponding
distribution of myoglobin in unstained
preparations was detectable subjectively
and spectrophotometrically but was difficult to demonstrate clearly in black and
white photomicrographs.
The resolution
obtained with a coherent fiber optic
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techniques.
As shown, it is possible to
increase greatly the degree of microstructural resolution in meat colorimetry.
In practical examples such as, (1) commlnuted meat products,
(2)
pink spots in
cooked non-cured meat due to nitrite contamination from spices, (3) gray spots in
cured ham due to incomplete penetration
of nitrite, (4) surface spoilage, or (5)
pathological
lesions in
meat,
the
affected areas may have a small size that
makes them difficult to measure with
existing methods of colorimetry.
As
demonstrated here,
spatial resolution at
the level of muscle fasciculi is attainable by fiber optics and would be appropriate for the study of these problems.
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Discussion
The results
reported here indicate
that quantitative measurements of differences in enzyme activity made between two
or more sites in a section are dependent
on incubation time.
Incubation time
must, therefore,
either be kept constant
or else taken into account when comparing
data from different sections. This principle also extends to section thickness
and to any factors that affect the rate
of enzyme activity.
The use of methylene
blue as a
histochemical reagent was
eclipsed by the advent of tetrazolium
salts with a stable final
reaction product (Pearse, 1972).
However,
as shown
in the present study,
the unstable indicator-like properties of methylene blue
can be used advantageously to examine
metabolically
active
meat
surfaces.
Thus,
with further
development of the
system described here it may be possible
to study oxidative metabolism on the meat
surface as well as
to measure meat color
at the microstructural level.
Both the
macroscopic reflectance
colorimetry of sliced meat and the analysis of the microstructure of meat are
common techniques in meat research.
The
intention of the studies reported here
was
to
link
together
these
two

Discussion with Reviewers
£.~.

Voyle:
Have you any information on
the correlation between microdistribution
of myoglobin and of oxidative enzyme
activity post-mortem, as implied in your
Introduction?
Author:
Yes. On an intercellular basis,
fibers with strong aerobic enzyme activity (SOH)
had the highest levels of myoglobin.
On an intracellular basis,
no
correspondence was detected in the relationship between aerobic enzyme activity
and myoglobin distribution.
£.~.
Voyle:
How do the results obtained
by the described method of fibre optic
spectrophotomet ry compare with those currently used to measure colour at meat
surfaces?
Author:
Fiber optic spectrophotometry
g1ves similar results
to macroscopic
reflectance except in the low wavelengths
(<

460 nm) •

.s;_.~.

Voyle:
Is it not possible to produce uniform illumination for Figures 5
and 7?
Author:
The problem is due to the use of
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an ordinary substage condenser with thick
slices of meat.
The problem could be
avoided with some other type of substage
system.
R.J. Carroll: The spectral measurements
Were made using the non-coherent light
guide;
the muscle morphology micrographs
were made using the coherent light guide.
Would you explain the rationale for using
the non-coherent and the coherent light
guides in each situation?
Author:
The
earliest
observations
(absorbance spectra)
were made with the
non-coherent light guide.
I then started
to investigate
coherent systems
and
obtained the image shown in Figure 7
using a plate of coherent optical fibers.
I then built a coherent fiber optic system with a flexible light guide and coupled it to the scanning stage.
At the
present time,
I am just about to write
the software to link the scanning stage
to the coherent fiber optic system so as
to make spectrophotometric measurements
on the light from individual optical
fibers .
R.G. Cassens: The author comments on the
PrOblems solubility of myoglobin causes
in doing histochemical analysis.
Were
any time course studies conducted to determine how long of ii time peri.oct postmortem was safe before diffusion became
evident?
Author:
In the peroxidase histochemical
react~on for myoglobin,
the solubility of
myoglobin can be overcome by combining
sulfosalicylic acid in the first step of
the reaction
(Swatland,
H.J.
1979.
Stain , Tech.
54: 245-249).
In the present study using thick slices of meat,
the localization of myoglobin to certain
muscle fibers was evident at least several days postmortem.
Thus,
although
myoglobin is very soluble, it does not
appear to leave the muscle fiber
in the
fresh product.
However,
I
have not
investigated this topic with any time
course studies.
R.G. Cassens:
In regard to hams,
the
Collclusion was made that level of nitrite
used was not related to degree of pigment
formation.
Does the author wish to qualify this statement in any way to take
into account the possibility of fading of
color levels of nitrite?
Author:
I am an absolute novice at producing nitrosylhemochrome in a piece of
pork.
I was very suspicious of the
industrial-type
calculations used
to
estimate the nitrite levels required in

the brine, and then very suprised to find
that the reaction appeared to be an allor-nothing response.
In fact, where the
control ham with no nitrite touched the
next ham with the lowest level of nitrite
by accident in the smokehouse, sufficient
nitrite diffused across to create nitrosylhemochrome to a depth of several millimeters in the control ham.
The point
that you make (that pigment may have been
unstable at low nitrite levels)
may well
be correct, and is something that I will
certainly bear in mind in any future studies on this topic.
E . A Davis: What are the reflectance maxTma of myoglobin and nitrosylhemochrome?
How are they influenced by the different
oxidation states of myoglobin? Would the
different oxidation states of myoglobin
cause one to misinterpret the nitrosylhemochrome data?
Author:
With the system I have at present, wavelength discrimination is only
possible at about 10 nm intervals.
This
is partly because of the relationship
between aperture size and the length of
the continuous interference filter,
and
partly because of a difficult interaction
between the software and the stepping
motor
that drives
the monochromator.
This makes the accurate definition of
spectral peaks and the resolution of
spectral shifts ra t her difficult.
For
example,
sometimes it is possible with
fiber optics to detect the dent that
appears in the myoglobin peak when the
pigment is converted to o xymyo g l obi n, but
it depend s how deep into the meat that
the formation of oxymyoglobin has occurred.
A similar s ituation occurs with
oxidation to form metmyoglobin.
When
working with isolated pigments in solution, one can obtain a homogeneous system
in the light path.
~Vhen working
with
macroscopic reflectance colorimetry, one
is dealing mainly with pigments in the
surface layer of the meat.
With fiber
optics, however, measurements are based
on an illuminated cone of tissue that
includes the interior of the sample as
well as the sample surface. This is both
the strength and the weakness of this new
system.
Its strength is that it is very
good for detecting pH-dependent light
scattering and separating this from the
overall concentration of myoglobin derivatives .
One would not, however, choose
to use a fiber optic probe on a solid
meat sample as a method to investigate
the spectral properties of pigments.
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THE ROLE OF GAP FILAMENTS IN MUSCLE AND IN MEAT
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GAP FILAMENTS IN MUSCLE

The neglected "gap filaments" are now beginning
to receive close attention in several centers, in terms
of organisation, composition and function.
The
author's model for their connections gave them a role
as cores to A-fi laments. This review attempts to
weigh the implications of such a role, and relevant
evidence, old and new. New ideas arising largely from
PAGE*and immunochemkal studies on candidate proteins, and from the developing concept of the
cytoske leton, are considered.
The author's theory of meat tenderness , based on
G-filaments, ha:; been tested by PAGE studies on
changes in the large structural proteins (particularly
titin and nebulin) during tenderising treatments. The
results, together with those from parallel work e lsewhere, are in some conflict with the theory.

Introduc tion: sliding filaments are not the whole story
In 1954, two classic papers in "Nature" laid
down the sliding filament theory of muscular
contraction, which proved to be a landmark in muscle
biology. In one of these papers, H.E. Huxley .and
Hanson (1954) felt bound to discuss some observations
which the theory could not explain. They noted that
when the myosin was extracted from their myofibrils ,
the center of the sarcomere appeared empty under
phase contrast. This was an illusion , sin~e. as the
authors themselves said: "The ghost f1bnls are
however still structurally continuous; stretched
fibrils shorten spontaneously to a little less than rest
length during extraction --- they may be reversibly
extended again ---with great ease, and it is apparent
that only weak forces oppose such a stretch; the g.ap
e longates in the process but the length of ma tenal
from the Z-line to the gap remains constant ---".
They concluded th at the gap was bridged by an
elastic componen t:
"The S-filaments provide
continuity between the set of actin filament s
associated with one Z-lin e and that associated with
the next ---". Th e S-filaments were last heard of
when Huxley and Hanson (1957) assessed the "5substance" in the gap as 3% of the myofibril by
interference microscopy (note that the gap was only
a third of the sarcomere, and if the 5-filaments
extended from one Z-line to the other they would
amount to 9%). The definitive electron microscopy
study of Huxley (1957) did not substantiate the
presence of extra filaments , and 5-filaments were
shelved.
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The gap filaments and other "extra" filaments
The other paper associated with the sliding
filament theory was the first to record gap filaments.
A.F. Huxley and Peachey (1961) were investigating
the ability of stretched fibres to contract. . A
micrograph of a fibril stretched well beyond the pomt
where A-and 1-filaments over-lap, led them to
comment: "The suggestion of fine
filaments
connecting the ends of the two major sets of
filaments may be a result of super-position in the
section or may represent an add itional c.oml?onent <?f
the myofibril ". So, in a sentence , they d1smJssed thJs
important observation. It was Sjostrand (1962) who
finally
described
and
named
the
"gap

Gap filaments, G-filaments, muscle
structure, meat tenderness, A-filament, core, titin,
connectin, nebulin, N-Jines
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filaments". Carlse n~~· (1965) gave them further
a ttention, but there the gap-filaments (G-filaments)
res ted, having no role in the new theor y which was
then sti mulating muscle biology.
The idea of extra filaments received fresh
attention with the "superthin" filaments (M cNeill and
Hoyle, 1967; Walcott and Ridgway, 1967). These
have recently been discussed again (Hoyle, 1983) but
their relationship, if any, to the G-filaments remains
obscure.
The presence of residual fil aments after
extraction of actin a nd myosin has been recorded by
Guba et al. (l968a), dos Remedios (1969) and by dos
Remedfos-and Gilmour (1978). These "extra" fil aments will be further discussed below.
In 1973, I found by chance that beef fibers
cou ld be stretc hed by 4-5 times (up to 12 1Jm) and
that G-fi laments showed to great advantage in such
material. A series of subsequent papers described
the morpho logy of the G-fi laments in some detail
(Locker and Leet, 197 5, 1976a, 1976b). A model for
their connect ion s (Fig. I) was proposed (Locker and
Leet, 1976a). It was based on the curious behaviou r
of A-fi laments at these extreme degrees of stre tch
(stretching and dislocation), counts on the spa rse but
well def ined array of filaments in the gap, and the
lack of st rain in !-filaments (summarised in Locke r,
1982a ). According t o th is model each G-filament
forms a co re to an A-fi lament, emerging at one end
on ly, passing independently of the !-filaments through
the Z-line, between the !-fi laments of the next
sa rcome re and into a second A-fl lament, to te rminate as a second core. The symmetry is based on
the Z-line, with half the A-fi lamen ts in any A-band
linked to A-filaments in one adjacent sa rcome re and
half to the o ther s ide. This model may seem odd, but
it appeared to offer the only explanation of the
ev idence. The author wi ll be happy to see it modified
if satisfac t ory a lte rnative explanations emerge , as in
fact seems inevitab le. The model will be discussed
further in re lat io n to the difficulties it raises, a nd to
newer evidence.

chara cterised materia l emerged in tit in (Wang ~ a l. ,
1979; Wang, 1982a). Connectm and titin appear toOe
essentially identical (Maruyam a~~ ., 1981a, b).
An interesting development with apparent
potential for exploring t he physiological role of connectin is its isolation in a "native" state and in high
yield by a very mild extraction procedure (Kimura
and Maruyama, 1983a). These authors have already
demonstrated a weak interac tion of this protein with
both myos in and act in (Kimura and Maruyama,
1983b). However Wang (pers. comm.) cons iders th is
"native" form to be titin-2, a part ly degraded ti t in,
which has become salt-soluble in the process ( Wang
and Ramirez-Mitche ll , 1983b).
The link between titin and G-filaments seems
to have been finally established (La Salle ~ a l., 1983;
Robson and Huiatt, 1983; Robson~~., 1983}. Antibody to bovine skeletal titin labelled the fi laments in
the gap of beef fibers, over-stretched after Locker
and L eet (197 5).

There is of cou rse no reason why G-filaments
should be composed of a single strand or of a single
pro tein. King (1984) has suggested that they may be
compound and we have raised the possibility that
nebulin might be involved with titin on the basis of
cha nges in PAGE patterns during ageing of meat
(Locker and Wild, 1984a). The idea of the involvement of both proteins in G-f il aments has been
developed in detail by Wang (1983b) on the basis of
his immunochemical studies (see later).
How much t it in is there in muscle?
This is an important preliminary quest ion in
seeking a role for titin and G-fi laments . Twenty
years ago the balance sheet for structura l prote ins
seemed more or less com ple te .
It has proved
rema rkably e lastic with the discove ry of a host of
new myofibri ll ar proteins.
"St roma" has been a
convenient "throw-away" labe l fo r the largest
untapped reservoi r of new proteins. Whil e this must
con tain connective tissue and membranes, there is
c learly a great deal more.
Indeed washed beef
sternomandibularis myofibrils leave a residue of 1620% of the protein nitrogen after extrac t ion with
M.KI, and all but 1-2% of this is soluble in 5M
guanidine hydrochloride -OTT (Loc ker and Daines,
[980). This dissolved materia l, when made watersoluble by maley lation, gave a fraction unabsorbed by
DEAE-cellulose (5-8% of the myofibr il) which
appeared to be connectin . Maruyama ~ ~· (1976)
es timated connectin in rabbit psoas at 5% of th e
myofibr illa r protein, but the drastic treat ments used
in the pre paration make this figure suspect. This
c r iticism a lso applies to their estimate of 18% in
cardiac muscle (Maruyama et a l., 1977), indeed we
found the content in hear t al1d Ske letal muscle t o be
much the same (Locker and Daines, 1980), a n
assertion borne out by later experience of fo ur
different cardiac muscles (Locker and Wild ,
unpublished results).
Wang et a l. (1 979) est ima ted titin-1 , - 2 and - 3
in chicken bTeiSt at 10- 15% of myofibri ll ar prote in ,
based on the Lowry estimation of 20 e luates from
aga rose columns (stain intensity of gels gave only
half these values) . Ti t in-3, a distinct protein, has
since been renamed "nebulin" (Wang and Wi ll iamson,
1980). Our own ge l staining fo r bee f (Locker and
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Model for the connections of Gf il aments (dotted). Each acts as a core
to
two
A- filaments
in
adjacent
sarcomeres link ing these A-filaments
through the Z- Jine and independently of
!-filaments.

The prote in of G-fi laments
While we were attempting to c harac teri se the
protein of G-filamen ts, candidates for this role were

~;:,~~~~fin~~ s:t~:rr~·y:~!e:;n:l~ o~~~r~~:~~ee t~~~t~~~
of the G-filaments (Maruyama et al., 1980; Locker and
Daines, 1980; King and Kurth, -1980).
A better
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Wil d, 1984a) shows nebulin to be about half as
abundant as titin (also the conclusion of Wang,
1982a).
This means that the above column data ,
probab ly the best avai lable, translate to 7-10% titin .
King (1984} has est imated titin in sheep sem imembranous muscles in much the same way as Wang
et al. (1 979) and found it to be 12% of the myofibril
Wryweight).
Our measurements o f stain intensity in gels
(Locker and Wild, 1984a} show the titin content of
beef to be a third that of myosin, equivalent to 14%
of myof ibrillar protein, if 43% is taken as the best
value for myosin (Yates and Greaser, 1983). Thi s
method must be suspect due to uncertainties about
staining. Curiously th e value is high, in contrast t o
Wang's low va lu e from this method.
Finally, in our survey o f the occurrence of titin
across the anima l kingdom (Locker and Wild,
unpublished results), visual comparison of myosin and
titin bands, suggest their relative amounts to be
remarkably constant in skeletal and card iac muscles,
suggest ing a consistent role for t itin in a structure
common to a wide range of vertebrate and invertebrate muscles.
Consider ing all the above data together it
seems that the round figures of Wang (1982a} for titin
and nebulin (10 % and 5% respectivel y of the
myofibril) are a very reasonable choice. The figure
mentioned earlier of 9% for through-running Sfilaments makes an interesting comparison. Titin is
therefore a major component of the myofibril, lying
between actin and t ropcmyosin in .:1bundc;,ncc. On
these grounds a lone it must be the leading candidate
for the substance of an extra se t of filaments. There
would clearly be enough for the G-filaments of my
model (Fig. I).
It may also be noted that nebulin, about as
abundant as tropomyosin, is a lso a major constituent.
There seems to be more than would be required for
an Nr!ine (Wang and Williamson, 1980).

~1u s clc

and Meat

~:i~f;~e0~t;:n:v!~a~e~~! r;ui~f~fnt~~e /lat;eofr~ti~~~
0

0 .6 ~m at t he centre (ibid. Fig 8). This suggests a
core runn ing right through the A-f il amen t.
There is room for a core
The accumulation of evidence for the structure
of the vertebrate A-filame nt derived from X-rays,
b iochem ical studies, quantitative mass measurements
o r direct morphology in the electron microscope, now
lies heavily in favour of the 3-stranded model (see
Kensler and Stewart, 1983; lp and Heuser , 1983).
This was the preferred model of Squire (1973), who
discussed its implications for the core of the Afilament. He favoured a 3-stranded core for vertebrate muscle and a 6-stranded core for insect fli ght
muscle, based on his detailed X-ray diffract ion
studies of frog sartorius and Lecotherus flight
muscle. These mode ls have internal spaces of clear
diameter about 30A and IOOA respective ly.
The
vertebr ate "hole" is actua ll y triangular and wou ld
best accommodate a 3-stranded core of 20A filaments, while the insect "hole" wou ld accommodate
best a hexagonal array of 18 such fi laments. The
"hollowness" of A-f ilaments is visible in many
electron m icrographs . It is not uncommon in vertebrate muscle (e.g., Huxley, 1957} and is very striking
in insect flight muscle (e.g. Ullrick ~ ~., 1977). As
pointed out by Squire it should not be regarded as
emptiness, but as a central region of a lower staining
capacity.
His estimate of the diameter of this
region, fro1n direct observdtion of m icrographs is 50A
and !OOA in the vertebrate and insect fi lamen ts
respective ly. While there is no evidence from his
wnrk tor a c:ore, he estimates that a vertebrate core,
as above, should comprise not more than 496 of the
myosin mass. This could not accommodate the titin
estimated above at 10% of the myofibrillar pro t ein,
although nebulin at 5 % comes c lose.
A-Filament cores do exist
There is precedent for A-fila ment cor e s in th e
case of molluscan adductors where paramyosin
definitely fills the role (Szent-Gyorgyi ~ ~., 1971 ).
However these A-filaments differ marked ly from the
mammalian ones in hav ing much larger and variab le
diameters of 300-1200A. Paramyosin may acc ount
for half the structural protein in some cases. This
protein occurs in the musculature of various
arthropod classes, annelids and nematodes, although
its location is not known (Wa t erston et a!., 1974).
Paramyosin has proved abundant in sornein"Sect flight
musc les (Bullard ~ ~., 1973).
Assuming a core
location, that is an A-filament composed of myosin
and paramyosin, the paramyosin content was
equiva lent to about 11% of the A-filament in
Lethocerus (close to the predicted 12-13% of core
permitted in the Squire 6-strand model), 18% in the
rosechafer beet le, but on ly 2% in the blowf ly. Since
bumb le bee fl ight muscle contains titin and nebulin
(Locker
and
Wild,
unpublished
results)
the
possibilities for cores in insect fli ght muscles become
complex.

The G-fila ment as a possible core to the A-filament
The manner in which A-filaments are dragged
one way or the other and are themselves stretched in
over-stretched beef fibers, shows a strong tensile link
between A- and G-filaments, but this does not prove
t hat G-fi laments continue inside the A-filament.
However the various extraction studies described
earlier, indicate that they do extend into the A-band,
and there seems to be no place in this region, other
than the A-core, in which to hide G-filaments, which
are about as thick as !-fi laments (Locker and Leet,
1975). Huxley (1957) found the H-band devoid of fine
f il aments and this has been the general conclusion
since. But it shou ld be noted that McNeill and Hoy le
(1967} disagreed. Their Fig. 5b appears to show many
"superth in filaments" between the thick filaments in
the H-band.
Our micrographs c learly show continuity of Aand G-filaments in sarcomeres with A-bands e ither
d islocated (Locker and Leet, 1975, Fig. 15) or undislocated (Locker and Leet, 1976a, Fig. 3). Moreover,
when myosin
is extracted from undislocated
sarcomeres, the fine filaments le ft in the A-band still
appear to emerge from th e A-fila ment stubs,
preserved wi th in the M-line (ibid., Fig. II). When
dislocated sarcomeres are extracted the res id ual

Filament counts in the !-band
In the !-band , G-fi laments canno t be hidden and
the evidence is conflicting on whether they can be
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counted with the actin filament s.
Huxl ey (1960)
found in serial cross sections of rabbit psoas, a mean
ratio of 1.9 for 1-filaments: A-filaments, close to the
2.0 predicted for the double hexagonal array. Again
using serial sections of rabbit psoas (and taking pains
to employ an impartial counter), dos Remedios (1969)
obtained a rati o of 2.8, intermed iate between the
prediction of his model (3.0 for through-running
residual filaments) and mine (2.5).
Guba et al.
(J96&b) using the same material (but not Serial
sections), partly extracted for myosin, found a ratio
of 3.1. Ullrick ~ ~ · (1977), using seria l sections,
found a ratio of 2.1 in frog sartorius and 2.2 for
chameleon tongue. In short the present situat ion is
unsatisfactory, but hardly excludes a model requiring
a ratio of 2.5.
The classic electron micrographs of Huxley
(1957) defined the hexagonal packing of the interdigitated thick and thin filaments in the A-band. Hi s
very special sections, cu t at about l50A, were only
one layer of filaments thick . Those lyin g exac tly in
the 1120 plane of the lattice, had in the A-band two
thin filaments between each pair of thick filaments.
But my counts of filaments in the 1-bands, using his
best plates, bear a ratio to thick filaments well in
excess of 2.0, and closer to the 2.5 predicted by my
model. Th is excess appears to be due to filaments
emerging from thick filaments (see next section).
Although counts on longitudinal sections are suspect,
in these special sect ions they should be more reliable
than usual.

of an A-core, Morimoto and Harrington (1973) show
micrographs of A-filaments and neglect to point out
the stumps of thin filament protruding at one end of
three out of four A-filaments, in their Plate V.
These somewhat resemble the "end-f il aments" of
Trinick (1981) (see below).
It is interesting that Morimoto and Harrington
could not isolate A-fi laments at an early s tage when
dilute tris-buffer had a lready removed the M-line
(but not the Z-line) from their myofibrils. Af ter a
week, when Z-lines had go ne, A-filaments were
released by gentle agitation.
I believe they had
remained moored by their G-filaments until released
by slow proteolysis. This problem has not really been
solv ed up to the latest methods for the preparation of
A-filaments. Trinick (1982) claims only 5-10% of Afilaments are liberated on homogenisation of freshly
glycerina ted rabbit muscle, and that A-segmen ts can
be prepared in the same way, but best if the muscle
is first aged for severa l days. Our own experience is
that age ing is necessary to get signif icant yields of
A-filaments from beef sternomand ibul a ri s muscle.
Morimoto and Ha rrington (1973) found by PAGE
that myosin and C -protein were the on ly significan t
com ponents of the A-filament.
The apparent
necessity to age A-filamen ts during preparation
leaves a naggin g doubt about such studies. I have
previously argued strongly (Locker, 1982a, b) that an
A-core would be fully protected from autolytic
change, and indeed will show later that titin is
resistant (although nebulin is not). While I still hold
to this argument, I have to concede that an e lement
of doubt exists. If the G-fi lament passes through the
A-filament in any loca tion other than as a cent ral
core , then the question of its vulnerability to
proteolysis dur in g A-filament preparation becomes a
ser ious one.
Some recent disassembly of A-filaments reveals
no sign of a core. Maw and Rowe (1980) found that
rat (but seldom rabbit) A-filamen ts frayed into three
str ands when rinsed with water on a g rid. These
presumably cor respond to the three myosin strands of
the favoured A-fi lament model (Kensler and Stewart,
!983). Trinick (1981) found that rat or rabbit Afilaments frayed more reliably in 2 mM imida zole at
pH 7 .3 . Again there was no sign of a core but he
observed at each end a single "end-filament" (85 x 5
nm) with a period of 4.2 nm and some ti mes a globu lar
head.
He considered these end-filaments were
normally folded back inside since they were not
visible in unfrayed A-filaments (although he quotes
C raig as having seen them in unfrayed frog
filaments). Pepe (1982, his Fig. 4) has observed a
similar fraying in 10 mM tris-citrate buffer, pH 8.0.
The apparently co re-less fray ed A-filament
suggests a possible alternative to a cen tral core :
that each of the three myosin strands might
incorporate a st rand of titin as a "mini-core", the
three mini-cores uniting to form a tr iple-stranded Gfilament.
Such a concept wou ld be difficu lt to
reconcile with th e withdrawal of a core under stretch
or retraction during con traction (see be low).
With regard to a multistrand G-filament we
have on one occasion observed an unusually large
number of filaments in the gap (Locker ~ ~., 1977).
This was on a sample of beef sternomandibularis,
glycerinated at 100% stretc h and then incubated 24 h

Thin extens ions to A-filaments
Numerous papers from 1962 onwards, leave no
doubt that in insec t flight muscle there are thin
extensions of th e A-fi lam ent to the Z-line (C-filaments). These are seen clearly in a break which
opens up at the 1-Z junction when Lecotherus flight
musc le is stre t c hed in rigor by 10% (White and
Thorson, 1973, their Fig. II). In transverse sections
each thi ck filament gives way precisely to a thin
fi lament in an equivalent hexagonal array (their Fig.
12). The ratio of filaments in the 1-Z region to Afilaments was found by Ullrick ~ ~- (1977) in this
muscle to be 4.1, as to be expected with a set extra
to the actin filaments (which in this muscle are three
times as numerous as A-filaments). The C-f ilament s
have been shown beautifully in honey bee flight
muscle (Trombitas and Tigyi-Sebes, 1974, their Fig.
7).

The presence of C -filaments in these high ly
spec ialised muscles is no guarantee of their presence
in vertebrate muscle. One of the best indications
that equivalent structures may be present comes
from the specia l one-layer sections of Huxley (1957)
referred to above. I wish to point out that most thick
filaments there have a thin extension at one end and
some at both ends. These extens ions appear indistinguishable from other 1-filaments.
In ordinary
sections, about four times thicker, this could be
dismissed as superposition of thick and thin
filaments, but it is harder to dismiss so many occurrences in one-layer sect ions, especia ll y as the thin
filaments in the next layer up or down in the lattice
do not overlie the thick filaments.
There is a lso evidence from isolated A-filaments. In a paper claim ing to disprove the existence
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at 25°C with a c rude muscle protease preparation
and calcium at pH 7. Over most of the sam ple , Aand I-bands remained just in contact, but in a few
places (Fig. 2) had separated leaving an abundance of
beautifuJJy defined filaments in the gap. Instead of
the usual sparse ar ray seen there (usually half the
numbe r of A-filaments) the filaments in the gap are
here in excess (by about 1.2 ti mes) . This cou ld be
interpreted as the unravelling of a two- or threest randed G-filament, possibly due to proteolytic
removal of some cementing substance. On the other
hand it cou ld be taken as evidence for a G-fi lament
eme rging from every A-filament, on a different
model (see late r).

(Locker and Leet, 1975) with filam en ts clearly
surviving in the gap.
Recen tly, obse rving overs tretched fibers in the light microscope, I have
frequently seen 12 IJm sarcomeres, 13 1Jm not uncommonly and once a record 14 IJm. In the latte r case
the G-filament should be 7.3 IJffi long (a llowing for
residual overlap of 0.6 IJm in the disloca ted Afilaments).
This means a stretch of five times
minimum length, rather high for a biological fi lament. This alone should be enough to dismiss claims
that G-filaments are wisps of myosin or actin.
If the G-filament merely joined the A-filament
but did not penetrate, it would hav e a length in an
equilibrium sarcomere (2.1 1Jm) of only 0.3 1-Jm. In a
14 1Jm sarcome re the G-fi1ament wou ld then be
stretched about thirteen times. Such a degree of
stretch becomes hard to believe, and is a good
argument either for a core or at least for con tinuation into the A-filament in a stretchable form. In
short, the re has to be something to st retch .
In pre-rigor muscle th e G-fi laments must have
a high extensibility since a load of only 0.1 kg/cm 2 is
necessary to extend the muscle by 80%. Thi s, in
terms of the model, means stretching G-fil ame nts t o
about 1.5 times excised length . A hi gh extensibility
appears to be preserved into the rigor state, since
when a muscle "y ield s" by fracturing of actin filaments (Locker and Wild , 1982a), the G-filaments
survive in the 1-band and stretch without further
loading. It is also possible to over-stretch muscle
that has gone into rigor at maximum stretch (100%),
th a t i:; with no actin-myosin overla p {Locker and
Leet, 1976a).
As discussed above, the Squire model has a
central space in the A-filament with a clea r diamete r

~~r;eo:;ra~~:da~~~:lg xt~~~~~la~ir:~~ ::ss:rvs~t\~nd o~
Figure 2.

micrographs suggested a core of about 50A diameter.
These estimates appear to impose a maximum diameter of 30-50A to a G-filament core at the full y
re trac ted length of 1.5 IJm. This is in seri ous conf lic t
with our observation that the filaments seen in th e
gap of overstretched musc le were of abou t the same
diameter as actin filam en ts (60 -70A ).
In these
sa rcomeres of 9-10 IJm the G-filament le ng th would
be a bout 5 1-1m: i.e., stretched by 3.3 ti mes . The
maxim um allowable diameter shou ld th en be 30-50A
divided by
that is 16-27A. The gap filaments
reported by Sjostrand (1962) were conside red to be
30A in diameter, and being less s tretc hed than ours
are not too far from Squire's predic tion. Guba ~ ~
( I968a) found the filaments remaining after KI
extract ion to be 40A in diameter.
In the Squire model any core is like ly to be a
tight fit, and its extension might pose problem s,
acce ntuated by the predicted 3° helical twist. The
central space resemb les the bore of a rifle with three
grooves of gent le pitch. The problem of fitting a
core to a helically-grooved internal space is no t
affected by the bipolar arrangement of the myosin
molecu les.
Given the same "handedness" of the
twist, the internal grooves can pass uninterrupted
through the whole A-filament. Extension of the core
might at first be difficult and impose a twist , but as
ex tension progressed the fit would rapidly beco me
looser and twisting might cease.

Beef muscle, g lycerin ated at twice
exc ised length and incubated 24 h at
25°C in a crude muscle protease pre paration (+Ca, pH 7).
1-filaments
touched the A-band except in a few
places (as here ) where a gap had opened
up containing an unusua1l y large number
of sharply defined filaments.
(Ar ro w
shows edge of 1-band.)

VJ3,

Shortening and stretc hing of G-fi laments
If G-filaments exist in parallel array in the 1band, where do they go when th e !-band shortens and
disappears? There is no evidence for fine filaments
coiling up around the Z-line. The thickening of the
Z-line into "contraction bands" seems adequately
accounted for by a pile-up of A-filament ends,
bending or pen e trating the Z-line (Marsh and Carse,
1974). I sugges t that the G-filaments retrac t completely inside the A-fi laments, reaching their
minimum length of 1.5 IJm. (Note that this leng th , as
used here and below, is the length within one
sarcomere. In my model, each G-filament extends
into the next sarcomere, so that the tota l le ngth is
double that quoted.)
G-filaments must then be
withdrawn from the A-co re on stretching muscle. In
excised beef musc le the equilibrium sarcomere length
is 2.1 1-1m (ibid.) which implies a G-filament length of
1.8 ·IJm. Over-stre tched sarcomeres may reach 12 1-1m

The photo width for each of th e three micrographs, Figs . 2, 4 and 5 is 3 micrometers.
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The concept of retrac table or stretchable Acor e imp lies firstly that core and cor t ex are not
firm ly bound toge th e r, and second ly that the core
must be composed of material which because of it s
na t ure o r organ isa ti on is unusually elas t ic . It seems
possible that the equilibrium length of the G-fi lament, whethe r core or not , could determ in e t he
equi li brium length o f the re s t ing sarcome r e (2.1 ~m}.
It is not the meeting of opposing 1-fi laments which
deter mines thi s, si nce at 2.1 1-1m these are a lready
overlapped by 0.3 1-1m {beef !-filam ents a re 1.2 1-1m
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The sy mme try of the G- fi lament connections
If G-fi lamen t s pass from the cen ter-fi lled
hexagona l array of the A-filaments to the tetragona l
a r ray a t or near the Z-line, t he y are li ke ly t o do so in
a systematic way .
If the G-fi lamen ts eme rge fr om both ends of
the A- f il amen t s there is no problem. Howeve r to link
half t he A-fi laments in each direc tion (as in my
model}, while preserving a hexagonal symmetry is not
possible. Thi s requires one th ird of the cores t o
emer ge in one direction and two third s in the o the r
(Fi g. 3a). Ho,vever the same number of link s in both
d_irections can be achieved by selec tin g a lternate Afil amen t s a long two of the d irections pa rall e l to the
sides of the hexagons, but the third direction then has
all its connect ions the same way {Fig. Jb) .
At the Z-Jine, the only feasible place for a Gfi lament to pass seems to be through the cen tre s of
the 11 Z-squar es". If G-filaments e mer ged a t bo th e nd s
o f A-filaments the ratio of !-filaments t o G-filaments wou ld be 2:1.
This can be achieved
symme tricall y with the arrangement in Fig. 3c, us ing
all cen tres on alterna t e diagonals. The 4:1 rati o
r equ ired by the mode l can also be achieved by using
a lterna te cen tres in alternate rows (Fig. 3d).
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Thi s id ea is supported by the previou s ly quoted
observation of Huxley and Hanson (19 54 }: "stretched
myofibri ls shorten spontaneously to a littl e Jess than
rest length duri ng ext rac tion" of myosin.
I have
con fir med . this
for
fiber s
using
bee f
s ternomand1bu la ri s, glycerinated a t 2.0 x and 1. 5 x
e_xcised. length. The muscle was then chopped into
fibe r p ieces or fiber bund les a nd extracted with
Hasselbach-Schneider (H-S) solution.
The 1. 5 x
sample reverted t o a sarcomere length o f 2.04 .:!:_ 0 .29
IJm (S.D.), whi le sarcomeres of the 2.0 x sa mp le
re tract e d less complete ly, to 2.77 .:!:. 0.28 1-1 m (104
fibers each). An attempt to achieve the same result
o n ex tr act ing long sarcome re beef myofibri ls produced a lesse r degree of retraction .
However
ext r action of chicken myo fibr ils fr om muscle
st retched on ly 22% during rigor, produced a rather
precise retrac~ion to excised sarcomere len gth .
The sp rm g-bac k of fibers, cu t after overs tretch and H-5 e xtraction , has been recorded by
Locker and Leet (1975, Figs. 23, 24, 5=2 .4 ~m). 1
h_ave repeated this experiment by ove r -stretch in g
ftb ers d irect ly into H-5 solution.
When c ut a ft er
measu r emen t a nd aga in measured under phrase con trast, the sa rcomeres were foun d to have contr acted
from 11.8 .!. 0.9 pm to 2.9.:!:. 0.4 IJtTI (20 fiber s), shor t er
in fact than fibers c ut afte r s tretching into iso t onic
neutral so lut ion (3.6.:!: 0.5 !Jm).
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0

0

0

The poss ibilities for symme tri ca l connections of G-filaments wi th in A-band
a nd Z-line.
(a)

The two kinds of c ircles represent
A-f il aments link ed to a Z-line one
way o r th e other by G-filaments.
Only thi s ar rangeme nt preserves
hexagonal symmetry, but it produces a 2: I rat io of the directiona l
Jink s.

(b)

Thi s a rrangement produces a I: I
r atio, but is not full y symmet r ical.
It alternates direc tions along two
sides of the hexagons bu t no t along
t he third.

(c)

A_ symme trica l arr angemen t o f !filaments (so li d) and G-filaments
(open cen t ers) a t the Z- line , which
produces the 2:1 ratio required by
a modified model with G-filaments
eme rging f r om both ends of an Afila ment .

(d)

A s imi lar symme tr ica l arrangement whic h produces the 4:1 ratio
requir ed by the model of Fig. I.

Extension of A-f il aments dur ing over-stretch
In the original paper on over-stretched beef fibers (Locker and Leet, 1975) it was found that the
A-filaments not only slid in one direction or the
other, thus dislocating the A- band, but that the Afilaments themselves stre t c he d. The di s loca ted Aba nd in a 10 .6 1-J m sarcomere was 4.6 1-1m long (ibid.,
Fig. 12). Allow ing for an 0 .6 !Jm ce ntral over lap of
A-fi laments this means that each was 2.6 1-1m long (or
stretched by 73% ). It seems doubtfu l that an Afi lament consisting e ntirely of packed myosin
molecu les wou ld survive such s tr e tch without
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breaking, and I suggest th at its survival was due to an
intact e lastic core.
For the A-filament to have
stretched, the core must have been attached initially
to the cortex of myosin. It must have retained some
a ttach men t, with slippage, since the A-fi laments
continued extend ing up to the longest sarcomeres
recorded in the cited figure, but to a lesser degree
than the G-filaments.
Some extremely curious fibers were observed
which , having been over-stretched with disloca tion of
the A-band, had then apparently lost tension and
sprung back (Locke r and Leet, 1976a). Except in the
central over lap th e A-f ila ments had totally lost their
character istic rigidity. They were thrown into wav es
and had apparently dissociated into strands (ibid.,
Figs. 20, 21}. This effect suggests to me the violent
recoil of a core.
A minority of over-stretched fibers did not
dislocate (Locker and Leet, 1976a}. Sarcomeres of
over 7 ~m were ob tained with an A-band more o r Jess
intact. The M-line was sometimes intact, sometimes
not (ibid., Figs. 2, 3). In these fibers the A-filaments
were not s tretched, so if there is a G-fi lament core,
it must have been freely withdrawn. Aga in the Gfilaments appear to be defini tely continuous with the
A-fil aments.
Why the d ifference in behaviour of different
fibers? Is it a question of fiber type in this "mi xed"
muscle? It appears not. Orcutt and Dutson (1984}
have repeated the over-stretch tech nique with the
same muscle and always obtained non-dislocated
sarcomeres. The cn lr difference between th e ir procedure and ours appears t o be that they stretched th e
muscle immedi ate ly post mor tem, whereas ours was
stretched generally several hours later (wh en the
muscle is s till howeve r, far from rigor).
Another
difference is that A-filament:G-filament ratios are
close t o 2: I in ou r fibers (either kind), but they found
near I: I. On the other hand La Salle et a!. (19 83)
obtained both kinds of over-stretchedbeef fibers,
closely resemb ling ours (personal communication).
This seems an appropriate point to comment on
a peculiarity of my mode l: the notion that half th e Afilaments in any A-band are connec t ed by Gfi laments through one Z-lin e and half through the
other. This seemed necessary to account for the
dislocation. The only reasonable alternative exp lanation ever offered to me was by Prof. K. Maruyama,
who suggested that A-filaments are connected at
both ends by G-fi laments and that under stress there
is random breakage of these, one side or the other,
and th e A-filaments slide accordingly. I take this
suggestion se riously and admit that it would
eliminate one of the oddest features of my model.
Recent evidence that "ageing" of muscle begins a t
death (Marsh~~., 1981) may be relevant . If ageing
is ind eed a factor so ea rly , and G-filaments are
cer tainl y weakened by ageing (Locker ~ ~., 1977),
Maruyama's explanation seems possible. It cou ld be
argued in the light of Orcu tt and Dutson's experience
that when ove r -stretch occurs very early, G-fi laments remain in t act a t both ends of the A-filament,
and no dislocation occu rs. However even in our nondisloca t ed fibers, only half the A-filaments were
connected in any one direction, so it wou ld have to be
concluded that random breakages had occurred there
too.

A core in relation to th e assemb l of A-filaments
e m- u1 t a 1 1ty o t e myos m mo ecu e to
se lf-assemb le into thick filam ents argues again st the
need for a template . Purified myosin so luti ons can
be induced, merel y by lowering the ionic strength, to
produce "synthetic A-filaments" which closely
resemble the real thing in a ll respects but length (for
a review see Pepe, 1983). However Pepe found that a
care fully programmed two-step reduction on ionic
s trength produced the correct length. Thi s is, of
cou rse, not an option open to the cell.
Davis (l981a, b) found the rate of association to
be independent of len gth, while the rate of dissociation increased rapidly with length.
He therefore
concluded that a kinetic equilibrium defined the
length of the filament, and that this basic mechanism
cou ld be fine tuned by various factors in the ce ll.
One of the factors he a lso suggested was co-polymerisation of other thick-fila men t proteins, an idea
which others have also explored (see Pepe, 1983). A
core filament with an equilibrium half-length of 1.8
IJm cou ld be a very suitable regu lator, if it s effective
length was reduced to 1.5 IJm by an N- lin e structure.
A length determining role is distinct from that
of template for assembly.
The former does not
demand such a close association of myosin molecules
with the core, and wou ld be more compatible with its
withdrawal or retraction.
Quite apart from either role it should be easier
to assemb le the A-filament around a core than to
thread it in afterwards. The only relevant evidence
on myogenesis published so far appears to be that of
Gruen et al. (l982), who found that myosin heavy
c ha ins appear in fetal Jambs some weeks ear lier th a n
connect in (which appears at about 7 wf'Pks) . They
conclude, very reasonably, that thi s "argues aga inst a
possible role for connectin as a framework for the
assembly of the sarcomere in vivo and that this
resu lt, together with the known suscept ibilit y of
connect in to hydrolysis, suggests "an exposed
environment". It might however be asked to what
extent the organisation and genetic expression of
contractile proteins at th is ear ly stage resembles
that in adu lt muscle. Hi stological data on embryonic
lamb muscle are scarce, but at 45 days (about the
time at which connectin appears} myotubes with just
perceptible striations are present (Joubert, 1956, his

Fig. 28).
1 am aware of other work, as yet unpublished,
which does not support the lag of titin behind contractile proteins during development and it therefore
seems too early to make judgements in this area .
A role for G-filaments in con tract io n?
The constancy of the A-filament in length and
structure is basic to the sliding filament theory.
There have however been a number of reports of
changes in the length of A-filaments or in their
packing, most of which a re suspect. Some of these
have already been discussed (Locker and Leet, 1976a,
Locker et al., 1976). Some unor thodox theories of
con tractiOn-have been proposed, including cyc lic
changes in the backbone of the A-fila ment.
For
example, the "quantum" contraction theory of
Davydov (1974) envisages excitation of the peptide
groups that form three parallel chains of hydrogen
bonds down the myosin helix. A wave of compression
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travels down the molecule shifting the myosin heads
relative to actin. The highl y origina l theory of des
Remedios ( 1969), involves dissociation of I- filaments,
changes in the packing of myosin molecules, the
movement of A-fi lament cores and the re-making of
!-filaments.
A much more plausible theory, also from
Australia, came recently from Obendorf (19&1). He
suggests that the problems of matching the helicall y
arranged myosin heads and binding sites on the 1filament during cross-bridge formation would be
solved if the A-filament rotated during contraction.
This novel idea retains the essentials of the conventional theor y, and is not in conflict with its basic
premises. So far it has drawn no fire.
This theory has interesting implications for Gfilaments. If these are in fact the A-core, then the
A-filament cortex might rotate on the core as on an
axle.
It might be argued that the tight M-line
structure would prevent this, but it must be
remembered that the center of the A-filament is the
smoothest part, that isolated M-proteins do not show
any binding affinity to myosin in vitro (Woodhead and
Lowey, 1983) and that A-filaments under the stress
of over-stretch can slide thr ough M-lines (Locker and
Leet, 1975).
The G-filaments seem much too elastic to be
ef.f ective as transmitters of tension (as proposed by
des Remedios, 1969} unless they were transformed
in some way by s ti mu lation.

G-fi laments. Often the outer A-band and the outer
half of the 1-band were also labelled, which seems to
agree entirely with the light micrographs of Wang~
al. (1979). Various models for the A-filament suggest
looser pack ing of myosin at the ends, and it is
possible a core cou ld be more accessible to an t ibody
there. The failure of the inner 1-band to label might
be due to N-line structures there (see la t er).
Havin g criticised the early results of Wang ~
al. (I 979) I must now acknowledge that the far more
SOphisticated approach which the group has sin ce
undertaken, using four distinct monoclonal antibodies
to rabbit titin (Wang and Ramirez-Mitchell, 1984),
bears out the earlie r claims.
These antibodies
collectively indicate that tit in passes from the M-line
through the A-band and just into the 1-band (Wang
pers. comm.).
The results suggest a degree of
exposure not compatible with location in a cent ral
core. The results of Greaser's group {S.M. Wang ~
al., 1983} using a single monoclonal antibody to
bOvine cardiac titin are in agreement. Their staining
occurred at the A-1 junction, (but also at M-line and
Z-line after extraction of major proteins).

a

Wang's third filament
When this review was a lmost complete,
received a paper I had not seen (Wang, 1982b) and
another in press (Wang, 198Jb). These offer a quite
new a lternative to G-fi laments in terms of "an
elastic filamentous matr ix consisting of titin and
nebulin as additional sarcomere constituents." The
new concept, derived from his immunochemical
studies, sees the filament as continuous from Z-line
to Z-line. In the A-region it is composed of titin,
wound spirally on the outside of the A-fi lnment (anrl
therefore able to react with antibody) and extend in g
into the !-band on to an !-filament (or two 1-fi laments?) .
Here nebulin, in series, takes over,
enveloping the 1-filament in a manner unspecified.
No extra filaments are needed, except of course
where the titin thread bridges the A- and !-filaments.
On cont raction, the titin section in the A-band
rema ins unchanged, but the nebulin section bunches
up on the 1-filament.
The mode l is speculative and has prob lems of
its own, but brings an exciting new concept. It will
be of great interest to see how it deve lops with new
information.

Localisation of tit in in the myofibril
The o riginal paper on titin used fluorescent
antibody to locate the protein in chicken myof ibrils
(Wang ~ ~.. 1979). They conclude that "titi n is
present in M-lines, Z- lines, the junction of A and I
bands, and perhaps throughout the entire A-band".
This conclusion needs re-examination. The myofibrils
(a-d) in their Fig. 4 appear to be artefacts of the kind
we have described in some detail (Locker et a t.,
1976). They a re the usual product of blending prerigor mu sc le , and are seen less commonly on blending
rigor or g lycer inated muscle. A-bands with their
material apparent ly concentrated at the outer edges,
as in (a-d) are typical. It seems significant that these
are the ones staining most intensely across the Aband. Myof ibri ls U-h) appear to be norma l and stain
strongly only in the H-zone and at the A-1 junction.
The relative intens it y in these two regions varies.
The Z-line is barely s tained at all, and only heavily in
short sa rcomeres (j), where the lin e is in fact a
contracture band, representing a pile-up of A- and 1band material against the Z-line. Apart from H-zone
staining, these results seem not incompatible with a
core role for titin: that is exposure in the outer 1band, and in the A-bands only when there has been
damage.
The location of tit in by the antibody-peroxidase
method in the elec tron microscope is the subject of a
preliminary communication by La Salle ~ .e!· (1983).
The resu lts were "complex and somewhat var iable"
for myofibrils {artefact problems?) but "always
demonstrated labelling in the region of the A band-1
band junc tion with some labelling extending into the
A band." In fibers over-stretched after Locker and
Leet (1975), the G-filaments were clearly labe lled.
This is the only direct link so far between titin and

The N-lines and the G-filamen t s
The N-line was first seen over a century ago
and has been as much neglected as the G-filaments.
It is now believed that there a re two: the N - and N
- lines. Curious ly, studies on G-filaments a~d N-line~
have converged recently in two laboratories.
We
claimed that N -lines are suspended on the G-filaments (Locker ~nd Leet, 1976b), while in Austin,
Texas, titin and nebulin have been studied together,
and the latter located on the N -line {Wang and
2
Williamson, 1980).
The disappearance of nebulin, but not titin,
during tenderisation of beef by ageing (Locker and
Wild, 1984a) led us to sugges t that nebulin migh t be
an essential part of G-fil aments (which large ly determine
the
myofibrillar
contribut ion
to
meat
tenderness). We queried the nebulin antibody work on
the same grounds as the titin antibody experiments
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(i.e., damaged myofibri ls), and suggested that the
nebulin antibody distribution was just as compa tibl e
with a location of nebulin in the G-filaments.
The elusive nature of the N-lines has defied
systematic study. However we have just completed a
su rve y of micrographs made here and elsewhere for
o ther purposes (Locker and Wild, submitted for
publication). My conclusion is that there are at least
seven N- li nes: an N -Iine always close to the Z-linei
1
a group of four N -tmes in the mid 1-band, sometimes
2
sharp, sometimes diffuse and often embedded in an
"extra density"; and an N doublet, seen near the
3
edge of th e 1-band in fully stretched sarcomeres. It
seems that both the N and N 1 grou p may be
2
suspended on the G-filaments. Tftese groups were
apparently confused in Locker and Leet (1976b), that
is in one case it was the N - tines and in the other the
2
~(;~:~~ s~h ich were found to be suspended on the GThi s new classification of N-lines into three
distinct groups should provide a base for new
resear ch on th ese intriguing structures and on their
re lat ionship to the G-fi laments. It may be noted that
nebulin antibody labelled more than jus t a line in the
1-band, and, if it is an N-l ine protein, could have

ftt~=~~~~ ;zs:~~ewthh~~ ~~ ~~~~r~~Pth~hi~~J ~~~~P~f

Figure 4.

Beef muscle glycerinated at twice
exc ised length and extracted I h in H-S
solution. Continuity has been lost in the
center of the sarcomere, but filamentous
material is bunched up at the ends of the
thick filament stubs preserved by the Mline .

Figure 5.

The same glycerinated muscle as in
Figure 4, but extracted with strong Kl
solution (Guba f.! ~., 1968a). Many fine
fi laments survive, but largely in random
array.
Only patches of longitudinal
orientation remain. A pile-up of dense
materia l on the Z-lines has occur red.

the 1-band to label w it h tit in antibody (as noted in th e
previous sect ion) could be due to the interference of
N-structures.
G-fi la ments in moderate ly stretched muscle
Whil e G-fi lame nts ca n be reliably demonstrated
in over-stretched fibers, we have never found
oriented C-filaments after ex traction of A- or !filaments from muscle at excised length or stretched
by up to I 00%.
Extraction of beef sternomandibu laris, glycerinated at 100% st ret ch, with Hasselbach-Scheider
solution (I h) left a drifting M-line (Fig. 4). At the
ends of the residual A-f ilament stubs was a t ang le of
fine fi lamentous mater ial with only a few slack
filaments spanning across to the 1-band. Thi s is in
contrast to the taut filaments emerging from such
stubs in extracted over-stretched sarcomeres (Locker
and Leet, 1976a, Figs. 9, Jl). It is possib le that some
proteolysis may have occurred during glycerination
(2-3 weeks at
in EDTA, pH 7), but the same
drifting M-lines were seen in thin strips of fresh
muscle extracted at the same stretch for 24 hat 2°C
in H-5 so lution.
When the same stretched glycerinated musc le
was extracted for I h with a KI so lvent (after Guba
eta!., 1968a) the sa rcome re was reduced to a mass of
disOrganised fine filaments largely out of the p lane of
the section, but with some tending to longitudinal
orientation (Fig . 5). The previously observed pile-up
of material on the Z-li ne was evident.

zoe

In shor t , there is no difficulty in demonstrating
residual f ine filaments (which I believe to be Gfilaments) wi t hin the myofibril when mu scle that has
not been extended beyond its natural limit is
extracted with H-S or Kl solution.
However
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organisation is lost. Of course on the basis of my
model, solution of myosin from the A-filament should
leave both extremities of each G-filament free to
retrac t and tangle. However the filament should be
held taut between the' M-line (where thi s surv ives)
and the Z-line. This does not appear to be the case in
Figu re 4.
. If it is a q~estion of anchorages, why do these
survtve so well 1n over-stretched fibers, but not at
lesser extensions? When A-filaments dislocate they
ne·,e r complete ly lose their overlap for reasons
unknown. Why does this overlap of 0.6 ~m sur vive,
and why does it still provide anchorage for G-f il aments after H-S extraction (Locker and Leet 1976 a
Fig. 8)?. These questions have intrigued me f~r years:
but I sti ll have no answers.

verify the effect) this is quite possib le. But I suspect
that isolated myofibrils are normally quite nude. I
have noted earlier that my attempts to induce beef
myofibrils of long sarcomere length to shorten by H-S
extraction were less successful than those of Huxley
and ~anson (1954) using rabbit myofibrils, and
certamly less effective than experiments with beef
fibers.
A new candidate for the ghostly spring has
recently appeared in the "covalently cross-linked
matrix" of Loewy et al. (19&3). Exhaust ive extraction of skeletal, ca7dia<: or smooth muscle with 6M
guanidine. HCI (+ thiol) leaves only a 1% residue (in
good agreement with our earlier results; Locker and
Daines, 1980). Treatment with collagenase reduces
the residue to only 0.2% of original protein, but the
shape of the fiber is perfec tly preserved and the
matrix extends throughout its volume. Although the
protein is distinct in composi tion from titin, it cross
reacts, in spite of the fact that the antibody was
made from the residue of ch icken gizzard, which has
no titin. These authors did not observe filaments 1 but
Ozaki and Maruyama (1980) found a res idue in the
sli me mould Physa rum polycephalum, after extraction with 6M guanidine. HC I (+ thiol) or I % SDS,
which contained filaments less than 5 nm thick. In
the same slime mou ld Gassner et al. (1983) also
found a residue resistant to 4% SDS +7M urea, which
contained filaments 2-3 nm in diameter. This recalls
the "superthin" filaments of Hoyle ( 1983).
. . It n~w seems that we may need to contemplate
wtthm a fiber not on.ly a third longitudinal filament,
but a fourth of desmm (Wang, 1983b) and even a fifth
of "covalently cross-linked matrix 11 •

The cytoske leton and the G-filaments
The concept of the cytoskeleton is now as
fa shionable in muscle as in other cells. It began in
muscle with the observation of the Z-line "scaffold"
of desmin by Grainger and Lazarides (1978) and has
been further explored by Richardson e t al. (1981). It
has been reviewed by Stanley (1983)-Robson and
Huiatt (19&3), Robson et at. (1983) ~nd by Wang
(1982b, 1983a, 1983b). - Wang and Ramirez-Mitchell (1983a) extracted
myofibrils on a grid with KI and concluded that there
is both a transverse and a longitudin a l network of
desmi.n, !yin~ o~tside the myofibril but closely
asso~tat~d. wtth t~, so closely that it may survive
p~rttal dJsmtegratJOn of the fiber during homogenisatlon.
Tokuyasu ~ ~· (1983) have confirmed this
ex t e.r~a l longitudina_l network in intact tissue, using
fernt1n-labelled ant1body to desmin.
Wang and Ramirez-Mitchell consider the
longitudinal "residual filaments" of dos Remedios and
Gi lmour (1978) and others are not internal e lements
?f the sarcomere at all, but merely these ex t ernal
Intermediate filaments.
Thi s explanation cou ld
account for our failure to find organ ised filaments
after extraction of moderately stretched muscle
(previous section).
.
They note a heavy aggregation aga inst the Zhne of material which they consider to be titin. This
may well be so, since titin is the dominant e lectrophoretic component of their Kl-residue, while desmin
IS present only as a trace.
We have seen a similar
accumulation on the Z-line after KI-extraction of
both muscle at I 00% stretch (Fig . 5) and overstretched fibers (Locker and Leet, 1976a, Figs. 1418). In both these cases enough filaments remain
through the sarcomere to account for titin (in
disorder in the first case and in parallel array in th e
seco nd). I suspect that the Z-line aggregate may
~ere be l a~ge ly N-line substance or the assoc iated
extra denst ty".

MEAT TENDERNESS AND TH E G-FILAMENTS

A new theory of tenderness
My interest in G-fi laments arose from a chance
observation of the abi lity of beef fibers to stretch to
an ex t raordinary degree, fa r beyond previous reports
for vertebrate muscle. Th is observation was pursued
purely from an academic interest in this neglected
avenue of muscle biology , which seemed to me potentially important.
It was several years before I
realised that G-filaments were also re levant to meat
tenderness. The first convincing demonstration came
from my colleagues Davey and Graafhu is (1976) who
found in beef neck muscle, cooked at maximum
s tretch, that G-filaments survived well in the "gap",
but not if the muscle had previously been aged . This
and other observations Jed to the beginning of a
theory (Locker ~ ~., 1977) . Th e crucial subsequent
observation was that in cooked meat the A- and Ifi!aments disperse, leav ing an actomyosin coagu lum
wtth a through-running array of fine filaments, which
we identified as G-filaments (Locker and Wild,
1982b). Thus tensile continuity becomes dependent
on G-filaments. As other evidence accumu lated , a
more comprehensive a ttemp t at a tenderness theory
was published (Locker 1982a, b).
Some special
attention was given to cold shortened meat (Locker,
1984). Now, severa l papers on, some foundations of
the theory appear to have c rumbled a little, and areassessment is due. The detailed argumen t behind the
theory has been presented (Locker, 1982a).
The
following are its main points.

The Ghosts Become More Ghostly
Coming back to the point at wh ich thi s review
bega_n, w~ must now ask why, if no o rdered, throughrunntng filaments remain within sa rcome res after HS ~ r Kl ex traction, the ghosts of stretched myofibrils
s~ !ll shorten to near original rest leng th ? If the Gfllan:ent_s a re no longer capable, is it a su rviving
long 1tudmal sheath of intermediate filaments that
causes retraction? For fibers (which I used earlier to
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In the normal c ooking of mea t, only th e Gfilaments surv.ve within the myofibril . As the temperature ri ses from 60° t o 70°C, th e A-f ilaments and
!-filaments
disintegra te,
leavi ng
G-fi lamen t s
embedded in an ac t omyos in ge l, wh ile the collage n
ne t denatures. becomi ng te ns ioned and elast ic ised.
These t wo e l ~ments, heat modified myofibril a nd
pe rimysium, st:e tc h in unison under stress. They give
cooked mea t its essen tial charac te r.
Th e Gfi laments de nature slowly at 60°C, and more rapidly
at higher tem pe ratu res. They survive with strength
and e lasticity for severa l hours at 100°C (wh e reas
collagen does rot).
Trea t me nts which improve the myofibrillar
componen t of tenderness, work by weakening the Gfi laments. Th6 is tru e of ageing and of pressure-heat
t reatment (La<.ker and Wild, 1984b), where the fi laments are vuherable t o proteases and to pressure
respec tive ly.
The tou~hening due to cold shorten ing is
attributed t o m increasi ng incidence of sarcomeres
withou t !-ba nes. Th e la tte r, having only half the
number of C-fi lamen ts present in the A-band,
const itut e the .veak link in cooked sa rcomeres.
The faillre of cold shortened meat to age is
cla imed to be due t o retraction of G-filam en ts into
the A-core , wh!re they become completely protected
against proteolttic a ttack.

faster band B, apparently derived from material
unable t o penetrate the ge l. The disappearance of
neb ulin a lso followed tenderi sat ion , more or less.
We have since found (unpublished results) t ha t
age ing of lamb longissimus followed the same patte rn
very consis tently. On the other hand c hicken leg
muscle aged one day at l5°C reta ined titin a nd
nebu lin , but produced band B (the sharpest a nd
densest we have seen) whi le c hicke n breast a lso
retained titin but lost nebu lin and did not generate
band B. The patterns for th e same muscles of a
thrush were d ifferent again .
A variety of rabbit muscles was a lso aged one
day at 15°C, In every case the titin band survived,
and in all but gluteus minimus, the ne bulin band. The
disappearance of protein fr om the gel top was a
consistent featur e, while the appearance of band B
was seen in mu lt ifidus dorsi, vastus intermedius,
so le us and g luteus medius, but not in psoas, gluteus
min imus or longiss imus. Howeve r when a sam ple <?f
th e longissimus was aged J days at I 5°C, nebulm
d isappeared and B appeared .
These par ti cu lar
muscles represent a range of essen tia ll y "white",
"pure red" and "mixed" muscles (Locker and Hagyard,
!968) but their ageing behaviour cannot be so div ided.
It is clear that the pattern of ageing var ies widely
between muscles.
At the same time, and quite independently, th e
Iowa group has bee n involved in a s imil ar study of
age ing in beef longissimus (Lusby ~ ~., 1983) using
three st o rage te mperatures 2° , 25° and 37° C for 1, 3
a nd 7 days. In the intact musc le th ey claim a gra ded
convers ion of titin-1 to titin -2 with inc reased tim e
and temperature, although t he photographs of their
ge ls a re not convincing, showing no resolutio n o f
these bands . Titin remained up to 7 days at 2° a nd
25°C bu t vanished within 3 days at 37°C .
The y also found th a t nebulin disappeared ,
appa ren tl y faste r (I day a t 2°C) than in our muscle,
and they record breakdown produc ts just be low the
ori g ina l band (as we did). Th ey a lso report a breakdown product apparently corresponding to ou r band B,
but on ly a ft er severe ageing (7 days at 25°C , or J
days at 37°C).
Consider ing o nl y ageing conditions of practical
significance, it seems th a t our resu lts and the irs are
in substan tia l agreement: conserva tion of titin, a nd
rapid loss of nebulin. Their ageing differs in the
cla imed conversion of titin-1 t o titin-2 , and in the
rather sluggish appearance of band B. It is possible
that ou r gels did not resolve titin-1 a nd titin-2, and
we propose to investigate this futher.
If titin is not substantia ll y degr aded , but Gfilaments are during ageing, some other com pone nt,
essen tial to their integrity, may be suf fe ring. We
have suggested that nebulin may have such a ro le
(L ocke r and Wi ld, I984a) . Th e new model of Wang
(198Jb), which has nebulin in se ries wi th tit in in the
G-fi lament, fits well with this idea.
At tack o n
nebu lin would inevitably weaken the filament.
It may be noted t ha t Maruyama ~ ~ · (l981a)
found that when c hicken myofibrils were prepared in
the presence of EGTA, both titin a nd nebu lin were
conserve d. In the absenc e of EGT A the re was some
loss of titin and nebu lin had di sappeared.
The
eq uiva le nt o f band B was present. If mM Ca was
a dded, titin was much depleted and nebu lin abse nt .

Conflict be twe!n morphological and protein studies
The th eo·y was based largely on morphological
studies, which sti ll appear valid. However study of
changes in s1ruc t ura l proteins during tender isin g
trea tm e nts an< cooki ng has raised difficu lties. Si nce
the nntihorly w>rk of La Salle et al. (1983) has sho wn
that G-filam e lt s, as expec t;d,- contain tit in, its
behaviour durirg suc h treatments is important t o the
theory .
In a se ri ~ s of papers, Aust ralian workers had
a lready shown ·hat titin was rapidly degraded by the
pro teases in m1scle at e levated tem pera tures, within
its denaturatim range (see King, 1984).
Most
recently King (1984) has shown that it is a lso
degraded at oo md at l5°C in beef an d sheep muscles
(using li gh t s<attering and PAGE ).
His result is
contrary to our recent PAGE study of the fate of the
large myofibrilar proteins during ageing, pressureheat treatment and cook ing (Locke r and Wild, 1984a).
We found th tt in beef sternomand ibu laris, titin
appeared res istmt to age ing at 15°C for 10 days an d
even 20 days whe reas most of t he tenderness
improvem e nt occurs in 2 days in the muscle. Mo re in
line with thi s time scale of tenderisation was the
disappearance d nebulin a nd the appearance of a new
band B midway between tit in and nebulin . The ra te
of disappearanc of nebulin varie d so mewhat between
anima ls (as ind!ed does th e rate of ageing), although
genera lly it wcs la rgely gone at two days whereas
ba nd B appearef reliably in that interval. Whi le the
position of ba1d B sugges ted titin as a source,
densitometry slowed insuff icient loss of titin , but an
adequate loss o materi al from the ge l top. This t op
protein might 1:::! an aggregated form of titin . There
was little evide1ce o f tit in doublets or conversion o f
t it in-1 to t itin- \ To sum up, there was no s ig nificant
change in the titin content during the peri od of
tenderisation, lut a close ly parallel appearance of
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These workers also subjected myo f ibrils, prepared
with EGTA, to pur ified calcium activated neutral
protease (CANP) and ser ine protease (both at pH &.0).
In the case of CAN P, nebu lin disappeared r apid ly, but
the titin doublet remained (although becoming
distinctly more mobile on the gel with time). Serine
protease des troyed bot h proteins at the same rate.

fsnrik~~i:l i~fdfffsi~d~~~~-strength based on this protei n
Whether meat is tenderised by agei ng (wher e
the t itin survives), or by pressure-heat t reatmen t at
60°C (where it is large ly degraded), the gels derived
from t he cooked material (80°C, 40 min) differ
rema rkab ly little from each o ther or fr om untreat ed
cooked contro ls. However the remnant of t he titin
band seen in the cooked cont rols is absent in the
cooked treated samp les.
With r espect to the possibi lity tha t neb ulin may
be pa rt of t he G- fi lamen t s, it may be no t ed th at this
pr ot ein gen e rall y (bu t not a lways) surv ives cooki ng a t
80°C bet t er than titin. The var iation may be due t o
var iab le degrees of age ing during cooking. However
t he band disappears entire ly on cook ing at l00 ° C.

Heart muscle
We have subjec t ed heart muscle from lamb,
rabbit, chicken and thrush to PAGE and find in a ll
cases a level of titin compa rab le t o tha t in ske leta l
muscle, but no nebu lin a t a ll . T he ma te r ia l a t the ge l
top is a lso missing. Ageing in every case had litt le
apparent effect, and did not generate band B.
If, as sugges t ed , nebu lin is part of the Gfilament we must conclude t hat ei ther hear t has no
G-fi laments, or they differ in a major r espect. We
have in fact cooked fu ll y s t retched papi ll ary muscle
and find f ilame nts in the "gap" . Recently 1 have a lso
managed to over-stretch papilla r y musc le within a
few minutes of death, but the few samples obtained
so far have not reached t he elec t ron microscope due
to mishap . However I conclude that G-filaments are
an essentia l feature of cardiac as well as skeletal
muscle.

Denatu r ation poi nt of G-filaments
A fea t ure of the t heory was that G- fiJaments
denature slowly at 60°C, with a sharp dec r ease in
their elasticity. However they remain strong and
extensible.
Numerous pieces of c ircumstan t ial
evidence were listed in support of denatu r ation
(Locker, 1982a). More direct evidence has now been
obtained from beef fibers, over-stretched in 0.15
MKC I + 5 mM K phosphate, pH 7.0, and then heat ed
for I hour at 60°C in that medium. On cutting, the
fibe rs (n = lJ) shorte ned from ll.J!. 0.5 1-1m t o 9.5!.
0.5 IJm (S.D.), that is to 84% of stretched length.

Co ld shortening and ageing
King (1984) reported that cold shortening did
not influence the rate of ageing in terms of survival
of titin .
Our study has a lso shown tha t the gel
patterns are the same whe ther the muscle has been
cold shortened, set at excised length or stretched by
two t imes. The onl y differences seen were at longer
times in the fu ll y stretched muscle, when myosin
heads appeured t o have become vulner ab le due to loss
of interdig itation allowing better access of proteases
(Locker and Wild, 1984a).
Of cou rse if titin is not attacked at all, it is not
possible to demonstrate its protection by contraction.
But there has def initely been no protect ion of nebulin
nor suppression of band B. It can only be concluded
that the present results offer no support for the
att rac tivel y simple idea of pro t ection of G-filaments
by retreat into the A-core.

t.~e~mth~~ 1~6 c~~~r~~ (~1~ s~tstt~~it~~ef~~~;n~A;i i~
unheated samp les it is clear that denaturat ion of Gf il aments must have occurred within an hour at 60°C .
More basic information on G-fi laments is needed
The present dilemma arises from the failure of
what appears to be the major constituent of Gfil amen ts to suffer during ageing periods which
damage G-filaments, and the failure of this protein
to survive severe cooking, which does not destroy Gfi laments, nor greatly decrease the tensile strength
of meat. The relationship between G- fi laments and
tenderness now seems much le ss tidy in the light of
PAGE studies than it did when the theory was put
together. The revision of the theory must wait fo r
more basic knowledge about the nature of G-filaments, for firm answers on their components and
assembly. If indeed they prove to be compound in
structure, some of the difficulties may be resolved .
The question of the strength of the anchorages of Gfilaments, and how this survives tender ising treatments and heat, must not be overlooked and may be
as important as the strength of the f ilaments themse lves.
If my model (Fig. I) were revised on
Ma ruyama's suggestion of G-filaments emergent at
both ends of the A-fi lament, the G-filament count
would be the same in both A-band and f-band and the
concept of the f-band as the weak link in cooked
meat is itself weakened. However the reinforcement
of the A- band with actomyosin gel should st ill
prov ide a sign if ican t margin of st r ength.
Whatever the nature and properties of G-fi laments, it is hardly possible to deny the accumu la t ed
evidence that t hey are the r e and tha t they a re
surv ivors in cooked meat.

Survival of the G- filament proteins on cooking
The Australian group has repeatedly claimed
that titin degrades in cooking at 80°C, and cannot
therefore be significant to meat tenderness . This is
in contrast to the undoubted survival of the Gfilaments themselves (Locker et a !. , 1977 , Locker and
Wild, ! 982:b) .
We have pointed out in d iscussing
King's worll<: , that alt hough litt le of the origina l titin
survives, r-nost of the 11 smeared" product represents
materia l w.rith a mo lecular weight of over half a
million, antd cou ld therefore still be capable of contributing to st ruc t ural st rength, particu lar ly with the
"healing" ]possibilities of cross-linking during heat
de naturation (Locker and Wil d , 1984a). At 100°C the
degradatio!n becomes more serious, although after an
hour, half the mater ia l is s t ill larger than 10 5
daltons. 'We have not investigated the degradation
after another J1 hou rs at toooc when the shear force
falls by on,ly a quarter (Davey and Niederer, 1977). It
may be nolt ed that most of the myosin heavy cha in
has also di1sappeared after an hour at I 00°C, so that
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Previous ly I have emphasised tha t my theor y is
over-simple in considering onl y longi tudinal strength
in mea t, a nd that lateral stre ng t h must also be
important. Thi s is emphas ised by the recent rev iew
paper of St a nley (I 983) on the cy t oske le t on. His own
results con firm for beef ea rlier obse rvations tha t
em pt ying of the sarcome re becomes possibl e on ly
after an ageing period. This indicates th at decay of
the cytoske le ton cou ld be an important part of tenderisation .

the G-f il aments are in my view,
successors to that extinct species.
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CONC LUSIONS

This review has of necessity been speculative,
raising more questions than answers. However it
represents an a ttempt t o gather many sca tte re d
pieces of informat ion and to weigh honestly th e
evidence, inadequate as it may be, for and against
the concept of G-fil aments as A-cores. Thi s may
prove t o be effort wasted on an e rroneous idea, but I
still fee l it is one which shou ld not be discarded
without adequate consideration. A heav y dependence
on this laborator y for work on G-fila ments is
regretted , but over most o f the last decade little else
has come forw ard . Th e ex istence of G-f ilaments has
been chall enged on ly once in the literature (Ullr ick ~
a l., 19 77) but o th e r wise has been ignored, until quite
recentl y. The situa tion rem inds me of th at in the
sixties when I was busy cha rac terising th e ligh t
chains of myos in, which then tended to be dism issed
as impurities. It is pleasing that a numbe r of hi gh ly
capable g ro11ps a re now busily study ing t he re la ti o!lship betwee n the myof il amen t s and the ne w la rge
protei ns.
Papers have begun to appear in rap id
succession, bringing importan t ne w evidence a nd
s ti mu lating ideas. It seems that a new chapter in
It will be
muscle biology wi ll soon be written.
concerned with the "e xt ra 11 fil aments , thei r
composi tion a nd d isposi tion in relation to A- and !fi lame nts; a
more detai led picture of th e
architecture of the 1-band, and the relationsh ip
within it of long it ud in a l fi lamen ts, transverse
structu res such as the N- li nes and the "extra
dens ity". Some i mportan t and basic evidence on Gfi laments has come from meat-orien ted research.
Those who work in meat research inst itutions tend to
do expe ri men ts which scientists in university biology
departments would not dream of. The use of these
unor thodox mate ri a ls and treatments sometimes pays
dividends, and opens new vistas.
My model fo r G-filament con nections , and tende rness th eory based upon them, already have some
dents a nd more a re in sto re . Both are bound to be
rem ode lled before many years have passed, as indeed
a re th e bold and welcome ideas of Wang (I9 83b ). I
have g ive n some at te ntion in various places to
Maruyama's sugges t ion that the G-filaments may
emerge at bo th e nds of the A-filament and run right
ac ross t he sarcomere.
I consider this a rea l
possibility, which would br ing my ideas somewhat
closer to those of Wang.
The role of G-fi la ments in muscle function
must remain for the moment a n en t ire ly ope n
ques tion, but in meat seems already bette r defined .
Tha t G-fil amen ts are significant in both fields
appears well enough establi shed. The y are not like ly
t o go away. I was going to say, like S-fi laments, but
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Discussion with Reviewers
D.W. Stan ley : Considering the concept of se lfassembly and your hypothesis about the location
and l ength of G-filaments, how do you co nceive
of the formation of these elements in vivo?
Author: I am aware of the work goli1g----on-in
embryological development (still unpublished)
and it is too early to s pe culate in this
direction.
D. W. Stan ley: A recent paper by Koohmaraie
et al., 1984 (Koohmarai M. , Kennick W. H.,
Anglemier A. F., Elgasim, E.A. and Jones T. K.
Effect of Post Mortem Storage on Col d -shortened
Bovine Muscle: Analysis by SDS-Polyacrylamide
Gel Electrophoresis, J .
Food Science, 49,
290-291) also exp lores cold-shorten ed muscle.
Author: Thank you .
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Abstract

Introduction

Animal species, meat ingredient properties, comminution
equipment, mechanical action, product composition, type and
level of non-meat ingredients, and thermal processing greatly
affect the structural and organoleptic properties of meat prcxl.ucts.
However, additional research in the area of restructured meat
products, meat protein functionality and lipid properties in meat
products remains to be done. The interaction of meat proteins
with lipids, water and ions should be further investigated. Considerable control of raw materials, mechanical action and heat
processing is essential to make res~arc.:h applicable to proJuct
and process development.

Meat processing affects meat microstructure. However, meat
processing is a very complex and diverse technology for modifying properties of meat to fulfill perceived needs of consumers.
Meat products may be affected by properties of the meat, method
of comminution, addition of ions, mechanical action, and thermal treatment. Meat products are sold either frozen, refrigerated
or heat processed. The level of heat processing is minor for some
dried products, more severe for pasteurized products and extensive for commercially sterile shelf-stable products. These factors
have an effect O!l the microstructure, cook yield a!1d rheological
properties of the product.
The purpose of this paper is to depict the many properties
of meat products that may affect microstructural characteristics.
The review of literature is selective to prevent excessive length.
Recommendations are presented for future work and precautions
to be taken in designing experiments are offered.
Factors Relevant to Processed Meat Microstructure
Meat Source
Meats derived from many sources are processed fOr human
consumption. The source and treatment of animal tissue prior
to further processing affects many product characteristics,
including microstructure. Beef, pork, poultry, fish, and lamb
are the primary species used for processed products. These
tissues can be fresh, aged , fresh frozen or mechanically deboned
prior to use in processed meat products.
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Products
The products produced are diverse in several traits. Meat may
be ut ilized as intact muscles or corruninuted to various extents
(Huffman and Cordray, 1982). In some meat products various
organs such as livers and hearts are included (Chyr et al., 1980;
Ray et al. 1981). The degree of comminution has a great impact
upon the microstructure of the finished product (Cross and Stanfield, 1976; Costello et al., 1981). Addition of various ions, alteration of pH and degree of mechanical action will affect the level
of disruption of tissue microstructure.
Mec hanically separated chicken and turkey, including skin,
is widely used to make processed, fine ly comminuted pou ltry
products. The type of machine used as well as the properties

Key Words: Meat, emulsion, meat products, protein matrix ,
fat, microscopy.
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o f the poultry affect the chemical and structural prope rties of
mechanically separated poultry meat (Baker et a\., 1969; Angel
ct a\., 1974). In Europe, pork skin is frequ e ntly included in meat
produclS, but it is not widely utilized in the United States (Schut.
1978a, 1978b)
Tradition and consu me r acceptance play important roles in
determining the composition of various products. Certai n hams
and beef roasts contain little added water and less than five percent fat. Other meat products contain up to 20 percent added
wate r o r up to 70 percent fat . The wide di sparity in che mi cal
composi tio n of various meat products indicates that research
results from a specific experiment may be applicable to a re lati vely narrow group of products.
Heat treatment determines many of the ultimate pro perties
of a meat product. Therefore it is often necessary to exam ine
the product prior to and subsequent to heat appli cation. The
heat applied at the site of manufacture as well as the heat treatment applied by the consumer alters product properti es.
P.J.c kaging ilSelf affects appearance, y ield and palatabi lity of
a meat product. Some products arc processed in a metal mold
o r casing which is removed after heat processing and chilling.
Product is then repackaged in a moi sture a nd oxygen impermeable film. Other products may be processed in a heat stable
film o r metal can and sold direcll y to the consume r. The inte ractio n betwee n the package and the product may affec t y ie ld
as well as the convenience that the consumer has in prepar ing
the product for consumption.
Light microscopy can be used effecti vely to observe properties
of packag ing fi lms. Ham (Fig. I) and turkey brea st (Fig. 2) are
seen with the ir packaging films. Samples were embedded in
paraffin , sectioned , depamffini zed wi lh xy lene, hyd rated to
water, fi xed in pi cri c acid , rinsed in water, and sta ined with
Mayer's Hematoxy lin for 15 min. at pH 3.4.

Fig. 5 is a transmission electron micrograph of a freeze fractured
frankfurter. The sample was frozen in liquid Freon 12 at
- 150°C, fractured in a Ba lzer 301 unit , etched for 5 minutes
at - I00 °C and coated w ith carbo n-pl atinum to fo nn a replica.
The ti ssue was digested fro m the replica with chlorine bleach.
The replica was examined with a Philips 400T OJXrated at 80 kV.
The ability of machines to reduce particle size is highly dependent upon sharpness and setting of knives as well as temperature
of product. The greatest amount of co mminution , in the case
of the bowl cho pper, takes place with very sharp knives set in
close tolerance to the bowl. In the milt , knives and plates mu st
be very carefull y sharpened and matched for maximum contact.
One property that may be varied in a bowl chopper is whether
vacuum is applied. Use of vac uum during comminution affects
the ability of the knives to di srupt ti ssue microstructure. In addition, vacuum excludes air from the fini shed product. Absence
of air produces a very dense product which has different textural and structural proJXrt ies than if air were included (Solomon
and Schmidt , 1980; Wiebe and Schmidt , 1982; Tantikamjathep
et al. , 1983).
A treatment w idely appl ied in Eu rope is to pre-emul sify fat
and wate r with emulsifying protein prior to blending these materials into the final batter (Schmidt et a\., 1982). In thi s case
the fat , water and non-meat pro teins such as dried milk , modifi ed wheys or soy proteins a re utili zed to form an emul sio n in
the bowl chopper. Salt is ofte n included in the pre-emul sion to
prevent spoilage . Non-meat proteins in a pre-emulsion bind water
and fat during severe heat treatment needed for commercial
sterility of canned products. In products which have little added
fat and water this treatment may not be necessary.
Mechanical Action
Preblending is widely used to incorporate sodium nitrite,
sod ium chlo ride and water with some of the meat tissues for
24 to 48 hours prior to the manu facture of the final prOOuct (Acton and Sa ffl e, 1969). Preb lending gives meat time to combine
extensively with added ions and water prior to fin al mechanica l
action . Co nnecti ve tissue and sa rcolemma membranes inhibit
movement of ions within meat. By allowing additional time after
preblending for ions to equi librate throughout tissue, the effect
of ions on tissue is more ho moge neous. Sodium chloride and
sod ium nitrite b ind to meat proteins, but mig rate through meat
slow ly which requires adequate time and mechanical action
(Solomon et al., 1980).
Blending or mixing is widely used to di srupt tissue sufficiently to allow salt. nitrite and phosphates to inte ract with myofibril Jar proteins at the molecu lar level. The combination of ionic
strength , pH and mechanical actio n assist in disrupting the
microstructure of meat ti ss ue. This disrupted microstructure
interacts w ith the ions to cause a swelling of meat ti ssue (Offer
and Trin ick, 1983). Swelled meat ti ssue has an enhanced abi lity
to retain fat and water during heat process ing.
If large sections of meat arc to be cured and processed ,
mechanical action is applied by tumblers or massagers subseque nt to injection of pickle containing water and ions. Injection
is essentia l since io ns will not migrate extensively throughout
a large chunk of meat. Subsequently, tumbli ng and massaging
disrupt internal structure of meat tissue allowing ion migration
and e nhanc ing wate r binding capacity (The no et al. , 1978b). In

C omminution
PrOOuclS are manufactured fro m who le meat culS with or witho ut subcutaneou s fat. Other prod ucts have mu scles removed
whole and furth er sectioned into la rge portions to manufactu re
sectioned and fo rmed prod ucts o r secti ons arc reduced in size
by knife. dicer or g rinder to be processed to produce ch unked
and fo rmed produclS which have a tex tu re simi lar to intact roast
or steak. An alternat ive to g rind ing is n aki ng using a Com itrol.
The method and extent of particle reductio n as well as the sharpness of the mach ine parts can have an effect o n the appeara nce
of the particl es as well as other properti es (C hesney et a\., 1978;
Her man sson, 1980; Berry, 1980).
Extremely fin e comminution is accomplished using a bow l
choppe r or an emul sion mill. These machines break down the
fine structure of muscle and fat to c reate a homogeneous texture
for a fini shed meat product such as a wiener o r bologna. A scanning electron micrograph (Fig. 3) shows the presence of la rge
fat globules and smaller fat droplelS embedded in a protei n
matri x. T hi s photo is similar to results shown by Basga ll eta\.
(1983). Cautio n must be exercised in sample fra cturing, glutaraldehyde fixation and osmium tetrox ide fixati o n to prevent the
formation of artifacts. In addition , samples should be processed
fres h to prevent excessive contamination w ith bacte ri a w hich
may be visua lized on micrograph s as spheres with diamete rs
of approxi mately I J.Lm. Bacte ria are clearly seen in Fi g. 4.
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Fig. l. Light micrograph of commercia lly prepared ham.
The bilayer plastic lami nate package is designed to cohere
to the product. The plastic film (F) coheres to the exudate
(E) which surrounds muscle fibers (M). Bar = 1 mm.

Fig. 2. Light micrograph of commercially prepared turkey
breast. The fou r layer plastic lami nate package is designed
not to cohere to the skin . The skin (S) is cove red with a heat
coagulated exudate (E). The plastic film (F) has been dislodged during preparation. Bar = I mm .
Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrograph of commercially prepared frankfurter. The sample was fro1.cn in liquid nitrogen;
fractu red; fixed for J hou r in 3% glutaraldehyde, 0.1 m
phosphate buffer, pH 7.2; post-ftxed for 14 hours in I% osmium tetroxide, 0.1 m phosphate buffer, pH 7.2 at 4°C. The
sam ple was dehydrated in acetone, critical point dried , sputter coated in a Hummer unit , and examined on a Philips
505 SEM. Large fat globules (F) and smaller fat droplets
(S) are visible. Bar = 100 ~ m .

11.

;.~··:

Fig. 4. Scanning electron micrograph of commercially prepared frankfu r ter. Sample was frozen in liquid Freon 12;
fractured; fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide in ethanol at dry
ice temperature, - 56.6°C; critical point dried and sputter
coated. Medium size fat globules (F) are visibly coated with
some material. This product was stored for some time and
bacteria (B) are visible as 1 J.L m spheres. Bar = 10 J.L m.

Fig. 5. Transmission electron micrograph of a carbon-platinum replica of a freeze fractured surface of a frankfurter.
The major feature is a fat dro plet. Bar = I J.L m.
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add it ion, abrasion of the surface of meat chunks produces an
exudate of meat protei ns. Upon heating, thi s exudate acts as a
heat set gel to bind one meat panicle to another (Theno et al. ,
1978a,c; Siegel and Schmidt, 1979b).
The proper combination of mechanical action, ionic envi ronment , pH , and temperature are essent ial for maxi mum ti ssue
swelling and heat gelling ability (Shults et al. , 1m; Shults and
Wierbick.i , 1m; Siegel eta!., 1978a; 1978b; Siegel and Schmidt ,
1979a). An ionic strength of about 0.6, pH of 6.0 and temperature
of less than rc contribute to maximizing protein extraction
and subsequent heat set gel formation (Gillett et al., 1'177; 1982;
Trout and Schmidt, 1983).

myofibr illar proteins. The resu lting product will form a tough
skin during heat processing and be rubbery in texture. Therefore,
the optimization of product compos ition , mechanical action,
ionic envi ronment, and heat treatment are all necessary to produce a palatable meat product.
Little is known of the effect of levels of stromal proteins on
optimizing meat product texture (Saffle, 1969; Puolanne and
Ruu sunen , 1981 ; Jones et al., 1982a,b). In low fat meat products
it may be desirable to include additional stromal protein to substitute for reduced fat leve ls so as to inhibit the formation of
a rubbery texture. Non-meat proteins function in finely chopped
(Cassens et al. , lCf/5 ; Schmidt et al., 1982) , as well as sectioned
and formed meat products (S iegel et al. , 1979a; 1979b; 1979c) .
Microstructure research in the area of stromal and non-meat
proteins in meat products is cena inly warranted.

Composition
The appea rance and palatability of a meat product is greatly
affected by the level and degree of saturation of the incorporated
fat (Lee et al., 1981). Beef fat is often commi nuted to 20°C during processing. Poultry fat may be processed successfully at or
below ooc. The amount of fat di spersion during comminution
affects the ability of protein to retai n fat in the product during
heat process ing. The interacti on of the levels of fat , myofibril lar protein, non-meat ingredients, (Kempton et al. , 1982; Lauck,
1975) and the melting temperature of the fat all play an imJX>rtant
role in flavor and texture of the finished product (Helmer and
Sam e, 1963; Jones and Mandigo, 1982).
The major classes of proteins in meat are myofibrillar, stromal
and sarcoplasmic. A numbe r of model syste m studies investi gating the fat binding ability of the three classes of meat protei ns
have been completed (Grabowska and Sikorski , 1976; Randall
and Voisey, 1'177; Samejima et a\. , 1969). Studies that do not
include cooking of the emulsion are of questionable vaJ uc. Myofibri ll ar protei ns play a major role in e ntrapping fat and water
in cooked meat products (Hansen, 1960; Borchen et al., 1967;
Theno and Schmidt , 1'178) . The myos in molecules act to fo rm
a heat set matrix to entrap both water and fat (Tsa i et al., 1972;
lshi oroshi et al., 1979; 1980; Samejima et al. , 1981). Littl e is
known of the role of stromaJ and sarcoplasmic proteins in cooked
meat products (Macfarlane et al. , 1977). Heat breaks down the
major stromal protei n coll agen to gelatin . If higher leve ls of
coll agenous material a re utilized in meat products, pockets of
gelatin are for med during cooking. Thi s is espec ially true in
high fa t, finely comminuted meat products. However, little is
known of the use of higher levels of stromal protein s in low fat
meat products where the level of myofibri llar protein is more
th an sufficient for optimal fat and water binding.
Sarcoplasmic proteins do not form a rigid heat set gel at pH ,
ionic strength and temperature conditions gene rally used in processed meat. Upon heating, sarcoplasm ic proteins tend to form
a fl occu le nt. However, sarcoplasmic prote in s are important in
contributing to the color, flavor and aroma of meat products.
Ions cause swelling of meat ti ssues during product preparation . Sodium chloride and alkaline phosphates at the proper level
extract myofibrillar proteins from JX>Stmon em muscle. A lower
ionic strength can be utilized in prerigor meat. If inadequate
ionic strength and too low a pH is utili zed, the re will be a large
cook loss of both fat and wate r during heat processing (Trout
and Schmidt , 1983). ln addition , the product will have a soft
texture. A high ion ic strength applied to Jean meat during extensive mechanica l act ion may result in excessive extraction of

Future Research
Other than the work of Swasdee et al. (1982), little research
has cente red on the role of cooki ng temperature on the texture
and microstructure of meat products. Our laboratory is currently
investigating the role of binders to cause meat panicles to cohere
prior to thermal process ing. Restructured meat products must
either be cooked or sold in the raw frozen state to prevent structural disruption. It v.ould be useful to develop a binder that would
bind meat panicles together in the raw refrigerated state. As
heat would be applied another binder could function to form
a heat set gel to bind the cooked meat particles together. There
is vinual\y no research on the role of non-meat binders in raw
refrigerated meat products. Gelatin may be useful in this regard
and there is some microstructu re resea rch in this area (Lewi s,
1981) .
Most research has been done on meat products cooked to
about 80°C. As heat treatment becomes more severe (commercial sterilization) additional microstructure alteration takes place
(Schmidt et al., 1982). The effect of heat on meat protein gelation
has not been adequately invest igated. Research in the area of
thermal alteration of structure of myofibr illar, stromaJ and sarcoplasm ic protein s is needed.
Dried sausage production is extensive in many pans of the
world. Additional research is needed to understand the microst ructural changes that take pl ace during th is process. The role
of case harde ning in bloc king moisture release from products
should be investigated. New techniques of understanding the
microstructural changes in the product during drying could assist
processo rs in more uniform dryi ng of sausage products.
There are cenain questions that mu st be asked before embarking on microst ructure research of meat products. One of the
most basic questions is whether one should work on a complete
commercial product or isolate components and work on them
in a model system. Both approaches are probably valid if caution
is taken in interpreting results. It is imponant to understand that
an isolated protein may not act the same in a product when it
is interacting with physiological ions, other proteins, lipids and
othe r biochemical constituents. The re are many structural components of meat products that inhibit the free movement of ions
within ti ssue. Whe n model systems utilize purified proteins,
these inhibitors to ionic movement are removed. It may be wise
to utilize variou s isolated components and then do additional
research by combining several of these components.
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Research sho ul ' be performed in such a way as to subj ect
the material being investigated to as many of the mechanica l,
ionic and thermal reatme nts as are anticipated in the manufacture of the finished product. Ionic environment should be investigated within the range utilized in the product. Mechani cal
energy should be Lpplied in such a way as to mimic ex isting
or antic ipated ble1ders or comminuters.
Additional reseach is needed to develop methods to accurately
identify componens of processed meat products (Froning eta!.,
19iD; Coomaraswany and Flint, 1973; Cassens et al. , 1975 ; 1977;
Ray et al., 1979; BlSgall et al. , 1983). The locali zation of protein , lipid , water, atd ions within meat products would be useful
in determining fun:tionality of these components. Transmission
and scanning elecron mic roscopy as well as light mi croscopy
to accurately locaize meat product components would assist
in developing new 1roducts and optimiz ing composition of ex isting products.

Cassens RG , Schmidt R , Terrell RN , Borchert LL. (1977).
Microscopic structure of commerc ial sausage. Research Report
R. 2878, Research Di vision, Co llege of Agriculture, Uni versi ty
of Wisconsin , Madison, WI , pp. 1- 4.
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Conclusions
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Research of the nicrostructure of meat products must consider
the diversity of meot products. Species of meat ut ilized , product
produced , degree ,f comminution, application of mechanica l
energy, compositim desired , and thermal treatment of the product affect basic pnpenies of raw and fini shed mate rial. Well
des igned factorial :xperime nts should be utili zed to determine
basic effects as wei as interactions. Basic research tool s should
Ue utilized to detem.ine w hi ch lreat ment effects are compatible
with industrial prowction practices. Basic research on the components of process:d meat products is useful to produce background material fo· application in product testing. Integrat ion
of modern researd- tools to detennine which factors affect meat
product propenies ;;hould be a cont inuing effon of researchers.
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Processing effects on meat product microstructure
K.W. Jones: Fred Ray and C<MQrkers (see Ray et al. , 1979) have
developed a procedure for identi fying fat in comminuted meat
systems using serial sections and bolh SEM and LM procedures.
How might other specific components (i.e. , spec ific prote ins)
be identified on the SEM in meat systems without ser ial sectioning which may produce surface a rtifacts?
Author: The use of labeled antibodies specific to a protein may
aid in their locations. Stains specific for collagen may be used
in light microscopy.
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493- 49 8.

K.W. J ones: What is being done in the area of flu orescence
microscopy and spec ific fluorescence antibody stai ns in meat
prod ucts?
Author: As ment ioned in the answer to your last question, thi s
is a poss ibi lity. However, I know of no research in thi s area on
processed meat. Numerous references exist on the topic for fresh
muscle.

Trout GR , Schnidl GR. (1983) . The utilizat ion of phosphates
in processed me.tt products. Proceedings at 36th Annual Reciprocal Meat ConCre nce. Nati onal Live Stock and Meat Board ,
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F. K. Ray: Does sodium chloride and alkaline phosphates extract or solubilize myofibillar proteins? I have heard this explained both ways.
Author : The combination of pH, ionic strength and phosphate
type cause muscle tissue to swell. Mechan ical action may be
necessary to disrupt tissue sufficiently to cause protein solubility.

Wiebe WR , Schnidl GR . (1982). Effects of vacuum mixing and
precooking on ·estructured steaks. J. Food Sci. 47:386-387.
Acknowledgements

F.K. Ray: Is there an interaction between myosi n and gelatin
which affects the final bind strength of restructured meat
products?
Aut hor: 1 do not have any informati on on thi s.
It is worth
future resea rch.

I wou ld like o ac know ledge the sharing of professional expertise on the Sl M and STEM by Dr. Anne-Marie He rmansson
of SIK-The Swedish Food In stitute, Gmeborg , Sweden , whi le
a visiting profes:or at Colorado State University. T he assista nce
of W. Kuenning md R. Lee of the Department of Anatomy Electron Microscop! Ce nte r is a lso apprec iated .

F.K. Rav: What is the difference betwee n an emu lsion and the
fin al batter of processed meat?
Aut hor: The final batter contains much more than e mul sified
fat. The heat set protein matrix binds emulsified fat , fat particles,
co nnecti ve tissue and water. The emul sion of fat may not be
of much importance in cooked meat batters.

Discussion with Reviewers
D. F. Lewis: In the ''Mec hanica l Act ion'' section, you mention
... "The combitat ion of ionic strength, pH . . assist in disrupting lhe microstncture of meat tissue." What combination of ion ic
stre ngth, pH atd te mperature is opti mal?
Aut hor: A pH )f 6.0; ionic strength of 0.6 with pyrophosphate
present and heaing from 65 °C to src a re opti ma l.
D. F. Lewis: Ac you sure sa rcopl asmic prote ins do not form a
rigid heat-set g:l'!
Author: I have not o bse rved th is during my wor k at pH 5.0 to
70.
R .J. Carroll: Vhat is seve re heat treatment of pre-e mul sion
product as di scu.sed under "Comminut ion"? How does the severe
heat treatment lelp to improve binding of water and fat? What
happen s at lowe r tempe ratu res?
Author: Si nce'teve re heat treatment for commercial ste rility
causes the great:st cook loss, lesse r heat treatment would resu lt
in eve n less lo$.
K .W. Jones: 01e of the bas ic problems with meat microstructu ral studies is Lhe lack of accurate, quantifiable tech niques.
What's bei ng dme in this area?
Author : I knov of no work in this a rea. In fact , a thorough
understanding o' distortion of material due to fixat ive tec hniques
is not yet avail:bJe.
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Introdu ction
Electron micro probe and X-ray f l uorescence

Hollow heart in potato i s a phys iol og ical
disorder that causes serious econom i c losses
some yea rs. It has been associated with sudden,
very active vi ne growth fo ll owing coo l tempera tu r es short l y after tuber set (Van Denburgh
eta!. 1979; Timm, 1981). Such growi ng condiIToriS apparent ly alter the physiological balance
of the plant so that foliar i ncreases are at t he
expense of tuber growth . A popu l ar theory is
that certain i mpo r tant nutrients may become
limitin g , leading to the death of some oith cells
(Krantz and Lana , 1942; Levitt, 1942; Kallio,
1960; Arteca et al. 1980). The hi sto l ogica l
events associafedwith hollow heart development,
from a few necrotic cells in Llle JJ iU1 of Lhe
young tuber to the well-known advanced stages
in t he mature tuber , have been described in
detail (Levitt, 1942). Some results on e l emen tal gradients in potatoes showing advanced holl ow
heart symptoms compared with healthy tissue have
been reported (Lev itt, 1942 ; ~1ack l on a nd De Kock,
1967; Arteca et al. 1980). The present work
extends theseStUdies and takes into accou nt the
l arge compos i tional differences between pith and
perimedullary tissue, a point often overlooked.
Incipient as well as advanced stages of hollow
heart were st udied, the former being part i c ularly important to an understanding of any nutrient
imba lances associated with the disorder' s
inception . Electron microp r obe and X-ray fl uore scence techniq ues employed at the histo l ogical
l evel were used for mos t of the analyses.

techniques were used to study elemental gradients

associated with the phys i ological disorde r hollow
heart i n potato t ubers. Gradients Nere found
along the len gth and ac ros s the width of mature

tubers.

These were not rela ted to the disorder,

however .

Tubers with advanced symptoms of the

disorder had elemental levels and gradients
similar to those in healthy, control tubers. The
results suggest that if the disorder i s i nitially
caused by an elemental deficiency, as has sometimes been proposed , the deficiency is temporary
and no lon ge r exists in mature tubers with
advanced ho ll ow heart. Radial gradient s were
ass ociated rnd i nl y with two contrasting tissue s .
the centra 1 pith and the surrounding perimedullary zo ne. Tissue di fferences are critica l
in microprobe st udies involving small samples
Mi croprobe studi es of develop i ng tubers
conta i ni ng inc i pient stages of hollm·1 hea r t.
employing strip samp l es restricted to the central
pith where the disorder originates and taken so
as to trave r se the small lesions, showed a
dramatic increase in Mg in lesion areas. It is
suggested that a nutrient i mbalance may trigger
the onset of the ce l l necrosis that characterizes
the initiation of hollow heart in potato . A
lo ca li zed Mg toxicity orCa deficiency due to
high Mg:Ca r atio is implicated.

I nit i a 1 paper recei ved September 22 , 1983.
Final ma nu script r eceived February 4, 1984.
Direct inquiries to W.P. Mohr.
Telephone number: (613) 392 - 3527.

Materia 1s and Methods
Plant Material
Ear l y phases of the work were carried out on
matu re potatoes. These we r e obta i ned from the
University of California, Dav i s, coordinated
var i etal trials. The tubers were cut i n half
l ongitudina ll y along the centra l pith and those
revealing hollow heart were retained. I n these
matu r e tube r s the hollow heart was nearly always
of the advanced type (Figs . lb and lc). For eac h
ho 11 ow heart tuber found, a hea 1thy tuber (no
hollow heart symptoms) of the same cultivar and
comparable in size , shape, and pith di mensions
was also retained.

KEY WORDS : X- Ray Microanalys i s, Elec tron Microprobe, X-Ray Fluorescence , Potato, Hollow Heart
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corresponding cont r ol was se l ected, i. e ., a tuber
of the same cultivar, g r own in the same location,
and of comparable s i ze, s hape, a nd interna l tuber
anatomy. Typical internal anatomy of a pot ato
tuber is shown in Figure 1a .
Tiss ue Samp l es for X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis
Blocks of tissue from the four ma in tuber
zon es (Fig . lb) were removed from each tuber,
utilizing both halve s . Ca re was taken during
this and subsequent steps to avoid elementa l
contamination of the c ut tissue surfaces from
hands, scalpel and other objects . After recording fresh weights, the tissue sam ples were d r ied
at 70°C , weights recorded, and ground to a fi ne
powder using a mortar and pestle. Circles 6 rrm
in diameter of powdered sample were attached to
mylar film (untouched by hands) held in place in
plastic photographic s lide holders. Clear pr otective coating aerosol s pray was used to fasten
the powder to the myla r. Sheets of paper with
circular cutouts pl aced over the my lar-s li de
facilitated precise app li cat ion of t he spray ,
followed i rrmediately by application of th e
powde r ed sample. For each sample , two success i ve
applications of spray and powdered sample e nsured
a uniform distribution of sample ove r the 6 nm
circular area. Powdered samp les of National
Bureau of Standards Orchard Leaves were similarly
prepared for use as standard reference rna teri a 1 .
Blanks consisted of 2 coat in gs o f t he aerosol
spray on mylar film. The samp le s were ana l yzed
using a Kevex 7000 energy di s per s ive spectrometer
employing rhodium tube source and direct exc i ta tion mode, secondary targets Gd, Sn, Ag, Ge, Fe,
and Ti and a Si(Li) detector. Data were
recorded in counts per second.
To confirm the X- ray fluorescence res u1 ts ,
powdered samples were a l so analyzed for the
elements of intere st using standa rd atomic
absorption methods.
Tissue Samp 1es for El ectron Microp r obe Analysis
An approx1mately 25 ITlTl cube of tlSsue from
the middle part of t he tube r, co n taining the
region of interest, was sectioned on a s liding
micro tome to produce s li ces 400 J,J m thick . Before
section ing the s 1ice us ed f or subsequent samp l ing, the knife b lades were cleaned with distilled water and wiped dry. The s li ce was placed
on a clean sheet of hard filter paper. Using a
clean scalpel, strips 2 mm wide and 12 or 20 mm
long were removed. The 12 mm lon g strips were
taken at the sites shown in Figure lc. These
were: (1) adjacent to the hollow, i n the case of
the hollow heart tuber, extending radially out ward i nto the per i medullary re gion ; (2) a l ong the
central pith in the dire ct ion of the stem end;
and (3) along the ce nt ral pith in the direction
of the bud end. Strips were also taken at
comparable sites in healt hy , control tub e r s. The
20 mm long strips were taken at the sites shown
i n Figure ld. These were taken along the longit udinal l ength of the centra l pith t raversing the
small dark l esion (s) characterizing the first
visible symptom of hollow heart. The entire
strip was taken carefully from within the centra l
pith core, avoidin g the surrounding perimedullary
tissue. Strips were also taken at comparable
sites in healthy, control t ub ers .
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Schematic of potato tubers cut longitudinally along pith showing (a) major

t i ssue parts; (b) zones (tuber with
advanced hollow heart) samp led for
X-ray fluores cence analysis; (c)
location of strips taken (tub er with
advanced hollow heart) for electron
microprobe analysis, and test s i tes on
strips; and ( d) location of st rips
taken (tuber with incipient hollow
heart) for electron microprobe ana lys is, and test sites on strip s.
Tissue samples were also ta ken from
tubers with no vi sua lly-detectab l e
ho l low heart ('contro l s ' ) at locations
comparable to those shown in (b), (c),
and (d) .

Later phases of the work were carried out on
young, developing potato tubers, cultivars Red La
Soda and Pontiac. In ea r ly May, 1981, the
Bakers fie 1d area of Ca 1 i forni a experien ced a su dden change to higher day-ti me temperatures (25JQOC) following a cool period (15-2QOC), during
which time the t ubers were still at a re l ative l y
early stage of enlargement. Tubers hand harvested two weeks before corrmerci a 1 harves t
operat i ons from these naturally-stressed potato
pl ants revea l ed , on cutting, a considerable
number showing very ea r ly symptoms of hollow
heart. For each hollow heart tuber found, a
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To assist in identifying and orienting the
strips, one end was taper-cut. Any handling, by
means of forceps, was done at that end. The
tissue strips were allowed to air-dry while being
prepared. They were mounted on 25 mm diameter
round glass mic roprobe slides, using electrical
circuit copper print as the adhesive. The
mounted samples were placed in a 30°C oven for
final drying and held in a desiccator until
analyzed.
Elemental spectra at a few sites on the
strips {Fig. lc and upper strip in Fig. ld) were
obtained using an ARL EMX/SM electron microprobe,
with the operating voltage 15kV, beam current 300
nA, and beam diameter 35 IJm. X-ray counts for
100 sec live time were collected using a Kevex
7000 energy dispersive spectrometer. This gave
preliminary infonnation on the elements present
and their relative levels at selected sites on
the strips.
The entire length of some tissue strips
(lower strip in Fig. ld) was analyzed for
selected elements using the mo re critical line
analysis method. This was done with the electron
microprobe with wavelength dispersive crystal
spectrometers utilizing RAP (Mg Ko ), ADP (Cl
Ko ) , and Li F ( Ca Ko ) cr ystals .

fr om stem to bud end of the tuber's perimedulla,
although it was slightly lower in the bud end
than in the stern or mi d- tuber zones. The dry
matter content of hollow heart tubers was s imil ar
to that of tubers without hollow heart.
X-ray fluorescence analysis of dried
powdered tissue samples from the different zones
of the tuber detected the elements Cl, K, and Ca
in significant quantities (Fig. 3). From stem
to bud end of the tuber's perimedulla, there was
a decrease in Cl and an increase in K. Calcium
tended to be lower in the stem end than elsewhere. Atomic absorption analyses (not reported
here} confirmed these gradients.
Elemental content of the pith was considerably higher than that of the peri med ullary tissue
when expressed on a dry weight basis . On a fresh
weight basis, this difference was reduced considerably .
Differences in levels of detectable elements
between tubers with and without hollow heart were

%, DRV WT. BASIS

%, FRESH WT. BASIS

, fj@Ja :i~

Major Parts of Tuber
The dry matter content of pith tissue was
much lower than that of the surrounding perimedullary tissue (Fig. 2). It changed little
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Figure 2 .

Figure 3.

Dry weight content of major tuber
zones of hollow heart {advanced type,
Figs. lb and lc) and control potato
tubers.
Shaded bars represent hollow heart
tubers; empty bars represent contra 1
tubers.
Tuber zones 1-4 represent, respectively, the stem end perimedulla, midtuber peri medu 11 a, bud end perimedulla, and central pith (Fig. lb).
Each bar is the mean of 9 tuber
replicates, with standard error shown
at top of bar.
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X-ray fluorescence analysis for
elements in tissue from major potato
tuber zones of hollow heart {advanced
type, Fig. lb) and control tubers.
Shaded bars represent hollow heart
tubers; empty bars represent control
tubers.
Tuber zones 1-4 represent, re spectively, the stem end perimedulla, midtuber perimedu11a, bud end perimedulla, and central pith (Fig. lb).
Each bar is the mean of 9 determinations using 9 different tubers, with
standard error indicated at top of
bar.

W. P.
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relatively minor and not significant in most
cases.
Advanced Hollow Heart in Mature Tubers
Elements detected in significant quanti ties
by electron microprobe analysis of tissue strips
were K, Cl, S, P, and Mg. The results are shown
in Figure 4. The "l" strips, taken radially from
the pith region towards and extend in g into the
perimedull a, showed a cons i derab 1e decrease in
level of all elements along the strip. In "2"
and "3" strips, taken entirely within the central
pith and extending from the middle of the tuber
towards the stem and bud ends, respectively,
there were no such gradients along the length of
the strips. Test sites restricted to pith tissue
(L, M, and R in "2" and "3" strips) or very close
to pith t issue (Lin "1" strips) had much higher
elemental levels than those in the high starch ,
lower mo i sture perimedullary tissue U1 and R in
"l" strips).
Differences in elemental levels between
hol l ow heart and control tubers were not
considered significant , although l eve l s of some
elements (Cl, Mg, and K) tended to be higher in
tissue samples of hollow heart tubers.

Potassium and Cl gradients {not slown here}
in the region of the lesion resembled :hose for
Mg in that the 'halo ' zone gave higher counts
than the inner part of the lesion. Ho\'ever,
there was little or no gradient inK at Cl
between the lesion and heal thy tissue ct eithe r
end of the strip, as was the case with Mg .
Calcium levels were below detectable hnits using
either the energy dispersive or wave l ergth
dispersive methods of analysis with tht e l ectron
mic r oprobe .
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I nci Pl~g~g~~l ~h~s~ef~~l ~~s ~~~~~~t n~e~ut:rSoda
and Pontiac cv. developing tubers, many were
found on cutting to have hollow heart symptoms.
No symptoms were detectable in tubers weighing
l ess than 80 g and they occurred most frequently
in large ( > 150 g) tubers. Most of these were
in the ear ly stages of the disorder . A few
contained a single very small (2-3 cells in
diameter) dark spot characteristic of the first
visible symptom. Others had a slightly more
advanced , but still early, stage consisting of a
patch of small dark lesions. They were always
contained within the cent r al pith, usually about
ha 1f way between stern and bud ends of the tuber.
Scanning electron micrographs {Fig. 5) showed
that the cells forming a lesion were distorted
and had thickened walls. These and surrounding
cells were deficient in starch, while cells
further away from the lesion had the normal
complement of starch granules for pith cells.
Preliminary elemental ana l yses were carried
out at selected points along each strip using the
electron microprobe's energy dispersive X- ray
spect r ometer. The same samples were then ana lyzed along the entire length of each strip,
using the wavelength dispersive method. Results
obtained by the two methods were essentially the
same , therefore only wavelength dispersive
results are reported. One e l ement in particu l ar,
Mg, was present in much higher levels in and
around the incipient les i ons than in healthy
tissue further away from the lesion area or in
comparable sites of control tubers (Figs. 6, 7).
Moreover, the 'halo' zone ilflllediately surrounding the lesion (~12 in Fig. 6 depicting a single
lesion sample), and areas between lesions in a
mult i-les i on sample {M2 in Fig. 7) , had much
higher ~1g leve l s t han the lesion itself (t-11 in
Fi gs . 6, 7). Other tissue strips of the same
cultivar, and of certain other cultivars tested,
revealed s i milar gradients for Mg, leaving no
question as to the validity of the examples
presented here.
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Electron microprobe analysi s for the
localization of el ements in potato
tuber tissue from hollow heart
(advanced type, Fig. lc) and control
tubers.
Tissue strips 1-3 were taken adjacent
to the hollow (and comparable sites in
contra 1 tubers) extending, respectively, radially into t he perimedu lla,
along the pith in the direction of the
stem end, and along the pith in the
direction of the bud end ( Fig. lc).
Left, middle, and right (L , M, R)
sites on each stri p were analyzed .
Shaded bars represent hol l ow heart
tubers; empty ba r s represent contro l s.
Each bar is the mean of 11 t ubers for
"1" strips , 7 tubers for "2" strips,
and 3 tubers for "3" stri ps, with
standard error indica ted at top of
bar.

X-Ray Microanalysis of Hollow Heart Potatoes
TissuE strips from comparable sites of
control tuters, similarly analyzed, gave results
(not shown here) almost identical to those of the
heal thy Lend R portions of strips containing
hollow heart. Not only were their levels of Mg,
K, and Cl the same as the healthy ends of tissue
strips containing ho ll ow heart, but no gradients
were evidert along the length of the strips. As
with strips containing lesions, no Ca was
detected ir strips from control tubers.

Figure 5.

Discussion and Conclusions
The dried and powdered samples used for
X-ray fluorescence analysis represented re 1atively large areas of the fresh tuber. This
method is well suited to compositional study of
the tuber's major zones. The results, confirmed
by atomic absorption analysis, were similar to
those reported for mature potato tubers by other
workers using other analytical methods (Macklon
and DeKock, 1967; Johnston et al. 1968; Arteca
et al. 1980). Potato tuberShaYe elemental
Qradlents along their length and width in response to metabolic changes that occur during
their development and maturation on and off the
plant (Weaver et al. 1978). Lengthwise gradients
pr obably reflect to a large extent these metabolic changes in the tuber relative to total plant
needs at a particular period in the life of the
tuber. Radial gradients, while also varying with
the tuber's metabolism, are mainly associated
with two contrasting tissues (Mohr, 1972). The
central pith (high moisture, low starch) and the
surrounding perimedulla (low moisture, high
starch) contain very different elemental levels,
the extent of the difference depending on whether
results are expressed on a dry or fresh weight
basis. These fundamenta 1 tissue differences must
be taken into account in any meaningful study of
elemental gradients associated with an internal
disorder.
Mature tubers displaying advanced hollow
heart had essentially the same elemental composition as mature tubers without hollow heart.
This was indicated by both analytical methods the X-ray fluorescence method in which the tissue
samples represented fairly large areas of the
tuber (Fig. 3) and the electron microprobe method
employing localized strip samples (Fig. 4). The
gradients obtained in the tissue strips extending
radially from the edge of the hollow ("1" strips
in Fig. 4) are probably gradients between tissue
types, and not related to specific tissue disorder. It is felt that the inclusion of more
than one tissue in microanalytical studies of
this kind is a source of error that has not
a 1ways been fu 11 y appreciated. From the pre 1i minary work which dealt with mature tubers, we
concluded that (1) by the time tubers reach the
mature stage, those with and without hollow
heart do not differ appreciably in elemental
composition, (2) any further attempt to establish
elemental imbalances associated with hollow heart
should be focused on incipient rather than mature
stages of the disorder, (3) the microprobe technique should be used, with the tissue strips
carefully restricted to the central pith and
taken so as to include affected (lesion) and nonaffected tissue, and (4) it was important to
continue to work with paired tuber samples- with
and without hollow heart, each pair being of the
same cultivar, grown under the same conditions,
and comparable in size and internal anatomy.
Our observations of the histological origin
and development of hollow heart in the tuber
correspond with those reported by others. The
discoloration of necrotic hollow heart cells is
believed to be due to me l anin discoloration of

Scanning electron micrographs of
potato tuber pith tissue with incipient hollow heart showing (a) thickened walls of a group of distorted
cells forming a small lesion in
middle of picture, (b) starch - deficient cells in and immediately
surrounding the lesion, and (c) nonnal
cells containing starch granules in
tissue further away (4-5 ITITl) from the
1 esion.
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Segments of

an electron micro probe
line analysis for magnesium along the pith
traversing a smal l

~
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lesion (Fig. ld) characterizing incipient,
potential hollow heart
of potato tuber tissue
( cv. Red La Soda) .

TISSUE STR IP T EST SITES
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hghter.morenormal
appUflngcells

b<!lweenM11 es •ons

Figure 7. Segments of
an electror micro probe
line analys i s for magnesium alorg the pith
traversing a patch of
several smell dark
necrotic lesions characterizing an early,
potentia 1 stage of
hollow heart of potato
tuber tissLe (cv. Red
La Soda).

TISSUE STR IP TEST SITES

the cellular protoplasmic contents and cell

li teratu re.

walls, and perhaps also to accumulation of polyphenols such as chlorogenic acid and tyrosine
(Reeve, 1968). The thickening of lesion cell

of all elements tested (Ca, Mg, K, Cu, Fe, and

Levitt (1942) found a lower content

Mn) in hollow heart tubers than in cont rols.
Arteca et al. (1980) found a lowere d Ca content
in hollOW heart tubers. However. both of these
studies dealt only with mature tubers. In our
wo r k with mature tubers. there was ro evidence of
a lowered mineral content of tissue in hollow
heart tubers. This variance with tt-e res ults of
the above authors could be due to tte particu l ar
combination of tuber growth and matLrat i on
properties i nvolved. Our work with mature tubers
suggests that if any min eral imba l arce existed at
an earl y stage of the disorder's in(eption. it no
longer exists in mature t ubers showing advanced
ho 11 ow heart symptoms.

walls results from their suberization and
increased hemice llul ose and pectin content
(Reeve, 1968) . Starch depletion in the lesion
area. particularly in the cells immediately
around the lesion, seems to be related to the
formation of wound tissue (l lker et al. 1977).
It is logical that any fin ding oflriiriera l
imba l ances in these regions cou l d be associated
with one or mo re of these histochemica l changes.
That a mineral imbalance may be the cause
of the initial necrosis which eventually leads to
hollow heart has been suggested frequently in the
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In young, developing tubers containing
incipient hollow hear t , the increase in Mg in the
immediate vic i n i ty of the small, forming le s ions
was dramatic. It seems likely that a nutrient
deficiency associated with possible Mg toxicity
triggers the onset of the ce ll necrosis in the
pith ; r ap i d growth expansion of the t uber then
resu l ts in the fam i liar large holl0\'1 regions.
Because of the well-known interaction between Mg
and Ca, it may be a Ca deficiency that causes the
initial cellular breakdown and necrosis. The
role played by Ca in membrane and cell wall
i nteg r ity i s well known. In a study of bitter
pit i n app l e, Hopfinger and Poovaiah (1979) also
foun d a Mg:Ca imbalance and concluded that localized Mg toxicity or localized Ca deficiency
causes th i s physiologi ca l disorder. However, it
has also been documen ted that mineral e l ements
and other const i tuents tend to accumulate in the
vicinity of injured or necrotic t i ssue (Yarwood,
1967; Faust et al. 19 68; Fo rd, 1979). It is
possib l e t hatthe observed mineral imbalan ces are
coinc i dental to, rather than the cause of, the
deve l opment of hollow heart. The fact that our
study included lesions only a few cells in
diameter 1ends some support to, but does not
prove, t he theory that mi nera 1 i mba 1ances i ni ti ate the di sorder.
Experiments involvin g the addition of Ca and
other elements as soil fertilizers to f i eld - grown
potatoes. cv. Red La Soda, are now in progress.
These may he 1p to r eso lve the above qu2sticn.
Hopfinge r and Poovaiah ( 1979) were able to s how
that bitter pit symptoms in apple fruit could be
i nduced by vacuum-infiltratinq the fruit with Mg
and that they could be totally prevented by
adding Ca, l ending s upp ort to their conclusion
that minera l imbalances ca used the dis order.
Potatoes conta in on ly about 0.002 - 0.012%
Ca on a fresh weigh t basis, with most of that
being conta i ned in the outer parts of the tuber
(Johnston et al. 19 68; Bretz loff, 1971). The low
levels in tilePith are below the 0.05- 0.1 %
range needed for de teet ion by the e 1ec t ron
microprobe technique used in our work thus far.
which has emphasi zed analyses at the hi stologica l
leve l . In future work i t may be possible to
follow Ca leve l s associated with specific cellular structures such as cell walls ( using a
microprobe interfaced \'lith an electron microscope, and appropria te tissue preparation) in
order to verify the role of Ca in the initiation
of hollow heart.
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Discussion with Reviewers
N.S. Wright: If an i mb« lan ce in Mg and Ca ini t iates hollm·1 heart, \'IOUl d you not ex pect some
control tube r s (tho se predisposed to develop
hollm-1 heart) to show abnornally high t~g and

Faust M, Shear CB , Smith CB. ( 1968) . Investigat i on of cork i ng disorders of app l es. II.
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W.P. Mohr~ .a.l_.
the water component ~~should have 1 i ttle or
no direct bearing on the pattern of results. The
other majo r component of potato tubers is the
starch granules which make up a large p.art of the
dry weight. Perimed ull ary tissue contains
considerably more starch than does pith tissue .
The minera l content of starch granules from
several plant sources tends to be rather low
(G racza, 1965). Pre sumably, the Mg and Ca
content of potato starch is low too. This \o/Ould
tend to lower the levels of these minerals
present in t he perirredulla as compared with t he
pith, especial ly 1t1hen calculated on a dry we igh t
basis . Variat i ons i n mineral l evels of the
sta rch gr anules from the pith versus perirredu ll a
might also play a role in affecting the resu lts .

abnormally l ow Ca in the M2 region?

Authors: Yes, but there is the problem of finding

~e M2 ( halo') region around the incipient
1

lesion i s small in area rela tive to the total
region of the pith in which the lesion could

develop.

Furthermore, the in cidence of hollow

heart in a given tuber population may not be high
when one \·/ants to study it, so that even
exhaustive analysis of the pith of some tubers
does not necessarily prove anything . The tubers
tested might not be the ones to develop hollow

heart, or might not be at the stage of tuber
developnent to s how it. \~e did not detect an
imbalance bet\11een Mg and Ca in any of our

analyses of control tube r s, but these analyses
were limited in number . The approach mentioned
in your question is sound and should be
investigated further. By testing all parts of
the central pith of developing tubers of
susceptible cultivars that have received stress
conditions usually resulting in hollow heart, it
rray be possible to detect a Mg :Ca i mbalance
corresponding with a potential M2 (or Ml) region
if, in fact, the imbalance precedes the l esion.

N.S. Wr i ght : Can you envisage your methods being
used to determine the predisposition to hollow
heart of potato seedlings?
Autho rs: Not at this stage of the work. Before
cons iderin g this application, it should be
confirrred that the mine r al imbalance exists
before, and is therefore the probable cause of,
the formation of the lesion . One \olay of invest igating the latter point might be to treat
susceptib le pith tissue with added Mg and Ca , as
Hopfingor and Poovaiah (1974) did in their study
of the physiological disorder bitter pit in
apple fruit. These autho r s s ha...1ed that bitte r
pit symptoms could be induced by vacuum-infiltrating the fruit with Mg and that they cou l d be
totally prevented by adding Ca, lending support
to thei r conc lu sion that mineral imbalances
cause d the disorder.

O.A . Walker : llhy would the relatively high Mg
level be restricted to the region immediately
surrounding the lesions?
Authors: The 'halo' region imrrediately surround log the lesion probably reflects gradients in
relati on to the necrotic cells, with the lesion
as the locus . For examp l e , the l esion could
change the pH and, therefore, the so lubility of
variou s elerrents (Ca being very susceptible to
pH chnnges}.
O.A. Walker : What would account for the mineral
im ba lance in the ea r ly stages of the disorder
being rectified in the mature tuber?
Authors: The large split or hollow region present
in the mature tuber is believed to be du e to
continued expansion of the tuber after the dead
cells of the incipient lesion in the developing
tuber are no longer capable of enlarging. The
disorder tends to develop in large-sized tubers.
Expansion of the tuber would tend to deplete, or
physically 'dilute ', a previously existing
mi nera 1 imba 1ance.

Additional Reference
Gracza R. (1965). Minor Constituents of S.tarch,
in: Starch: Chemistry and Technology,
R.L. Hhistle r, E.F. Paschall (eds.), Academic
Press, Vo l. l , 105-131.

O.A. Walke r: \~hat factors would contribute to
poss1ble Mg toxicity orCa deficiency?
Authors : Any numbe r of stress factors, especially
those affecting root growth activity, could
affect Mg and Ca sou rce-si nk relationship s .
Temperature stress or water stress (deficiency or
flooding) are among th es e . Also, because of its
smaller atomic weight, Mg is mo re mobile than Ca
and , when Ca is deficient, f~g may readily
substitute for it .
D.A . Walke r: Would a difference in wate r content
between pith and perimedullary region account for
the dissimilarity in elementa l composition when
measured by dry versus fres h \oleight?
Authors: The 'tlater component of plant tissues
such as potato tuber is nonnally low in Mg and
Ca, these minerals gene r ally being present in
association with cellu l ar structures. Therefore,
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Introduction
Within

the

cell

walls

-~nd

C)'toplasm

Since
carrots and green
bean pods
have
recently bee-n
put
on the- European
marKet
and more in the form of dried
v egetables,
e.g.,
-='.S
ingredients of bag
soups,
the
i nfluence
of
hot-air drying
techno I ogy
the
qua 1 i ty
of
the
rehydrated,
edible
product has attracted
the
1ncreas1ng
attention
of
food
technologist~
and
biologists.
It
has
become>
evident that during the processing
of
vt>getables
(blanch i ng,
boi 1 ing,
dehydr~tion
and r- t-hydration ) alterations
taKe>
place
within
the
samples
that
both
the
morphological
and
chemical
constitution
of
tis-~.ues
and
cells.
An
investig-='.tion of
the
basic
changes
in
morphology
ultrastuctural
level
(maceration of the
ti=-~-ue,
eel 1 vJall ~- \•Jell ing, clumping .:..nd
dislocation of
c y toplasm)
was performed
as
previousl y described b y Grote
and
Fromme> ( 4,5 ) .
The
pre>sent
pape>r
deals
with
al tera.tion:
1n
the chemical constitution
of
processed vegetables
e x pressed b y
difft-rences
in the elemental composition .
Advances
in
the
t-lectron mJcroscopJc
method of X- ra y microanal y sis , togt-ther
1-..1i th
thtdevelopment
c•f te-chniques suet",
as
freeze-dr y ing
at
l)ery
low
temper-ature:.,
t-.a v e made
it
pos.:.ible in
the
last
few years to dete-rmine elements
qual i tativ£-1>' .:..nd quantitativel y 1-<.~ith an
atomic
nurnbt-r
>10
very small areas
(approx.
100
nm,
analyzing semi-thin
sections by STEM).
A synopsis of these
techniques
is given by Van StevenincK and
Van
Ste '-.-• enincK
(18) as wei 1 as by Ingram
a.nd Ingram (9).
As
an
important
prerequisite
for
quantitative
t-valuation of the t-lemental
conte>nt
one has to use calibration tools.
One
of
thest- could be the pre>paration of
suitable~-tandar·ds
whict",
allow
the
establishment
of
calibration
curves for
the elements of interest.

of
f~esh,
blanch~d,
boiled and reh y drated
carrots
and
green
bean pods the element
concentrations were
measured
by
energy
dispersive
X-ra y microanalysis
in
the
scann1ng
transmission
electron
microscope.
Based on a set of calibration
standards which had been prepared before,
the
element
concentrations
calculated
mM/ kg
w£-t
t.vo£-ight.
Fresh

green bean
pods and fresh carrots do not
differ
in
the
kind,
but
1n
the
concentration
of
the
elements
they
contain .
In
the
cou~se of blanching and
boi 1 ing,
elements a~e
gradually ~emoved
from
the
tissue-s.
The
conce-ntrations.
measured
1n
the
rehydrated
tissue
cor~espond
to those found in the blanched
or boiled samples.That means, a. furthe~
leaching of
elements du~ing reh y dration
did not
taKe place, e x cept for potassium
VJhich
is
leached from
thet i ssue- to a
very
large
e- x tent
into
the rehydration
medium.
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Key words:
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Materials and Methods

Isp /

Csp•f -

Cf

( ! )

< Isp
characteristic rad i ation
of
the
specimen
after
bacKground
substraction,
Csptf
continuum
radiation
of
the
specimen
and
the
supporting
film
in
a
selected
"white
window",
Cf = continuum radiatic•n of
the
supporting
film
in
the
"white
window").

Preparation of standards.
The
preparation
of
ca libr a tion
standards
was
described elsewhere
in
detai I
(6) .
For
most standards, we used
the
method
introduced b y Spurr <17> · but
had
to
modify
the
procedure
to
considerable e xt ent (12>.
In
sh or t :
I :1
s to i c h i orne t r i c
quantities
of
a suitable salt, e.g . KSCN
(MercK No.512S> or NaSCN (Baker No . 177B>
and
a
macrocycl ic
pol ye ther,
dicyclohexyl-18-crown-6
<FluKa
No .
36665),
were
dissolved
in
absolute
methanol.
For
obtaining
Mgand
Ca.-standards
we
di ssol ve>d /1g (SCN >2
(Riedel-de-Haen
No.
13146 )
and
Ca<SCN> 2
(Rie>del-de-Hae>n
No.l2061>,
r espectivel y
in
the>
bic y cl ic comp le xi ng
agent
Kr y ptofi x
221
<Merck No. 16646).
These
standards
could
serve
as well as
sulphur standards.
After
evaporation of the meth a nol in
rotation
evaporator,
a highl y viscous
substance
was
left.
Since
it
was
difficult
to
add
defined quantities of
this
complex
to
appropriate
amounts of
Spurr~s
medium we
pre>pa~ed
a series of
graded dilutions
of
this
complex with
Spurr ' s
resin without
knowing the exact
concentration
of
the>
element content in
this mixture
<see below and (6)), For
obtaining phosphorus
standards differe>nt
quantities
of
triphen y lphosphine
<BaKer
No.
14852)
were directl y dissolved in
chlorine-free
Spurr~s
resin according to
Roomans
<12).
Chlorine
standards were
prepared by
va r yi ng
the
amourd
of the
flexibilizer
DER
736
in
the
complete
resin mi x ture.
Moreove>r,
we>
had
to modif y
the
composition
of
the
me>dium b y not adding
the
accele-rator,
S 1, be-fore the comple x
had
been
completely
dissol ve d
(after
stirring for
several
hours at 312- 323
K> .
Otherwise,
by
using
the
complete
resin mi x ture right from the beginning of
the
dissolution
proce>ss,
pol ymerization
would
taKe
place
before the comp l e x had
been completely and uniforml y dissolved
<see>
also
<12)).
This wou l d
re~. u1 t
in
inhomogeneous
preparations t>Jh i ch
cou 1 d
not be used for calibratiort purposes.
Since
the
exact
element
concentrations
of
the
resin
blocks
prepared
in this way were unKnown, we had
to carry out
chemical
anal yses of each
blocK.
The
chemical dete-rmination of the
element
concentrations was done by flame
photometrical
methods
<6,10).
From
the
remainder
of
theblocK
dr y sections of
appro x.
lvm
were
cut and placed for
X-ra y
analysis
on
Piolc·forrn® coated
one-hole
copper
grids
(hole
diameter 1

Re:.ul ts we>re expre<:.sed i r1 mM/ Kg ce-11
wall
and
cell
cytoplasm fre>sh
weight,
re:.peoctive\ y.
Preparation of tissues.
Fresh,
blanched,
boi Jed and dried
samples
of
the
roots
of
carrots
Ccv."Zino">
and
the
pods of gree-n beans
( cv."Cascade")
were
prepared
at
the
Institute
of
Food Technolog y , Dept. of
Fruit
and Vegetables Technology, Berlin,
as part
of
the
correlate-d AIF re-search
project
No.
3664
( Biel ig et
al.(t>,
Bielig ar1d
Schwaiger
(2)).
Carrots and
green
bean
pods were
harvested from
ve>ge>table
gardening where
the y had been
grown
to
edible maturit y for purposes of
food
industries.
The
vegetables were
chopped,
blanched for different times and
dried
in
hot-air
dr y ing device (1),
They
reh y drated
by
cooking
to
' donene<:.s ~
accor·di ng
to reports from the
Berlin
Institute of Food Technolog y where
the
optimum cooKing time for e-ach sample
had been pre-viousl y determined b y sensory
and texture tests.
For
determinati on
of
the
eleme-nts
cubes
< 1 mtn3)
of
tissue
(pods
of
green
beans
and
phloem of carrot roots)
were
rapidl y
frozen
by
immersion
in
nitrogen
slush
(appro x .
63
K>
and
transfe-rred
to
the
pr· ecool ed cooling
plate
of
a l ow-temperature freeze-drying
system
<GT
1,
Le y bold-Heraeu s
Company,
FRG).
Freeze -drying was
e x tended
under
v acuum
(5x to-• Pa > over a period of 7
days
at
173 K.
Sti II
under vacuum the
samples
I>Jere
embedded
in
S pur·r ' s
low-viscosity me-dium
( 1 6) which was made
chlorinefreeby
replacing the original
fle xi bil izer
DER
736 b y dibut y lphthalate
(8)

0

After
two da ys impregnation u nd e- r
vacuum
at room temperature polymeriza t ion
carried
out under nor·mal pre.-ssure at
343 K. Dry sections of 1 vm thicKness
were
cut
on
an
ul tr· amicrotome
<OM U3,
Reichert
Company,
Austria)
and
placed
upon
one-hole
copper
g ~ids
as had bee.-n
done
with
the
sections
from
the
calibration standard rE<sirt blocks.
Analytical evaluation.
ThE<
dr y
sections were analyzed in a
H 500
transmission
e l ectron microscope
<Hitachi
Cc.rnpan y ,
,J apan > E-quipped with
the
scanning attachment
H 5010, and the
energ y
dispersive
X-ra y microanalysis
system PGT 1000 XC EL <Princeton Gamma

mm >

o

Calibration
curves were established
using a formula deve>loped by Hall <7> :
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X-ra y microanal y sis of v egetables
Te- c h,
USA )
ope ra ted a t 7 5 kV in the- STEM
mod€-.
The
integrated beam current wa s 25
vA.
The
beam diamete~ was estimated
t o be
< 10 nm because •n a late~ a l
resolution
test
in
the> STEM
it
possible
to re>solve details < 10 nm
ope~ a ting
with
the same beam diame>te-~,
used
for
anal y si s .
That
means
the
anal y sed area of the tissue should be in
the>
order
of
appro x .
100
( se>e>
"D is cuss ion" ) .
The Si<Li ) -detecto~ of 14 5 eV energ y
re s olutio n
has an active area of 3 0
mm2
and
is
pos i tione>d at a distance
of
13 mm to the specimen with a taKe- o ff
angl £- of 680 .
For X-ray microanal y sis the width of
the
aut o defined elemental
windows were
preset f o~
1•2
t i me- s
t he f u I 1 w i d t h at
half
peaK ma x imum <FWHM - value) regardless
o f the reso e ctive X-r ay energy . 20 e V wer~
chosen for
channel
w idth. Ea c h anal y sis
tooK
300
S£-C
I i ve
time.
Background
subtr a ction
wa s
ca rried out manuall y
u s ing pre -s tored b a cKground ma~ke-~s.
As
the
de>te c t i on of Ca
in
the
prE-se-n c E' of
larg e
quan t itie- s
of K
is
diffi c ult
the
cal ci um
content
wa s
dE-tE-rmined
by
co rre c t i on
using
the
emp i ri c all y establ i shed formula:
Ca co~c=Ca<K«)-K(Ke<) / 1 2

Qualitative anal y ses had shown the
pre>sence
of
pota s sium,
calcium,
and
magne si um within
the cell wa ll, wherea s
the
c y toplasm was characterized b y the
presence of potassium, calcium, chlorine,
sulphur
and
phosphorus.
The
concentrations of
sodium were> too low to
be
dete c te>d
by
our X-ra y anal y sing
s y stem.
Ce>ll walls of carrot ~oots .
The
conce ntr ations
of
elements
measur·ed
the eel 1 wa l 1 s of fresh ar,d
proce ssed carrot
tissues
shown
in
Table 1 .
The
v c.o.lues demonstrate a gradual
decre a se
in ele-mental concentration as a
function
of
prolonge>d blanching. The
boiled
ti ss ue contains appro x imatel y half
the concE-ntration (p o tassium, magnesium )
of
the- fresh tissue. The loss of calcium,
howe ve-r,
is mor e distinct.
Rehyd~ation
afterdr y ing leads to a drastic re-duction
of
the potassium concentration. Calcium
and magne-sium,
on the other hand, do not
show an additional loss of concentration
afte-r
reh y dration.
Their conce>ntrations
rangebetween
those
of
the blanched
sample> s
(6
mi n )
and the bo i led tissues.
As
the
value-s demonstrate,
prolonged
blanchina cannot
be clearl y corre>lated
with the> - de-cre>ase> of e l ements.
CYtopla s m
of
carrot
root
phloem

(2)

Element c o ncent r ati o ns were me as u r ed
se-par a tel y within
each of
the two main
c ompa r tments of
the cell, the cell wall
c.o.nd
the
cy top 1 asm. The>re is no danger o f
interference
from
c y toplasmic element
content
to
that
of
the cell wall si nce
the
cy t o plasm
in
reh y drated samples as
well
in boiled a nd blanched spe c ime>n s
is
s e>parated fr om the ce>l l wall
and
c l o tted w ithin
the> cell lumen . Ana l)· zing
f~esh
c arrot
and green
be>an
peri c arp
tis£-ue-,
c y toplasmic compar-tments which
wer-e- s i tua te>d
in
a
thin 1 a y er near the
c ell
wa ll
c•mitt e d. S ince> it p r ove-d
difficult
in
fresh
material
to
differ-entiate
bet we-en
c y topl asmi c
organellE's
1n
1 JJm d ry s ection s e v en
if
thE- Y could be recognized in ultra-thin
s e- c t io n s ,
the
point s
of
anal y se s were
randoml y chosen.
In
p~ocessed
material
c y t oplasmic
detai I s
wer-e
gener a lly
destro y ed ( 4 ) .
From both veg etable-s <carrot roo ts
and gre>en be>an
pods ) ,
fresh, blan c hed,
boiled
and
r·e-h y drated
samples
were
a nal y zed
in
at
le as t
10
pa r allel
measurem e nts.
The
am o unts of e> l e>ments
were
determined as de> s cribe>d b y Grote and
Frornme
(6 ) . Th-:
results are
given
in
mM/ kg
of
cell
wall
wet weight and
c y toplasm
wet
weight,
respectivel y ,
assuming
that Spurr ~ s resin ha s a density
of
a ppr o x .
1.
The conce ntrati ons of
eleme-nts
tn
the
blanched,
boile-d and
reh y drated
sample-s
are
e x pressed as
percentage-s
of
those
found
in fresh
ti ssue s.

Eleme>ntal
anal ys es
within
the
cytopl asmic compartment of carrot root
phloe-m e el I s showed the re-sults I isted in
Table 2 .
the
c ell
wa l l,
the
As
w it hin
concentr a tions of the element s present in
the c y t o pla s m are> graduall y reduced as a
functi o n of
prolonged blanching. Boiled
ti~. sueh as the ~. ame ( c al c ium, ~-ulphur ) o r
redu c ed
concentration
( potassium,
chlorine,
pt-.osphorus )
in comparison with
the- samp l e s
blanched for
15 min. The
re-h >· drat e- d
t i ssue s
s how concentrations
that ma y considerabl y range over those
measured
ir•
the
b o iled
s a mple s
calcium,
sulphur:
blanching
<pota s sium,
time
10
min;
calcium ,
phosphorus:
blanching
time> 6 min ) . On the whole, the
concent~ations
of
elements
in
the
c y topla s m
of
the
reh y drate>d
cells
correspond with those found in the tissue>
afte-r
s hort
blan c hing.
There
is no
obvious correlation between b l anching and
ele>me>nta l
concentrations
in
the
reh y drated t i s s ues.
Cell
wa ll s
of
the
pericarp of green
bean pod s .
The
e>leme>ntal
concentrations
de>termined within the> cell walls of fresh
and p~o c essed green
bean pods are given
in Table 3.
As demon s trated b y the results, the
concent r ations of
potas si um, calc i um and
magne s ium
gene-ra l \ y
decre a se
during
blanch i r. g ar.d bo i I ing of the t issue . The
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decrease
of
pot ass ium,
howev er,
g re :o.ter·
thar.
tt• .:o. t
of
calc 1urr.
or
magnesium.
Dr yi ng
a r.d
roi'h y dr .:o.t •on
more
reduces the potas s 1um concent r atio n ,
whereas
the concentratiOns o f calc1 um and
magnesium
range
co n s iderabl y
above
<c alcium)
somewhat
below ( magnesium)
those
mea.;:.ured
in
the t•oiled t•s:.u<?. As
carrots,
th<?re
is
no cor·relatio n of
the
concentration
of
el<?ments
in
the
reh y drated
sample-s
wit h
d i fferent
bl.:..nching timt-:. .
Cy toplasm of grt-en bean pod cells .
Conce-ntrations
of
elements
determined
the cy t o plasm of fr~sh and
pr·oce:.sed
green
beo.oc.n
pc•d:
are show n in
Table 4.
As
IJ,)itt-.in
the
c ell
wa l l ,
the
concentrations
of
element:
r educed
w1 thtn
the
cytoplasm
of
blanched and.;:.t i l l
more
boiled ti:.:.ue. Th€' sul phur
conto:-nt
of
tt.e
b o iled samples, how<?ver,
r~nges
above
that
of
the fre:.h t1s:.ue.
Reh y drated
v eget a bl es
s h rn.v a drastically
reduced
potassium
co ncentration, w hereas
the
c~lcium
anc
chi or 1ne conc entration5
co rre5pond
to
tho:e
found 1n the boiled
t t ssue.
SuI phur
and phosphorus, h ow ever,
are
character i ze,j
by
qu 1 te
t) ~.r 1 :..bl e
co ncentrations
w hich
ma y
e v en
range
(sulphur
and
phosphorus:
reh y drated
t1ssue,
blanched f or 6 min > above that of
the
fresh tissue. A di s tinct relationship
C•f
elemental
content wit h blanching time
cannot be establi s hed.

Ta.ble
1.
Cor.cer.trations
of
elements
in
the ce l l
wa.lls
of
fresh,
blanch~d,
boiled
and
r~hydrated
ca rrot
roots (in mM/ Kg of cell wall wet weight>.
Ti ssut

Blilnching

ty~t

tiru (ll in)

Frtsh
Blanched

I.

C• I.

316 100 117
267 82 9l
2~6 75 86
233 71 68
13~ ~ I
25
12
6~
26
~7

6

tn
15
Boihd
Rehydrated

K

6
10

Hg I.

100 12 100
79 II 92
7~ 6
50
58 6 so
21 5 ~2
55 10 83
40 6 50

Ta.ble
2.
Concentrations
of
elements
in
the
cytoplasm
of
fresh,
blanched,
boi 1 ed
and
reh ydrated
car rot
root
phloem
cells ( in mM/ Kg of cyto pl asm
we t we i gh t ) .
Tissut
typt

Blilnching
tiAie (n.in )

Fresh
Blilnchtd

K

69100
17 25
33 48
20 29
13 19
10 14
20 29

6
10
IS

Boiltd
Rthydriihd

I.

6
10

Ca

I.

28100
12 43
12 43
II 40
II 40
19 68
IS 54

1.

S

1.

Cl

4100
4100
3 75
2 so
25

67100
60 90
32 48
27 40
27 40
23 34
18 27

so
so

t.

p

58 !nO
32 55
34 59
16 43
21 36
42 72
II 19

Table
3.
Element a l
concentrations
in
the
cell
walls
of
fresh,
blanched,
boiled
and
reh>·d rate-d
green
be an
pads
( in
mM/ K g of c e 1 1 wa 1 1
we-t weight) .
lissut
bpe

K

Bl•nching

I.

C•

I.

DI SC USSion
A n .;, Jvtlc3. l
The

processl..!l9...!_
use
of
crown-ether
camp I e xes
dis~olved
in
ep oxy
r e si n
was
first
proposed
by
Sp urr
( 17 ) .
W1th the above
described mod1~1cat1ons o~ the procedure ,
it
has
pro ,• ed
in
our cas t- a successful
approach
to
the
quar.t1tid1on of element
concent r at io n~.
Thto ma1n difficult y seems
to
be
the
low
sol ub i l i t y
of
the salt
comp I e x es
~·Ji th 1 n
the
·;purr s
other
authors
(8 ,12 ) ment1 o ned at nearly
the
same time-. For di ss ol vi r.g the comple x
thetemper·a ture
of the- mi x tur·e- t-.a:. to be
increased
but
1n
order
to
pre v ent
an
ur.de-: ired
prep ol y mer· i zat i C•r•
has
to
add
the
accelerator
~fte-r
the
comp lete
dissolution. Thus o ne can obtain
very
homoge-neous
bl o cKs
from
t-•!h 1 ch
analy tical
data could be-establishe-d \"•i th
st andard de-viation5 of 4. 9 to 7 . 7 %.
Thedetermlr, ;, tion
c·~
the
actual
molarity
of
the cal ibr eo.tion resin blocks
by
an
indeper.dent
an a l y tical method t.as
also
been
practt s ed
by
other
authors
<8,14).
The
proble-m
in
this
proce-dureconcerns
the dis i ntegrati o n procPss, e.g.
for
flame -p hotome-tr ic
anal y ~e:
stnce
there
is
the
possibi 1 i t y
of
loss
of
vo latile
elements .
In our case we used a
spec1~.J
disintegration
method
( 10)
by
VJ hich
the preser vatic• n of all elE>m~?nts is
rather
good .
The
rE>liability
of

I.

Hg

tirn(llin )

Fresh
Blanched
Bo1lrd
Rth ydri hd

273100
97 36
46 17
13 5
12 ~
19 7

6
9
12

1171B0230
36 31117
30 26133
79 68 79
63 54 85
so ~3 100

100
51
58
3~

37
43

Ta.ble
4.
The
concentrations of
elements
within
the
cy topla s m of frtosh,
blanched ,
boiled
and
reh y drated
green
bean
pod cells (in mr1/ Kg of cytop lasm wet
wei ght ) .
Ti ssue
t ypt

Blanching

Fresh
Blanched

Boihd
Rthydriltrd

K

I.

C• I.

C\

I.

S

7.

P

7.

lilll'(llin )

6
9
12

92100 50100 30100 40100
~3 47 30 60
6 20 26 65
30 33 13 26 10 33 63158
5 5 7 14 7 23 33 83
5 5 6 12 12 40 ~2 105
15 16 8 16 7 14 53133

39100
27 69
18 46
33 85
12 31
4 10

--·----·------------------------------------------------------52

X-ra y microanal ys is of vegetab les
Thus,
ff
on~
as~umes that the volum~ o f
the
vacuole
is usuall y more
than five
times bigg~r
than
that o f c y toplasm and
cel l
wa ll
in paren c h ymatou s pl a nt cells
ar•d
that
it
pre-domin a ntl y con s. ists c•f
water,
a dilution fa ctor of at le as t fi v e
of
the ~I ~men t cone en tra t i ons measur~d i r.
c y toplasm and cell
wall ha s to be ta Ke-n
int o
consid~ratior..
As
pre-1 i min a r y
cal c ulations
sl".owe-d
the
v alue s
then
obtaine-d are
in
rather
good a gr~ement
with
those from chemical overal 1 anal y ses
reported
in
I i terature.
So So uci
a nd
Bo sc h
(1~. )
repor ted
p ota s sium
concentrations
1n
fre s h
carrot root
ti s sues of 72 mM/ kg while our results
s h ow ed
326 ml1/ kQ K in the c ~ll wall a n d
p o ta ssi um conc;ntr a t1on of 69 mM/ Kg
wi thin
the c >· toplasm . In th is conte x t it
is certainly des irable
to anal y se
the
elemental
content of
t he
vacuo le fluid
e.g.,
b y X-ra y micro a n al y sis of frozen
h y drated sections
in o r·der t o get a more
adequate
comparison
bet ween
microa n al y tical
and
o v erall
chemical
resu l ts.
The microanal y ti cal
approach,
h owev~r,
ha~- the ad v .;.. n t.;o.go:> of cor·r elating
morphological
with anal y tical in fo rmation
thus enabling a deeper a nd mo re refined
understanding o f the mechanisms involved.
So the abo•Je r·esul ts s.how that th e re
are differen c es
in
the co n centration of
elements,
not
onl y bet ween carrots a nd
ore en
bean<;:,
be tween the fr -esh, blanched
; nd b oi I e-d tissue, betwe~n ce ll walls and
cytop I asm
on
the
one
hand a nd
the
r~h y dr~t~d ti ss ue on
the other, but a l so
in
the
reaction of
the elements to the
in f lue n ce o f te c hnolc•gi ca.l pr- oc edu r~s .
Firstly,
there
are
differences
be t ween
the tw o veg etabl es concerning the
c oncentration o f
certa in elements. Thu s
fre:.h carrots contain o n l y 5 % of the
magn es iu m
( cell
wall > ,
1 3 % of
the
chlorine
and
50
%
of
thEcalcium
co n c~ntrat i ons
(c y topl asm)
found
in t he
corresponding cc•mpartment s C• f fre-sh gr·e£-r,
be an
pods.
The
concentra t io n s
of
potassium,
sul phur and pho s ph or-us largel y
agree in both ve getab l e s .
Seco ndl y,
the
t wo t y pes of t iss ue- s,
fresh
and dried, react differentl y to the
ion- so l ubi I izir.g
influenc~
of
( ho t )
water.
Where a-::
fresh
t i ~.sue
shc•w=·
increasing
loss of ele-ments dueto
prcolc•nged
actic•n ot
hot wa ter· , dried
tissue,
apart
from
the
initia l loss of
element s
b y blanching , does not suffer a n
additional
decrease
el em ental
concentration b y
the action o f hot wat~r
during
re-h y dration
(bu t
potass ium
belc•w).
ConcE- n tr·at ic•n s
ir.
b oiled
rehydrated
tissuE"
that
e x ceed
t h ose of
the
f r esh
sampl~s
must be considered as
mis lead i ng.
They
ma y
res ult
f r-om
precipit at ion
of
salt~
occas. ic• n a\ l y
occurring
wit h in
the
c y t o pl asm
of
pr·o c essed pl ant cell s.
lt
is prc•t•ab l e
that
by
the e va luati on of a great n umbe r
o f mea s ur· ement~.
thrc•ughout the c y tc•pl a.i.m
these
variations
in
the
chemical

calibration
curves
is
documented b y
regres sion
coefficients
of
0. 9886
<potassium ) to 0 .998 1 (ca lc ium>.
Concer ning
the
analysed volumina of
the
ve get abl e
ti ss u~s
and
in
this
conte x t
the spatial reso lutio n of the
analytical
results wE- assumed a b~a.m
broadenin g
within
the
tum
thicK
sections
of
about
10
times.
From
e x periment al
observations of Reimer and
Pfeffe-rkorn
(1 1 ) a nd Gentsch et al . (3) it
see ms
to be more realistic to calculate a
6
to 8
time
broadening.
In our own
attempts
to estimate the diameter of the
beam
used
for·
X- ra y
anal y sis
we
established
a
similar
model
<3, 11 ) .
Evap orated
go ld
islets
covering the
surface of
a
tum Epon section could
laterall y be resolved in the range of <10
<see
above >. The gold islets on the
reve-rse surface co uld be
imaged with a
resolution
p ow er
of
<50
nm,
thus
indic ating
that
the
incident beam had a
diameter
of
( 10
nm
whereas
the
penetrating
beam
showed
a
( 50
diamete r.
Monte Carlo calculations b y
Russ <1 3),
however,
show a sign i fi cant
stronger
broadening of
the
beam,
but
using an acceleration vo ltage of 40 KV ,
whereas
the
anal )' ti c al results presented
in
this paper were obtair.ed in STEM mode
operated at 75 KV. Moreover, the anal y sed
in the respective ce 11 cc•mpar tm~n ts
'Nere
ch osen
so far from one another that
there
i s no danger of interference of the
anal y tical values.
Anal Yti ca l r~~ult~ .
When
comparing
the
anal y ti cal
concentrations found in the present study
in fresh carrots and green
beans pod s
w ith those from ov e ral l che mi cal anal y ses
reported
in
1 iterature
<15 ) , one h as t o
taKe
sev eral
s pecifi c
aspects
into
considerat i on .
Firstly,
there
is no
possibil i t y for s epar a te detE-rminatior. of
the
ion content of
the v acuole and the
cytop lasm ,
respe c tivel y , The sub! imation
of
ice during freeze
dr y i ng of fresh
t issues will
cause
precipitation of
salts
formerl y
dissol v ed
1n
the
vacuole fluid
o nto the tonoplast and
there
is no rea so n to assume that sOm€' of
the
precipitated
salts
will
b~
re-d issolved
by
the
inf i 1 trating
e-mbeddinQ medi um . S imi J ar considerations
appl y
t~ the preparation of boiled and/ or
blanched sample s . By these procedur~ s th~
cytoplasm
is denatured and clotted within
the
ce-11
lumen formerl y occupied b y the
vacuole
flu i d.
Thus o ne
has
t o assume
that
the
elemental
concen tr ations
measured
in
c y toplasmi c
regions ma y
consist
to a certain d~gree of elements
frorn
the
vacuol e flu id IIf
some of the
eleme nts should
rema1n
after
bo ili ny
and/ or
blan c h i ng ) .
Secon dl y ,
the
concentrations
from
overall
chemical
anal y ses have
to be
lower
than
thosE·
found
i n the c yt oplasm and the cell wal l,
re s pe ctivel y ,
namel y
dilution
prop ortional
t o the relation of the whole
cell
volume to the volume of the vacuo le.
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c omp os i ti e r. wo uld be re-du c ed.
The mo rphologic a l a.nd/ or biochemic a l
basis
of
this ~dr y i r.g phenomen o n" is no t
y et c lear,
but
it
seem s
possible that
during
the
dr y i ng process f i brillar and
membr a nous
compone nt s
of
cell wall and
c y topla~.m
becomeso firml y attached that
the y
form
barriers
to
the migr a tion of
J on~
during
r~E-h y dration.
Thus, from the
nutritional
point
of view, the dr y ing of
v egetables
as means of food conservation
mu s t
be
considered
favourable
process.
Finall y ,
the
results
show that the
elements
determined ma y
be divided into
two g r oups, potassium on the on€' hand and
the
rest of the elements on the other. In
c ontra s t
to
calcium, magnesium, chlorine
phosphorus
and
sulphur,
potassium
to a
ver y
large
e x tent
disappears during the
reh y dration
of
the
dried tissues . Thus,
c o ncern i ng
potassium,
dr y in g
doe s
no t
to establish
a barrier aga i nst the
migration
of
potassium
ion s
into
the
boi I i ng medium.
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MI CROSCOP I C I~VESTIGATIONS OF 1l1E CELL STRUCTURE I N FRESH AND PROCESSED
VEGETAB LES (CARROTS AND GREEN BEAN PODS)

t-lonika Gr ote and Hans Georg Fromme

I nstitu te of Medical Physics, ~ lu enster University
Huefferstrasse 68 , D-4400 Muenster, W. Germa ny

T he cell stru cture of fresh, blanched, boiled. dried and
rehyd rated tissues from ca rrot roots and green bean pods was
examined in the scanning and/o r transm ission electron mi croscope. Th e secondal)' phloem o f carrot roots represen ts a
typical plant storage parenchy ma character ized by a high starch
and lipid conten t. Gree n bean pods show many characteristics
of assimilation tissue (e.g. ch lorop lasts). but they also co nt ain a
co nsiderable amount of starch. Blanching, boiling , de- and
rehydration affec t th e tex ture of both vegetables in a simil:u
way : swe llin g o f ce ll wa lls. maceration of tissu e during blanching and boiling COlJpled with a granula r dena turatio n of
cytop lasm. Drying leads to :J shrinkage and rwis ting o f th e
ce lls and clumping of the cy toplasm. Rch yd r.~t cd tissue is
chara cterized by strong cell wall swelling, ma ce ration , and
clumping o f cy to plasm. t-.·l orphom etri c measurements of cell
wall thi ck nesses afte r re hyd ration showed that vario us food
technological process parame ters may strongly in nuence the
appea rance of the rehydrat ed product.

Dried carrots and green beans are traditional ingredients of
bag soups which have become more and more popu lar on the
European ma rket. In comparison with genuine instan t prod ucts
these bag soups are characterized by compara tively long
cooking t imes which can he inOuenced - within ce rta in limits by vary in g process cond itions during the productio n of such
dried vege tab les. Th e aim of indust rial research now is to
find su itabl e process cond it ions in order to produce dried
vegetables wh ich need extremely short cooking tim es and arc
similar to well coo ked fresh vegetables as regard s ta ste and
consis tency. ln this se nse we tried to evaluat e the relati onship o f
process condition s to cel l ultr-J.stru cturl.! during th e proJuction
of dried vegetables and the ultrastru crural alte rations which
occur during th e rehyd ration process (i.e. cooking) by co mparing them with th e ultra structural mo rph ology of well cooked
fresh prod ucts. It is hoped by understanding these in terrela ti onships tha t process condit io ns can be op timized to ob tain d ried
and reh}'d ral ed vege tables of high qua lit y.
There exbts large li terat ure on the mo rphological stru cture
o f bot h vegetables. carrots and green bean s. Most of th em were
carricll out with th e optica l microscope , but in rece nt tim es the
improved resolut ion power of the electron mil.:roscope was also
utilized. Thus op ti ca l microscopic stu dies in the deve lopmental
an3tomy of the root of D:1ucus ca rota we re carried ou t by !Iav is
(14) , Esau (9) and Drake and Se lstam (7, 8). Reck (18)
published a detai led paper on the optical microscopical
stru ct urc of th e plastids in the root.
Scanning electron micrographs of raw and cooked ca rro t
tissue arc found in the stud ies by Davis et al. ( 3 - 6). Tran smiss ion electron microscopical papers on th e roo ts of Dau cus
ca ro ta chie tl y deal wi th some cytological problems such :1s th e
structure o f ch rom op la sts (II) , nuclei ( 15) or the in vitro
culture of ca rrot cells and tissues (28). (For a more de tailed list
of lit erature sec the above memioned papers).
Most of the morphologi cal stu dies in green bea n pods that
have so far been carried out were also done with the o pti cal
microsco pe. Th e first to exami ne the histological struct ure of
th e legumen we re Kraus ( 16) and Stei nbrink (25). Like many of
the following authors, some o f who m applied modern
tec hniques such as polarisation mi croscopy o r X-ray diffraction.
th ey put their emphasis on the morphology of mature pericarps,
especia lly on the structure of th e vascular bundles and fibres in
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Final manuscript received November 25, 1983.
Direct inquiri es to M. Grote.
Telephone number : (0251) 835125 .

Ke y words: Carro ts, green bean pod s. elect ron microscopy ,
cell stru cture, fresh an d processed vegetables, morphome try.
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by two different methods: by a sensory test of donenes; and by
measuring th e shear strengths of th e sam ples mechanicolly (For
furth er details cf. Bielig and Schwaiger ll J).
For transmiss ion electron m icoscopy (TEM), fron fresh,
blanched and rehydrated tissues (rehyd rat ion by boilirg) cubes
of approx. I x I mm size (from the secondary phloer.1 of the
carrot root and the outer and inner part , respectively of the green bean pod) were cut ~o.ith a
sharp razor blade and flxed in 2% phosphat e buffered glutaraldehyde (pH 7. 3) for two houn at room
temperature. After a short washing with th e buffer solu:ion, the
samp les were postfixcd fo r two hours in buffered ! Po Os04
solution. They were dehyd rated in a graded series of ettanol. In
70% ethanol , block stai ning with phosphot ungstic acil/ uranyl
acetate was carried out. After embedd ing the samples in Epon
resin, ultrath in section s were cut with a diamond kniff using a
Reichert ultramicrotome OmU3. Sections were s1ained wi th
lead citrat e and examined in a Siemens Elmiskop I.
The specimens dried by hot air were briefl y imrrersed in
ethanol and then embedded in Epon resin, becwse it had
proved impossible to obtain sections from specimms directl y
embedded in th e resin.
For scan ning electron microscopy (SEM) , fixatio n and
dehy dration were carried out as described above After the
100% ethanol stage, the samples were critical-po.nt-dried in
Freon 13 using Freon 11 as a transitional fluid . T he dried
specimens we re mounted on specimen holders wit.l "Leit-C",
coated with gold by sp uttering and observed in ! STE REOSCAN Mk 1.
For morphometri c measureme nts of cell wall diameters in
TEM the semi-automat ic image analysis system MOP AM /0 3
(Kontron , Ge rmany) was used. In each test 10 - 15 separat e
measurements were made on at least three parallel samples from
three differen t ex perim en ts, and th e mean Vllues were
calculated. For ob t aining comparabl e resu lt s, the po int s of
measurement on cell walls were de fin ed as follo vs: midway
between two interce ll ular spaces taking only thos:! ce ll walls
into considcmtion which were not (yet) separated along their
mid dle lame ll a.
Since th e morphological appearance of the boiled raw
material was conside red t o be the " ideal" for a rehyd rated
vegetable, the measured cell wall th ickness of the boiled raw
tissue was pu t at 100. Cell wa ll alterations in dried and
reh yd rated samples were expressed as percen tages of th is value.

order to investigate the dehiscence mechanism of th e pods ( 10,
13, 17).
Roth (22) trea ts the anatomy of the legu men as part of her
comprehensive work on the anatomy and histology of the fmi ts
of angiospenns . Gassner (1 2), who deals wi th green beans
within the sco pe of a general optical microscop ical in vestigation
of vegetable foodstuffs , also gives some histological
information.
This is even moTe the case with th e detailed stu dies by
Reeve and Brown (2 1) , who provide a survey of the developmental sequence and di fferentiati on of pod tissues and their
structure and composition at edible ma turity.
Optica l microscop ic st udies of the morpho logical cha nges
occurring in plant tissues during preparation processes, such as
blanch ing, coo king, and dehyd ration/ rehydration , have been
published by a numb er of au thors.
Thus Simpson and Hallid ay (24) st udied the disintegration
of membrane material in vegetables during the co oking
procedure. Reeve and Leinbach (20) and Sterl ing (26) exam ined
the effect of mOisture and high temperature on carro t, potato ,
and apple tissues. Reeve (19) pu blish ed a microscopical study
o n te xtural structural changes in fresh and processed fruits and
veget ables.
The effects of drying and rehydration on cellulose
crystallinity of carrots were investigated by Sterling and
Sh imazu (27). (Fo r more detailed literature see the above
mentioned papers).
Transmission electron microscopy has so far not been
employed in a systematic fine-struc tural investigation of
prepared and processed vegetables.
Likewise, the app lica tion o f morphometrical tech niques in
combination with transmission elec tron mi croscopy of
vegetab les has so far not been reported in literature.
In the present st udy we firs t want to presen t the basic
morphologica l changes involved in the blanching, cooking, dehydration and rehydra tio n of ca rro ts and green beans without
correlating them to speciaJ food technologi cal process conditions. The ultrastructural appearance o f the fresh, unprocessed
cell s and tissues serves as a base line for stru cture.
In the second part of the present paper, we want to an alyse systema ti call y the influen ce of special p rocess con ditions
on th e degree of cell wall swelling, which - in our opinion- is
the most conspicuous feature o f dried and rehydra ted ca rro ts
and green beans.

Mate rials and Method s
Ultrastructural aspects of fresh and processed vegetal·les
SEM of fres h ca rrot tissues. Th e critical-point-tried carro t
exh ibi ts a very good preserva tion of its histologicil structure
(Fig. I). The tissue co nsis ts of polygonal parenchyna tous cell s
and shows many inter cellular spaces.
At higher magnifi ca tion , details of the cytopllsmic layer
become visible. T he rather homoge neous cytoplas11 includes
particles of variable shape and size, wh ich by compuison with
transmission electron m icroscop ic analy ses ca n be ilen tified as
di ffe rent cell organelles. Within the cel ls of fre;h carrots,
roundish-shaped inclusions of approximately S11 n d iameter
are seen, which have to be int erpreted as starch g·ains or big
chromoplasts. Round particles of much smalle r siz1 ( I - 2 11m

Two varieties of green beans (" Koralle", "Cascade") and
of carrots ("Bauer's Kieler Rote", "Zino") were analysed.
Blanching, dry ing and storing of the vegetab les we re carried out
at the Institute of Food Technology - Fruit and Vege tab les
Technology - in Berl in as part of a correlated research project
(AIF project No . 3664). Some of the results of this project were
published by Bielig and Schwaiger (I). For drying under defined
and reproducible condition s, a hot-air drying system previously
designed was used (Bielig et al., 2). The d ried samples were
rehyd rated by cooking to "doneness" acco rding to reports from
the Berlin In stitute of Food Technology where the optimum
cooking time for each samp le had been previously dete nn ined
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Electron Microscopy of Vegetables
Fig. I ~ 4 : Electron
of fresh carrot tissue

mi crographs

Fig. I: Phloem parenchyma cell s at
low magnifi cation in SEM (i.sp=
intercellular space)
Fig. 2: Cytop lasmic layer of a
singl e cell in SEM (sph=spherosome, st=starch grai n)
Fig. 3: Survey of phloem parenchyma tissue in TEM (sph=spherosome, chr=chromop last, v=vacuole,
cw=cell wall)
Fig. 4: Detail from cell wall and
cy toplasm in TEM (v=vacuole,
m=mitochondrium , g=golgi apparatus, chr=chromop last, c=carotin pigm ent , cw=-cell wall, pl=plasmodesm)

Fig. 5 ~ 8: Electron mi crographs
of fresh green bean pod ti ssue

Fig. 5: Cross section through one
ent ire valve of the pod in SE M
(o.ep=-outer ep idermis, i. ep=inner
epidermis, op=outc r parenchyma ,
ip=inner parenchyma , f=-fibre layer)
Fig. 6: Outer epid ermis of the valve
with trichom es and stomata in SEM
(o.ep=outer ep idermis, t=trichome,
s=-stoma ta)
Fig. 7: Fra ctu re through the outer
parenchyma showing the cytoplasmic layer of a single ce ll i11 SEM
(n=nucleus, m=-mitochondrium , st=
starch granule)
Fig. 8: Detail of parenchyma cells
in TEM (v=vacuole , st=starch granule , i.sp=intcrccllular space, cw=
cell wall)
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diameter) represent lipid containing sphe rosomes (Fig. 2).
TEM of fresh carrot tissues. A survey of carrot ph loem
parenchyma ti ssue is shown in Figure 3. Each cell possesses a
big ce ntral vacuole, whereas the cy toplasm appears as a thi11
layer along the walls. Numerous round particles heavily stained
with osmium represent lipid droplets (sphcrosomes).
At higher magnification (Fig. 4). nume rous plasmodesmata
as plasmic connections between neighbourin g ce lls become
visible. Within the cytoplasm itself we find parts of the endo·
plasmic reticulum , mitochondria of the tubuli type and golgi
apparatuses.
Th e most remarkable morphological featllre of the carro t
phloem parenchyma cell, however, is represented by the
ch romopla sts bearing the typical red or yellow pigment. On
cross sectio ns they show manifold shapes and structures. Within
the fresh carrot cells, chromoplasts in most cases are round or
oval and include starch grains. Th ey often contain numerous
plastoglobuli . irregularly shaped thylacoids and th e outlines o f
pigment inclusions, whereas most of th e carotin p1gment itself is
extracted during preparation procedures. Besides these typical
chromoplasts amylop lasts also occur.
uclei in ge neral show an irregular shape, wit h many
protrusions, and two nuclear bodies within the nu cleoplasm.
Close ly associa ted with the nucleolus (1.5 - 2 p.m) there is
another nuclear body with a size of approximately 0.6 pm.
SEM of fresh green bean tissues. Cross sections through
one entire valve of the pod show an outer and inner surface
ti ssue (epidermis) and a bisection of the enclosed parenchyma
ti ssue into an outer and inner parenchyma ("seed-cushion") by
a middl e layer of cells with very small lumina (Fig. 5). The outward cpide nnis reveals a pattern of tri cho mes. stoma ta and a
characte risti cal ly ridged cuticle (Fig. 6) , whilst the inner surface
ti ssue adjo ining the seed consists of small papillate cells.
Fracturing of the parenchyma tissue allows the observat ion
of the cytoplasm ic layer inside the single cc lb . Especia lly
conspicuous arc round particles of approximately 1Opm diameter, whi<.:h arc preferably located within the cells of the ou ter
parenchyma. These organelles may occur in large numbers
wi thin th e cells.
As ,. compa rison with transmission electron microscopical
observations shows. they represent starch grains o r chlorop lasts
with extens ive starch inclusions. Flat-roundish bod ies of
approximately l5p.m diameter might represent nuclei whert:as
the numerous very small particles within the cytopi:.Jsm
(approximately 0.6 x 0.8 pm ) must be regarded :•s mitochondria
(Fig. 7).
TEM of fresh green bean tissues. In con trast to th e inner
p:1renchyma. the oute r parenchyma tissue of the immature pod
(F ig. 8) shows many intercellular spaces. Th e single cells possess
big centra l vacuoles and parietal cytop lasmic layers of varied
thicknesses. The cell walls themselves arc frequently traversed
by plasmodesmata. A detailed analysis of the cytoplasm shows
many sma ll vacuoles, flatshaped nuclei , mitochondria of the
tubuli-type, golgi apparatus and freque ntl y a richly deve loped
rough endop lasmi c reticulum
The morphological appeamnce of the plastids is
remarkably heterogeneous. Besides we ll deve loped starch gra ins
(amy loplasts) we find chloroplasts with small starch grJnu lcs
and ch loro-amyloplasts with considemble starch inclusions, but
there are still clearly visible stroma and grana thylacoids.

Whereas these types of plastids occur i11 the oute r pare nchy ma
tissue, the inner parenchyma possesses on ly small lens-shaped
chloroplasts wi th apparently littl e or no sta rch grains.
TEM of processed carrot tissues. After blanching, carrot
pa re nchyma ce lls show a sligh t swelling of thei r cell walls. They
tend to sepa rate along their midd le lamellae. The cy toplasmic
compounds still adhere to the inner side of the walls in the form
of small granules (Fig. 9). Boil ed tissue (Fig. I 0) exh ibits still
thicker cell walls. The cytopla smic granules are coarse r, but on
the whole they still retain their marginal position. Always lipid
droplets of various sizes ca n be observed in blanched and
boiled tissues. Blanched and dried carrot root ti ssue is characterized by an enormous shrinkage and twisting of the ce lls, but no
rupture occurs. The cytoplasm fil ls th e remaining lumina of the
cel ls as a dense, clumpy mate ri al enclosing large lipid droplets
(sphcrosomes) which seem to stem from th e fusion of several
sma ll ones (F ig. II).
Th e morphological appearance of blanched, dried and
rehydmted cells and tissues (Fig. 11) st rongly depends on
the drying conditions (temperature, atmospheric moisture,
drying time etc .. [sec below!) but , as a rule. cell walls arc
thicker after blanching, drying and rehydration than they arc
after cook ing alone. Intercellular sp:1ces seem to be en larged and
increased in number after drying and rehydration. The cy toplasm is more strongly condensed and clumped after rehydration and often docs not regain its o riginal marginal site,
but remains in the centre of the ce ll s. The degree of cytoplasm
clumping and the localiza tion of the cy toplasm within the ce ll
can also be strongly infll• enced by th e kind of dehydration
em ployed.
TEM of processed green bean_!issues Ul!!.1cr_Q_<~.!_e n ch:r:~
Blanched pod cells show ce ll walls which are slightly thickent:d.
Cell wall junctions are slight ly enlarged . their electron density
be ing decreased at the same time. Th e cytoplasm be ing denatured by heat fonns a marginal layer o f fin e granules still
closely lining the cell walls (Fig. 13) .
After boiling the tissue , cell walls appear increased in
thickness. Sometimes larger intercellular ~paces are fo rmed . The
cy toplasm consists of gra nules coa rser than those in blanched
cells. The strict ly marginal arrangement of the cytop lasm ic layer
is disturbed but, on the whole, the cytoplasmic granules are still
assembled along the cell walls (Fig. 14).
As in carrot tissue. blanche<.! and dehydrated pod tissue is
built up of shrunk and twisted, but still intact and clearly
distinguishable individual cells. Th e sma ll lumina of the cells are
more or less filled up with cl umped cytoplasmic material (Fig.
15).
As to the morphological picture of the bl:mched, dried and
rehydrated ti ssue (Fig. 16). many of the characteristi cs observed
in the rehydrated carrots arc found in the rehydrated beans as
we ll. !!ere, too, we observe a striking dependence of the morphological appearance on the influ ence of the preceding food
technological processing (see below).
Morphometric measuret.nents of cell wall swe lling in moccsscd
vegetab les
Since swelling of the cell walls seemed to be one of the
most st riking phenomena occurring in rehydrated tissues (see
above) , we carried out systemat ic measurements of cell wall
thicknesses in rehydra ted carrots and green beans in order to
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Fig. 9 - 12: TEM mi crographs of
processed carrot ph loem pare nchyma tissue

•

Fig. 9: Blan ched ti ssue (v=vacuole,
cy=cytoplasm, cw=cc ll wall , sph =
spherosome, i.sp=intercell u lar space)

10

Fig. I 0: Boil ed tissue (v=vacuole,
cw=cell
wall,
i.sp=in tercellular
space, sp h=s pheroso me, cy=cy top lasm)
Fig. II : Dried tissue (cw=ce ll wall ,
sph=sp herosome, cy=cy top lasm)
Fig. 12: Rehyd rat ed tissue (v=vacuole, cy=cy to plasm, i.sp=intcrccllular space, cw=ccll wall , sp h=
spherosome)
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Fig. 13 - 16: T E M micrograph s of
processed green bean pod tissue

12
Fig. 13: Blan ched ti ssue (cy=cy toplasm, v=va(.;uole , cw=cell wall)
Fig. 14 : Boiled tissue (v=vacuol c,
cw=ccll w:.tll. cy=cy toplasm, i.sp=
intercellular space)

J

Fig. 15: Dried ti ssue (cw=cell wall ,
cy=cy toplasm)
Fig. 16: Rehydrat ed tissue (v=
vacuole, cy=cytoplasm, i.sp=intercellular spa ce, cw= cell wall)
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Table I . Influence of different blanching period s upon the
degree of cell wall swelling in rehydrated green beans (va r.
"Cascade")

Table 5. In fluence of the residual wa ter conte nt of dried carro ts
(va r. " Bauer's Kiele r Rote") upon cell wa ll swelling after
rehydration

Sample
No.

Sample
No.

Residual wa ter
co nt ent %

13
18
22

-------------~~----------------------

C7
C8
C9
C 10
C 11

Table 2. Influence of different blan ch in g period s upon the
degree of cell wall swe lling in rehydrated carrot s (va r. "Z ino")

Table 6. Influence of the drying temperature upon cell wall
swelling in rehyd rated green beans (var. "Cascade")

Sample
No.

Samp le
No.

Blanching t ime
min

B1
82
83
84

Cell wa ll swell ing

%
135
167
190
192

6
9
12

Blan ch ing time
min

%

Ce ll wa ll swelling

10

99
11 9

cs
C6

Blanching
time
min

87
82
B8

Cell wall swelling

%
122
200
173
184
126

Drying
tempera ture

Cell wall
swelling

oc

%

50
70
90

160
167
178

Table 3. lnO ucnce of blanch ing in different blanching media
upon ce ll wall swelling in carrots (var. "Bauer's Kieler Rote")
after drying and rehydration

Table 7. Influ ence of the drying temperature upon cell wall
swelling in rehyd rated carro ts (var. "Zino")

Sample
No.

Sa mpl e
No.

C1
C2
C3
C4

Bl anching
time
min

10
10

Blan ching
med ium

Ce ll wa ll
swe llin g

H20
H20+3%NaC1
H20
H 20+S%NaC1

2 12

C 12
C13
C 14
C 15

287

244
293

85
B6

Blanching
time
min

Relative
humid ity

Ce ll wa ll
swelli ng

%

%

21

189
125

3

10
10

Drying
temperature

Cell wa ll
swelling

oc

%

70
90
80
90

99
90
\04
119

Table 8. Infl uence of the sto ring temperature upon cell wall
swelling in carrots (var. "Bauer's Kieler Rot e") after rehydration

Table 4. l nOucnce of the relative humidit y of th e drying air
upon ce ll wall swelling in rehydrated gree n beans
(var. "Korallc")
Samp le
No.

Bl anching
time
min

%

60

Samp le
No.

Storing temperature

C 16
C17
C 18
C 19

4
20

oc

4
20

Cell wa ll swelling

%
2 17
273
198
26 1
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more closely analyze the influence of so me process parameters
All samples were blan ched before drying and rehydration (The
rehydration periods are not shown in the tables) .
Influence of different blanching times. Blanching in water
for different periods led to different degrees of cell wall swell ing
after rehydration (Tables I and 2) . T he values in these tables
show that cell wall swe lling in the rehydrated tissue is correlated
with different blanching time s: the longer the blanching time ,
the greater the cell wall swelling. Different rehydration periods
do not seem to influence much the alterations caused by
different blanching periods. This means that samples with short
blanching periods wh ich require long rehydration times for
reaching the point of doneness do not show the same morphological appearance (expressed by the degree of cell wall
swe lling) as those with long b lan ching times and -consequently
- shorter rehydration periods.
Influence of the addition of NaCl to the blanching
medium . Blanching with variable concentrations of NaCiled to
a general increase in cel l waU thickness and maceration of
the ti ssue in the rehydrated carrots as compared with blanching
in pure water (Table 3). It is remarkable that the addition of 3%
NaCI causes almost the same amount of cell wall swelling in 5
min as the addition of 5% in 10 min. Blanching with NaCl
reduced the cooking times of the samples considerably.
Dehydration in dried air . If the relative humidity of the
drying air was reduced to 3%, the samples exhibited kss ce ll
wall swe lling than parallel samples dried in air with a relative
humidity of 21 % (l able 4). Lowering the relative humidity al so
led to a reduction of the cooking times and a better co nservation of chlorophyll
Residual water content of the dried vegetables. As Table 5
shows, the morphological structure of the rehydrated carrots is
adversely affected by a comparatively high water co ntent (>
10%) of the dried product. Reducing the residual wat er co ntent
to 6% by prolonged drying reduces cell wall swelling considerably . There were no signifi cant differences with re gard to
the cooking times.
Drying temperature. If the blanching time is kept constant.
whereas the drying temperature is varied, morphological
differences in the rehydrated sample were observed (Tables 6
and 7). As the figures from Table 6 show. in green beans less
cell wall swelling was observed at low diying temperatures. In
carrots, however, (Table 7), this is only true for samples
blanched for I 0 min. The short blanching time (6 min) gives
better results with the high drying temperature. In green beans.
drying at 900 C reduced the cooking time considerably.
Reduction of cooking time was also observed in carrots after
blanching for 6 min and drying at 90o C. Carrots after
blanching for I 0 min, however. showed sho rter cooking times at
low temperatures.
Influence of storing. Dried ca rrots were stored at different
temperatures (40 C, 20o C) for 5 weeks. As the figures in Table
8 show there is less cell wall swelling in rehydrated samples after
storing the dried vegetables at the lower temperature. Apart
from a general prolongation of the cooking time due to the
storing process itself, no difference between the two storing
temperatures as regards the cooking time could be observed.
However, th ere was a tendency to a better conservation of
pigments in carrots stored at 4° C.

The SEM and TEM micrographs show that fresh carrot
root parenchyma is a typical plant storage parenchyma,
characterized by a high starch content and numerou s lipid
drop lets. Green bean pod parenchyma, on the othe r hand,
represents another type of plant tissue , i.e. that of assimilat ing
tissue although the relatively high starch cont ent within th e
chloroplasts and the occurrence of intermediate forms between
typical chloroplasts and typical amyloplasts point out that it
has storage functions as well.
As expected, structural changes involved in the processing
of both vegetables affect cytoplasm and cell wall in a specific
way.
Cytoplasmic changes are expressed by a variable degree of
clumping and by translocation of cytoplasmic substan ce from
its marginal site into the vacuole space.
After being transfonned into a fine (blanched) or coarse
(boiled) granular substance the cytoplasm keeps its place even
in boiled tissue. The strong clumping and translocation of
cytoplasmic substance into the cell lumen which can be observed in dried specimens is in general not compensated by
water absorption during rehydration. So within the cytoplasm,
dehydration seems to bring with it physical and chem ica l
changes that can only partially be made reversible during
rehydration.
As far as t he cell wall is concerned two aspects seem
important: (I) the degree of swelling and (::!) the separation of
the single cells along the middle lamellae.
As the electron micrographs of raw. blanched and boiled
tissues show. the effects of moisture and heat lead to a swelling
of th e walls and to a beginning of separation of the individual
cells. This "thermal maceration" ha s long been observed in
prepared tissues by optical microscopists, and has bee n attributed to the extraction of protopectin from the middl e lamella.
In the present results, how ever, it is remarkable th:H not
only short blanching, but also boiling to ''doneness" preserves
the histological structure of the ti ssue so well. Apart from
moderate cell wall swe lling, only occasional cell separa tion and
genuine "maceration" take place.
Like Davis and Gordon (3) we found no submicroscopic
evidence that any rupture of cell walls ("holes") occurs during
cooking or dehydration and rehydration. as some authors
reported (23, 24). This would indicat e :1 degradation of the
cellulose skeletal network. The observed swe lling of the ce ll
walls, which is accompanied by a Joss of electron density, su rely
indicates a loosening of the cellulose fibril network . If this
loosening is caused by a breakdown of matrix material (pectin,
hemicel!uloses, etc.) and/ or by a loosening of chemical bonds
between the cellulose fibrils or by some other factor must be
decided by cytochemical analysis.
The observed shrin kage of Uehydrated ce ll is compensated
by water absorption during rehydration by boiling. Rehydrat ed
samples often show more voluminous cell walls than boiled raw
tissue. As other experiments demonstrated , this swelling may
lead to cell walls being five to ten times thicker than those in
raw tissue. In most cases these tissue samples also exhibited a
higher degree of maceration. It is obvious that such enormou s
struct ural deviations from the appearance of the boiled raw
tissue must be regarded as undesirable from the morphologist's
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Acknowledgement

point of view.
Another structural alteration occurring during dehydration
which was observed by Sterling and Shi.mazu (27) is the increase
in cellulose crystallinity in dehydrated samples. According
to these authors this phenomenon may account for the oft.e n
observed toughness of rehydrated vegetables and the prolongation of their cooking times , because a high amount of
crystalline cellulose would prevent the cell wall from taking up
water during swelling.
The present results clearly demonstrated the tendency of
an increased swelling of cell walls during dehydration/ rehydration so that cellulo se crystallinity might seem to be rather
decreased.
The results of our morphometrical measurements of cell
wall swelling in processed vegetables show that in the production of dried food the process parameters may exert a
decisive influence on the ultrastructural appearance of the
rehydrated product.
Some of these parameters (short blanching without NaCI ,
low relative humidity of the drying air, low residual water
content of the dried product and storage at low temperatures)
produced sam ples that after rehydra tion showed a morphological status more like that of the boiled raw tissue than
samples treated in the opposite way. Whereas the influence of
blanching upon cell wall swelling was remarkably distinct , even
in the rehydrated product, the ch oice of the drying temperature
did not seem to be very critical within the above limits.
In some cases (e.g. relative humidity of the drying air)
favourable morphological and favourable food tech nology
results (e.g. short cooking times) agreed. In other cases (most
prominent: long blanching times) a discrepancy was observed
between the morphologist's claim for a good preservation of
structural features and the food te chno logist's claim for short
cooking times.
Some parameters (e.g. storage temperature) did not have
any influence upon the cook ing tim es of th e dried samples,
whereas - from the morphological point of view - distinct
differences in cell wall swelling were observed. There was,
however, a better conserva tion of pigments in ca rrots at low
storage temperatures.
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S. Jo nes: What are the processing parame ters?
Authors: Detailed infonnation of the processing parameters arc
given in literature references I ,2.
S. Jones: How reproducib le arc your swe lling data, given th at a
subjective es timation of doneness is (p robably) used? Arc you r
data from single or multiple runs? What are the standard errors?
Aut ho rs: Since se nsory as well as shearing tests were used for
the estimation of doneness, the reproducibility of our morphometri c results mu st be considered as good. Ou r da ta arc from
mu ltiple runs extending over a total period of three yea rs. Th is
means th at the influen ces of three different annua l growth conditions on the structure of the raw mat erial are in cluded. Nevertheless, standard deviations ranged only be tween I 0 - IS %.
S. Jones: Are all the dried, rehydrated samples fi rst blanched?
What is blan ching, specifically? If the vegetable is dried andrehydrated without blanching, is the only effect a longer coo king
tim e?
Authors: All samp les were blanched before drying, o nly blanchi ng periods and blanchi ng media were varied (s. Tab les I - 3).
Dryi ng of vcgct.ablcs w ithout previous blanching is - from the
view of food conservation - undesirable, because blanching inhibi ts enzy me activity and therefore lead s to a bette r conservatio n
of the colour, taste, and chemical composit ion of vegetables. We
did not check whet her dry ing w ithout previous blanching leads
to a prolongat ion of the cooking time although thi s might well
be the case.
K. Saio: Many starch grain s are observed in fre sh green bean
tissue (Fig. 8). but not in proce ssed g ree n bean ti ss ues (Figs. 13
to 16). The authors do not refer to the changes in starch grains
during processing. It is also conside rab le in carrot ti ssue. at though the number of starch grai ns are fewer than in gree n
beans. Please ex pl ain .
Au th ors: Micrograph No. 8 was taken from th e ou ter part of
the green bean pod (see tex t) wh ich is characterized by a high
starch con tent within the cells. All micrographs of processed
gree n beans were taken from the inner pa rt where there are o nly
few amylop lasts occurring in the cy toplasm. We did not parti cularly focus o n the fat e of starch grai ns during processi ng in
this stu dy since the degradation of starch seems to be a complex
pheno menon which surely requires separate investiga ti ons. But
as far as we not iced there did not seem to be big differences
betwee n carrots and green beans with regard to these organelles.

u.

Discuss ion with Reviewe rs
S. Jones: One of your basic assump ti ons is that the dried, rehydra ted produ ct sho uld resemble as closely as possible the
fresh cooked vegetable with respec t to morphology of the cell
wall. Has this assumption been tested'!
Authors: In mo st cases foods tuffs during preservation (drying,
can ning, freezing) lose so me of their qualities which they had
in the fresh or fresh cooked state. In this sense preservation can
be rega rded as a kind of exped ient. which is dictated by seasonal
or comme rcial needs. The aim of food sc ienti sts is to keep these
negative influences of preservation as minimal as poss ible as
regards taste, consistency and chemica l composition o f the preserved food . Our morphologica l investigat ions must be rega rded
as part of these efforts in minimizing deviations from the original
material which occur during prese rvation. In this sense the morphology of fresh or freshl y cooked, i.e., unpreserved and un altered tissue, seems to be the reasonable standard for estimating
the influences of process ing conditions.

K. Saio: To resolve the "hard-to-cook"' phenomenon of dried
beans, soa king in sa lt solutions prior to cooking (qui ck-cooking)
have been reported by many researches (Rockland and Jones. J .
Food Sci. 3.2, 342, 1974, Sefa-Dedeh et a!. , J . Food Sci., :L} ,
1832, 1978, Jackson and Variano-Mortston, J . Food Sci. , .1Q,
799 , 198 1 etc.). They pointed out th at th e quick-cooking was
rendered by the mechanism of ion exchange and possibly by
chelation, as the middle lamella which cements the ind ividual
cell s together consists of a calciu m sa lt of polyme rs of ga lactu ronic acid . The ce ll wall swelling in these experiments seems
to be essentiall y the same as the phenomenon above . in view
of the acce leration of swelling with NaC I. The TEM micrographs
shO\v that after processing the microstructure is largely unchanged
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except for e nlarged interce ll ular spaces and lcru'er de nsity. But,
what happens to the actual texture of the vegetables on processing?
Are n't the lowering of the crispness and hard ness de pende nt on
the treatments? And how is the degree of cell wall swelling related
to such tex tural propert ies?
Au thors: We agree with you that cell wall swe ll ing and macerati on of tissue during processing is surely connected with
reactio ns taking place wit hin t he pectin/ protopec tin compo nent
of the cell wall, especially t he midd le lamella. Dissolu tio n o f
pectin/ protopectin is not o nly p romoted by salt add ition , but
also by the action of ho t water which might explain the swelli ng
and macera ti on of cell wall material in the experiments without
th e addition of salts. We suppose that t he lowering o f th e density o f cell walls which is visib le in our TEM micrograp hs is at
least partia lly due to th e extraction of matrix material such as
pectin resu lting in a loosening and broadening of th e remaining
cell ulose fibre netwo rk . T he actual composition and text ure of
the wa lls (e.g. crystallinit y of cellu lose fibres) canno t be elu cidated by pure ly mo rphological methods, but th eir analysis
see ms to be the nex t step towards a deepened understanding of
the effec ts of processing.
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MICROSTRUCTURAL CHANGES IN WINGED BEAN AND SOYBEAN
DURING FEIU-IENTATION INTO HI SO

K. Saio , H. Suzuki, T, Kobayashi* and M. Namikawa*
National Food Resea rch Insti tut e ,
2-1- 2 Kannondai, Yatabe, Tsukuba , Ibaraki 305 Japan

*Na gano Miso Co. Ltd. ,
29-9-3 Tenjin , Ueda , Nagano 386 Japan

Introduction
Mise was prepared from winged bean ,
being
substituted for soybean . Microstructural changes
of winged bean mise at various stages of the
manufacturing processes were studied by means of
light and transmission electron microscopies .
Soybean was also studied for comparison .
After steaming ,
winged bean and soybean
cells were shrunken and int rac ellular spaces
enlarged and cell wall structure was degraded,
showing layered structures and aggregated lumps
in in traspn.ces between cel l walls dur1-ng fermen tation into misc .
At the en d of the fermentation ,
the PAS reaction with cell wall s almost
disappeared.
Surprisingly the thick ce l l walls
of winged bean degraded as completel y as those of
soybean .
However ,
seed coat tissues were not
digested .
Lipid bodies were broken and fused
into oil drops located inside and outside of
cells and then degraded,
showing wavy and scaly
patterns during fermentation .
Protein bodies lost their membranes and
coagulated after steaming , and then were degraded
as aging progressed .
Generally , degradation of
the gross cellular structures seemed to be faster
in soybean mise than in winged bean misc . Partly
degraded gross structures of raw beans remained
in the miso after two months of aging .

The green pods and leaves of winged beans
have long been eaten by a few tropical people who
used them in a minor way .
The potentiality of
this crop as a food resource , which is adapted to
the wet tropics where protein deficiency in the
human diet is most serious,
was pointed out by
Pospisil et al . {1971) and Masefield {1973) . The
National Academy ol Sciences { 1975) has called
for
an experimental
su rv ey of winged beans
throughout the world.
As a result ,
worldwide
attention has been increasing ana tne lst ana 2nd
I nternational Semi nars on win ged bean took place
at Los Bartos ,
the Philippines in 1978 and at
Colombo , Sri Lanka i n 1981 , respectively .
Microstructu ra l studies of ripe winged bean
seed ( Varriano-Marston et al . , 1983 , Saio et al .,
1983) have revealed that contents of protein and
lipid
bodies
in winged
bean are
high and
comparable to those in soybean .
However , cell
walls of winged bean are much thicker than those
of soybean.
The hard tissues of winged bean,
which can be cooked only with difficulty , may be
caused by this thick cell wall structure .
Winged bean has traditionally been used in
an immature form as a vegetable but is also
deep-fried or fermented into tempeh (Gandijar,
1978) .
Recently ,
the preparation of products
analogous to soymilk (Shurtleff , 1978) and tofu
{ Omachi et al .,
1983 , Shurtleff , 1978) from ripe
winged beans was r eported .
In the present paper , mi se ma king from winged
bean was stud i ed with primary interest in changes
of the
seed mic rostruc t ure ,
especially
the
digestion
of
the
th ick
cell
walls
during
fermentation .

Initial paper received January 18, 1984.
Final manuscript r ecei ved Ap ril 16, 1984.
Direct inquiri es to K. Saio.
Telep hone number: (02975) 6 -805!.

Mater ials and Methods
Key words :
Winged bean , Soybean , Mise , Cell
wall ,
Protein body ,
Lipid body , Fermentation ,
Light
microscopy ,
Transmission
electron
microscopy , Microstructure

Winged bean , 1981 crop , was provided by the
Okinawa Branch of Tropical Agricultural Research
Center ,
Japan .
It was a mixture of cultivars
produced by the Center .
Soybean , which was used
for comparison , was a U. S . crop {Harosoy) .
Mise making
Four kinds of miso were prepared by the
processes shown in Figure 1 ;
they are designated
as WB miso , WB- R miso , 58 mise and SB - R miso as
shown in the figure .
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Preparation of specimens for microscopy
Cotyledonary t issues of raw and steamed
beans were cut into small pieces with a razor
blade,
fixed with 5% glutaraldehyde solution and
then with 1% osmium tetroxide solution (both in
phosphate buffer contain ing 5% sucrose , pH 6 . 7) ,
dehydrated with a graded alcohol series (40 to
100%) , exchanged with propylene oxide-Epon resin
series (50 to 100%) and f inally embedded in Epon
~~ .
3
With miso paste , a small piece (2 to 3 mm )
on the tip of a stainless steel needle was dipped
into a lu ke warm agar sol and the beaded speci men
was then pro cessed for electron microscopy in the
same way as bean tissues described above .
For light microscopy ( LM) the Epon block was
sliced to about 5 to 10 ~ m thickness. The s li ces
were affixed to glass slides and stained with the
PAS reaction for polysaccharides as described in
a previous paper (Saio et al ., 1983).
The same
Epon block used for LM was ultrathin - sliced and
stained with saturated ura"lyl acetate solution
and then with saturated lead acetate solution in
ethanol for the transmission electron microscope

such as after inoculation with starter (Figs.
2Cl ,
201) and in the first period of ag ing
(Fig. 2El) . After inoculation ,
mycelia from koji
(cereal grains on which abundant conidiospores of
Asperigillus oryzae have been grown; rice is most
popularly used) were recognized in 'w'8 mise and SB
mise ( Figs.
201 , 202) .
The PAS reaction with
cell walls gradually weakened during processing
and appeared in network spaces between degraded
cellular substanc es (F i g .
2G2) ,
The seed coat
tissues remained undigested in both WB miso and
SB mise (Figs.
2Gl ,
2F2).
Generally ,
the
degradation of the gross cellular str uctures
seemed to be faster in SB miso than in WB miso .
LM micrographs of WB-R miso and SB- R miso at
major stages of processing are shown in Figure 3 .
Some lipid body fusion was noted in the steamed
winged beans ( Fig.
3Al) but not to the extent
seen in soybeans (Fig .
3A2) .
Almas t the same
changes found in W8 mise and SB mise were
recognized in the mi so pastes fermented after
mixing \IIi th rice koj i . Because SB mise after one
to two mon th aging is widely sold i n the Japanese
market ,
LM micrographs of one month aging SB- R
miso (F igs .
3Cl , 3C2) and two month aging WB-R
miso (Fi gs. 301 , 302) are shown . At lower magni fication (Figs. 301 , 302) , heterogeneity of miso
paste is clearly observed and it is noted that
gross cell s t ruc tures were still retained .
TEM micrographs of WB miso and SB miso at
different steps of miso making are s hown in
Figures 4 and 5 .
In the latter figure , the
micrographs are at h igh er magnification than
those in Figure 4 and were selected to show the
changes in cell wall structure and degradation
process ol the o i l drops . The prolupli:n;l~ ln 1·aw
beans (Figs . 4Al, 4A 2)
s hrank and p lasmo lyzed
on steam ing (Figs . 481, 482) .
As miso making
progressed , cracks bet ween cell walls and cell
membranes became indistinct (Figs . 4Cl , 4Gl) and
layered
structures
(Figs .
4G2,
5A2)
and
aggregated lumps in intraspaces between ce ll
walls (Figs . 4Cl, 4G2, SAl , 5A2 , 581) were of t e n

( TEM, JEM EX-1200) .

LM micrographs of winged bean,
soybean, WB
miso and SB miso at vari ous stages of miso
manufacturing processes are shown in Figure 2 .
The
characteris tic
winged
b ean
cell
wall
structure with pit-pai r s
(Fig .
2Al)
became
indis t inct a ft e r st eaming; the steamed cells were
shrun k en
a nd
th e
in tracellular
spaces
enlo r·gt:lJ a~ l:Uifi !JC:II "eJ Lu Lhe r·aw seed~ (Fig. 2Bl) .
On the other hand ,
the cells of steamed soybean
were plasmo l yzed and 1 ipid bodies we r e broken and
fused into large oil drops located inside and
outside of the cells (Figs . 2A2 , 282) .
Lipid
body fusion into oil drops in steamed winged
beans was usually minor (Fig .
2Bl) ,
but was
clearly observed in later stages of processing ,

Hinged Bean

(WB) -:::;.~'la ter ~S

soaking
at 70°C
for 5 hrs .
Rice

(R) ~toJat er

teC\ming ~ Inoculation----~ WB-koji ~ Mixing ~ A.gi ng :;...ws-rniso
at 1 Kg/em
mixed with starter *
WB-koji : 1800g
for 50 min
and kept at 30°C
salt
; 44 0g
for 47 hrs
water ;1644g

soaking --..;:.. Steaming ~ Inoculation

Mixing
Aging ~ WB-R miso
~s~eamed toJB; 2500g
L_____;.., Rl.ce-koji : 8 75g
sal t
536g
water
; 250g
Steaming ~ Inoculatior.
SB-koji --:;:. Mixing ~ Aging ;.. SB- miso
at 1 Kg/em
mixed with Star t er *
SB -ko ji ;l800g
for 50 min
salt
; 440g
water ; 1644g

I

(almost same conditions as above)

Soybea n

(SBJ ~ Wa te~ -----;;:...

soak1.ng
at 20°C
for 20 hrs

Rice (R) ~ \'later soaking ----;.;. Steaming -...;. Inoculation
(almost same co nditio n s as above) I

Hixing
!.;. steamed SB ; 2500g

Aging .;o.. SB-R miso

~ Rice-koji ; 875g

s alt
; 517g
wate r
; 125g
Starter used wa s conidiospores of mycelia of Asperigillus o r y zae (trade name Yamazaki l
Figure 1

Processes of p reparation of four kinds of miso
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Co t yledonary cells of
raw wi n ged bean and soybean,
respectively .
81, 82 : Co t yledonary cells of
s t eamed winged bean and soybean , respectively .
Cl , C2 : Paste after inoculation
of winged bean and soybean,
respectively .
Dl , D2 : WB koji and SB koji ,
respectively .
El, E2 : Paste after one month
aging of wlnged bean and soy bean , r espectively .
Fl, F2 : Paste after two month
a ging o f winged bean and soy bean , respectively .
Gl, G2 : Paste afte r t h ree month
aging of winged bean and soybean , respectively .

Figure 2 . LN micrographs of wi nge d bean , soybean , \-,!8 miso and SB miso at variou s stages of miso making .
PB , p r otei n body ; CW , ce ll wa ll; 0 , oil drops ; M, mycelia of koji ; PAL , palisade
ce ll s of seed coat ; SA , ar ea which is strongly positive to PAS r e a ction; White arrows ,
p i t-pairs . Ha gnification i n al l mic r og r aphs is the same a s in F i g . Al.
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Fig u re 3 . LM microg r aphs of winged bean, soybean , WB -R miso and SB-R miso in miso maki n g .
Al ,A2 : Coty l edonary cells of steamed winged be an s a nd soybean , respectively .
tH , B2 : J> aste of winged bean and soybean after mix i ng with rice koji , respectlv~ l y .
Cl , C2 : Paste after one month aging o f winged bean and soybean, respectively .
01, 02 : Paste after two month aging of winged bean and soybean, respectively .
CW , cell wal l; 0 , oil drops ; PAL, palisade ce ll s of seed coat ; H, mycelia of koji ;
SA, area which is strongly positive for PAS reaction .
~lagnifications of B and C are the same as A.
Those of Dl and 02 are the same .

found .
These
layers
and
lumps
may
be
intermediate structures of degrading cell walls .
After steaming ,
lipid bodies were extensively broken and fused into oj 1 drops in soybean
and only slightly in winged bean .
In the comparison of lipid bodies in winged bean (Figs .
4Al , 481) with those i n soybean (Fig . 4A2) , the
latter were electron den se when stained by osmium
tetroxide ,
whe r eas t he former were electron
translucent in spi t e of being fixed in the same
way at the same time .
After fusing,
the oil
drops in winged bean at first seemed to be
electron dense,
but degraded portions of oil
drops became electron translucent (Figs .
4Fl ,
4Hl , 5Cl , 501), showing wavy or scaly patterns
(Figs . 4Fl , 4F2 , 4Hl , 5Cl , 501 , 502) and finally
disappeared .
In soybean , small fused oil drops
(Fig . 5C2) were found up to two to three months
of aging,
located around coagulated protein
bodies .
The membranes of protein bodies were
broken after steaming and coagulated protein
parts were also degraded (Figs . 401 , 402 , 4El ,
4Gl , 4H2) .
As shown in Fig . 4E2 hyphae of koji
mycelia were sometimes ob served in cells .

Mise in Japan has many variations depending
regions and people just as is found for cheese
in Europe ,
but can be classified into three
groups based on the starting materials,
name l y,
miso prepared only wit.h soybean , mise made wi th
soybean and rice and mise manufactured fr o m
soy bean
and
wheat .
The
production
an d
consumption of mise made from soybean and rice is
the larg est in the Japanese market ,
even though
this type has a variety of minor deviations in
formula , salt concentration , heating conditions
for raw materials and degree of mashing of the
mixture of soybean and rice .
In our studies
winged bean was substituted for soybean in the
all - soybean and soybean plus rice types of misc .
Because the thick cell walls of winged bean
became negative to the PAS reaction , they apparently are utilized effectively as a carbohydra te
source in mise makjng as is true with soybeans .
However ,
the seed coats were not digested even
after three months of aging . Cell wall structur e
seems to be less lignified than seed coat tissues
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Figure 4. TEM micro g raphs of winged bean, soybean, WB rniso and SB miso making.
Al,A2: Cotyledonary cells of raw winged bean and soybean, respectively. 81,82: Steamed WB and SB
cotyledonary cells . Cl , C2: WB and SB paste after mixing with koji sta r ter. Dl , D2: WB and SB paste
aft e r inoculation. El , E2: WB- R koji and SB-R koji. Fl,F2 : WB and SB paste after one month aging.
Gl ,G2; WB and SB paste after two month aging. Hl,H2 : WB and SB paste after three month aging.
CW , cell wall; 0 , oil drops; P, coagulated protein; PB, protein body; L, li pid body; M, hypha of
koji mycelia; IS, intracellular space; Magnification of all micrographs as indicated in Fig. Bl.
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Figure 5 . TEM micrographs of WB miso and SB miso at high magnification .
Al , AZ: Int r acellular space adjacent to cell walls after steaming of winged bean
and soybean , respectiv e ly . Bl : Intracellular space adjacent to cel l walls aft er
two mont h agin g of winged bean . Cl,C2: Degrading oil drops after two mnnth :1 gin g
of winged bean and soybean, r es pectively. Dl ,DZ : Degrading oil drops after three
month aging of winged b ea n and soybean , respectively .
I S , intracellular space ; 0 , oil drop s ; CW, cell wall; P, coagulated protein .
Ba r s shown in each micrograph eq ual 1 )Jm.
a s judged f r om the microstruct u re of the l atter
(Saio and Wata nabe , 1973) . The d igestion is
probably ca u s ed by hydrolytic enzymes such as
cellu la se , pectinase and amylases present in
the koj i.
Measurements of pH,
acidity ,
protein and
carbohydrate dige s t ib il ities and lightness of
color of miso paste were carried out by the
laboratory of Nagano Miso Co . Ltd .,
using the
same samples ( Kobayashi et al.
in preparation) .
Results
on
protein
and
carbohydrate
diges tibilities showed tha t SB mi so digested
f aste r than WB miso bu t bo th types of mi so
reached almost the same level of digestion a ft er
t h ree months of aging . The Y values of lightn ess
were much higher for SB miso than WB miso in the
beginning but became somewhat higher for WB miso
after three mo nths of aging , which seemed main ly
due to nonenzymatic browning between liberated
amino acids and sugars .
WB miso and WB- rice miso prepared in these
experiments , were acceptable in taste , texture of
body , and color , accord ing to testing by Nagano
Miso Co . Ltd .
and the National Food Research
Institute .
Their flavor was some what different
from that of usual SB miso , but the preference
depends on indiv idual tastes,
as Japanese are
used to eating soybean foods , whereas people of
other cou ntries such as Southeast Asia ,
Latin

America and Africa prefer other pulses .
Tr ia ls
to make WB miso as a special product of Okinawa
are progressing .
Microstructural changes in steamed soybeans
for miso making (Shibazak i and Asano , 1968 , Sa io
and Watanabe , 1973) and chopped soy beans in miso
paste (Shibazak i and Asano ,
1968) by LM were
reported ,
but there are no reports o n soybean
paste by LM and TEM .
Consequently , our studies
provide new information on the microstructural
changes in soybeans and winged b eans that occ ur
du ring the complex
fermentation
involved
in
manufacturing miso .
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beans which have comparable content of storage
components as soybean have much thicker cell
walls?
Au t hors: We have no answer to your question . We
also found thick cell walls in S~,.>me lupine seeds
but not in wild type soybean seeds .
We are now
working on other legume seeds .

Omachi M,
Ishak E . Homma S , Fujimaki M. (1983).
Manufacturing of tofu from winged bean and the
effect of presoaking the bean on cooking . Nippon
Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi , ~ . 216- 220 .

O.J .Gallant :
What kind of polysaccharides and
possible antinutri tiona! components such as the
alpha - galactosides exist in winged bean cell
walls ? Is miso f r om wi nged bean nutritionally as
good as soybean miso?
Authors: We reported i n a previous paper (Saio et
al. , 1983)
that
winged
bean
contains
extraordinarily high levels of hemicellulose . It
might serve a role as dietary fiber , but we did
not determine the nutritional value of winged
bean miso .

Pospisil F ,
Karikari SK ,
Mensah EB ( 1971) .
Investigations of winged bean in Ghana .
World
Crops , ~ . 260 - 264 .
Saio K,
Watanabe T .
( 1973) . Fine structure of
soybean seed coat and its c hanges
coo k ing .
Cereal Sci . Today , ~ . 197-201 .
Saio
K,
Nakano
Y.,
Uemoto
S.
Microstructure
of
winged
beans .
Microstructure, g_ , 1 75-181.

(1983) .

food

D. J .Gal lant : Could you explain why protein bodies
were clearer in soybean cotyledons than in winged
bean cotyledons (Figure 2 Al-A2, Bl - 82)?
Authors :
The
original micrographs are color
prints of sections stained by the PAS reaction.
The intensity of PAS staining varies with minor
changes in conditions ,
so that we can not say
that the protein bodies of winged bean contain
more polysaccarides than those of soybean .

Shurtleff WR .
( 1978) . Household preparation of
winged bean tempeh , tofu , milk , miso and sprouts .
The Winged Bean..!_ , op . cit . , 335-339 .
Shibazaki K,
Asano M.
( 1968) .
Histochemical
studies of soybean cotyledon .
Nippon Shokuhin
Kogyo Gakkaishi , ~ . 1-7
Varriano-Marston E ,
Beleia A,
Lai CC .
(1983) .
Structural
characteristics
and
fatty
acid
composition of Psophocarpus tetragonolobus seeds .
Ann . Bot ., ~ . 631-640 .

D.J.Gallant :
Were the raw
hydrated before fixation?
Authors: No , they were no t.
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O.J . Gallant:
I n t h e TEM studies ,
you noted
d i l I erenccs in contrast between 1 ipids in the
winged bean and soybean cells .
Could they be
related to less saturation of storage soybean
lipids as compared to winged bean lipids?
Au t hors : We also think that is one of the reasons
for diffecences in the contrast of lipid bodies
between soybean and winged bean,
but are still
not sure .

The authors thank Dr . Abe S , Okinawa Branch
of Tropical Agricultural Research Center for his
gift of winged beans and helpful advice .

Discussion with Reviewers
You state that winged beans
difficult to cook than soybean,
yet the same
cooking conditions were used for both legumes .
Does this cause overcooking of soybeans and could
such overcooking be responsible for the greater
fusion of
the lipid bodies
in
soybeans as
compared
to
winged
beans?
It
would
be
interesting to measure tenderness and structure
of the seeds as a function of cooking time and
det ermine whethel' lipi d body fusion parall els
tenderne ss .
Authors:
In this experiment , the temperature and
time of soaking beans were diffe r ent but cooking
time was the same in both .
As the cooking
condition used is normal for SB - miso making , it
may be under - cooking for winged bean, which might
result in the delay of mic rostructural changes as
compared to soybean .
I also think that the
experiment you suggested would be interesting .
W.J.\1/olf :

D.J.Gallant : You noticed remnant cell walls in
winged bean miso after three month agjng .
Are
they
organoleptically
detected
by
Japanese
people?
Authors:
We found remnant seed coats after
fermentation . They were darker in color than the
paste part and f elt rough to the tongue .

D.J . Gallant : In a recent work yet unpublished on
cytochemical studies of lupine seeds ,
we have
found a negative correlation between the content
of storage components
and
the
thickness of
cotyledon cell walls ,
It might be the same in
your case .
Could you explain why r-ipe winged
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THE EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE ENERGY AND CONVECTION HEAT IN G ON WHEAT STARCH GRANULE
TRANSFORMATIONS

N. K. Goebel, J. Grider, E.A. Davis , J, Gordon

University of Minnesota, Department of Food Science and Nutrition,
1334 Eckles Avenue, St, Paul, MN 55108

Introduction
Use of microwave energy for processing and
cooking foods has increased greatly in re cent
years. Heating that occurs as a result of microwave irradiation is caused by molecular friction
resulting from the dielectri c coupling of molecules as they orient themselves with f r eq uencies
in the microwave region of the radiation spectrum
and as molecules change their o r ientation with the
oscillating microwave field in order to maintain
their dielectric coupling. The heating of an
object depends on its dielectric constant which
determ..;.n es how .s material c,:,uples ·.-~ith mi.:rowave s ,
and on the dielectric loss factor which expresses
the ability of the material to absorb microwave
ener~y and transform it into heat .
Moisture content is an important factor in determining each of
these parameters.
Although many acceptable food products are
produced by microwave heating, less satisfactory
results are found in some starch-based foods.
Developmen t of acceptable structures in batter and
dough sys tems is o ne example of such problems .
The r easons for these differences may be related
to fast heating rates, diffe rences in heat and
mas s transfer mechanisms, or specific interaction
of the components of the formulati o n with
microwave radiation.
Sta r ch is one component of formulated food
systems for which the sequence of transiti o ns when
it is heated in the presence of water is known to
be affected by the level of available water and
the rate of heating . Collison and Chilton (1974)
found that microwave-heated samples of potato
starch were damaged more rapidly than forced air
convection-heated samples, but the starch :water
ratio was more important than heating rate in
determining extent of damage.
In the present study, starch granule swelling
was investigated over a range of water levels commonly found in starch-based food sys terns. Two
heating rates were used in the mi c rowave mode, one
in the convect ion mode . A reference system
seque ncing granule swelling was developed for purposes of classify i ng the stages of granule
swel ling present at each combination of heating
rate and starch:water ratios.

Wheat starch-water dispersions at 1:1, 1:2,
1:4, and 5 9 5 (w/w) starch:water ratios, representing systems with varying levels of water
availabilit y , were heated under static conditions
to 75°C by microwave energy at two power settings
and by convection heating.
Starch granule
swe llin g was evaluated by light and scanning
electron microscopy. Six stages in swelling were
identified on the basis of s welling of small and
large granules and development of an extragranular
matrix. The range of swelling stages found in
different locations within a sample decreased as
water became more available and less limitin g. At
each starch:water ratio, the range of stages of
Stwelling and matrix development was smaller in
convection-heated samples than in microwave-heated
samples, but the convection-heated samples were at
more advanced stages of gelatinization than were
the comparable microwave-heated samples. Each
starch :wate r ratio and heating combination
resulted in characteristic patterns of gelled and
non-g e lled regions that could be observed
visually . The microscopic and macroscopic characteristics are explained on the basis of differences in interaction with microwave radiation and
su b sequent heat and mass transfer.

Initial paper received February 15, 1984.
Final manuscript received April 30, 1984.
Direct inquiries to E. A. Davis.
Telephone number: (612) 373-1158 .

KEY WORDS : Wheat starch, Microwave heating,
Starch gran ul e swelling , Gel formation , Heat and
wat e r transport-starch : water dispersions.
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Materials and Methods

microscopic evaluation. A single layer of g ranules was observed with a polarizing microscope
(Unitron, Model MPS-2) using both ordinary or
polarizing light after some distilled water had
been added to the microscope s 1 ide,
Scann ing electron microscopy (SEM)
Samples were taken from the same sample areas
as were used for li ght microscopy. No water was
added, however. A thin layer approximately 1.0 mm
thick of the starch preparation was placed on a
cover slip which had been cut to fit the stub.
The cover slip was attached to the stub with
silver co nducting paint. The stubs were dried
over calcium sulfate in a desiccator over night
and then coated with gold/palladium. Samples
examined in a Philips Model 500 SEM at 6 kV.

Wheat starch (Aytex-P, General Mills) and
distilled water dispersions with four starch:water
ratios, 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, and 5:95 (w/w basis), were
prepared by mixing the appropriate weights of
starc h and water. Fifty gram samples of each
ratio were weighed into 100 ml beakers (Teflon
*PFA, diameter 50 mm; height 68 mm). Each sample
was heated to 75°C in a household microwaveconvection oven (Sharp Carousel Model R-8310)
using either the convection mode at l77°C or the
microwave mode at Low ( 20% power) or Medium (50 %
power) settings . The microwave oven operated at
2450 MHz, 650 watts nominal, and 400 watts effective power (method of Van Zante, 1973) . Each
beaker conta ining a sample was placed at the
center of the carousel . Temperature at the center
of each sample was measured with a fiber optic
probe (Luxtron temperature probe, Model lOOOA).
The probe was placed at the center axial position
of the beake< and 10 mm from the bottom of the
beaker. Temperature was recorded every 10 seconds
during the first minute and then every 30 seconds
until 75°C was reached.
Samples were cooled immediately to 22°C in an ice bath to minimize further
temperature increases after removal from oven.
Total weight l oss and change in height were
<ecorded for all samples. The 1:1 and 1:2
starch:water samples, which formed firm gels, were
removed from beakers and cut in half. Tracings
were made of the gelled and chalky appearing
areas. Total areas of the cross-sections were
measured with a planimeter. Proportions of gelled
and chalky regions were determined by weighing
total tracings and the cut -ou t sections of the
gelled regions. Cross- sections of the 1:4 and
5 :95 s t arch :wate r samples were prepared by cutting
and examined, but the extent of the gelled and
chalky areas was n ot q uanti fied .
Five replications of each starch :water ratio
heating rate series were prepared. The order of
preparation was randomized within each series.
Microscopy:
Light and polarized light microscopy
Gelled and chalky areas were sampled for
Table 1.

Results
Temperature Profiles
The time-temperatur e profiles for the microwave heated samples are shown in Fig. 1. As would
be expected, shorter times were needed to reach
75°C at the medium power setting (200 watts,
effective) than at the low power setting (80
watts, effective). At both power settings, the
times to reach 75°C increased as the amount of
water present in the samples was increased . The
time-temperature profiles for equivalent amounts
of water heated in the absence of starch (Fig, 2)
show the same trend of longer times with increasing amounts of wat er. The actual times, however,
were not necessarily equivalent (Table 1). At the
medium setting, the times for starch :water and the
equivalent amounts ot water were quite similar ,
but at the low setting, the times for the
starch:water samples were shorter than those for
the equivalent amount of water in the absence of
starch.
In addition, the temperature at the
cente r of the starch :water samples heated at the
higher setting continued to rise above 75°C, by as
much as l5°C, before cooling was sufficient to
begin to reduce the center temperature. This temperature rise was less than 5°C in starch :water
samples heated at the lower wattage or in water
heated in the absence of starch. These results

Starch heating time measurements.

Starch:water
ratio

Weight of H20
(g)

Time to reach 75°C (min)<l
Medium microwave
Low microwave
Starch :water
Water only
Starch :wat er
Water only
s .d.

1,1

25.0

0. 6

! 0.02

1' 2

33.0

0 .9

1 '4

40.0

1.0

5,95

47.5

1.3

!

s .d.

s .d.

s . d.

! 0.14

2.4

! 0.16

3.5

! 0.06

! 0. 12

1.0 + 0 . 58

3.4

! 0.88

4.6

!

! 0. 25

1.1 + 0. 20

3. 5

:: o. 26

5.3

! 0 . 27

o. 24

1.4 + 0.13

4 .9

! 0.64

5 .6

! 0.42

6. 2

! 0.45

50.0

0.8

1.3

aMeans (X) and standard deviations (s . d.) based on 5 measurements.
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He i ght and weight losses and distribution of gelled and chalky areas in starch:water
samples heated by microwave irradiation and convection.

Starch:water
r atio

Heating
mode

Height
loss (mm)

Weight
loss (g)

Cross-sec tiona! area
Chalky
Gelled
area b
areab

Total area
( cm2)

[,[

Microwave - medium
Microwave - low
Convect ion

0,5 :': 0 .5
0. 7 + 0. 3
2.6 + 0 , 7

o. 5

+ 0. 2
0,6 + 0 , 7
2. 6 + 0, 5

ll.O + 0 . 6
11.3 + o. 3
10.1 + 0.3

63
61
49

37
39
51

1:2

Microwave - medi urn
Microwave - low
Con vee tion

0, 3 :': o. 5
0. 7 + 0,4
3. 1 + 0.3

0,9 :': o. 2
0, 7 + o. 1
2.9 + 0.6

ll.l + 0 . 4
11 . 5 + 0.5
9.4 + 0. 2

88
85
84

12
15
16

1:4 8

Microwave

- medium
Microwave - low
Con vee tion

0.4 + 0. 5
0. 3 + 0.4
1.5 + 0 , 5

0,9 + 0 . 3
0,8 + 0. 2
4,0 + 0. 5

5 : 95a

Microwave - medium
Microwave - low
Convection

1.4 + 0 , 6

0.8 :': 0.4
1.1 + 0. 2
3 . 3 + 1.2

suggest that water is important in heating s a mples
by microwave irradiation, but it is not the sole
molecular spec i es that inter a cts with microwave
irradiation,
The time-temperature heating profiles for
convection-heated samples are shown in Fig. 3 .
Th e t i mes to re a ch 75°C r a nged from 15 . 9 mi n for
1:1 ratio to 17.8 min for 1:4 ratios with the
t i mes for 1:2 a n d 5:95 , 16 . 7 a nd 16 . 2 respec tively, falling within this range . They were
closely related to water content than was the
for mic r owave-heated s a mples.
Macrostructura l Characteristics
Both weight loss a nd shrinkage as measured by
t h e change in height were g r eater in sampl e s

~easurements of
sectional areas we r e not
possible due to fragility
of the heated samples .
b% of total area .

heated by convection mode than in samples heated
by either power setting using the microwave mode
(Table 2) . Weight loss a nd shrinkage for samples
heated at the two microwave power settings were
similar to each other although heating rates were
not the same .
The locations of the gelled and chalky areas
(1 : 1 and 1:2 starch:water ratios), the various gel
and paste areas (1:4 starch:water ratios) and
watery gel and gel areas (5:95 starch:water
ratios) were determined by the heating mode as
shown in Fig , 4. The gelled regions were the
i nner regions of the microwave samples and the
outer regions of the conv e ction samples.
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MEDIUM MICROWAVE

CONVECT ION 177°C

LOW MICROWAVE

STARCH ,WATER
(W,W)
1,1

Fig . 4 Dis tribut io n of gelle d,
c ha lky , and pa s te a rea s fo r
fo ur s t a r c h:wa t e r r a tio s taken
fro m 50 g t otal samp l es.

D

t7lllJ

E:Z:ZI
[ill]

--

CHALKY
GEL
CHALKY GEL

!IDB
l.'m

m

~

SOFT GEL

WATERY GEL
PASTE
CHALKY PASTE
WATERY PASTE

.VOID
The S 95 samp les , whether heated by microwave or
co n vection, consisted almost ent ir ely of a wate r y
gel area wi th a small amo unt of a gel r egion
(possibly S% of the total) located at t he c enter
bott om o f mi c rowave samples and the outer bottom
side of the convection - heated samp les.
Microstruc tura l Ch a racteristics
Six stages in the swelling patterns were
identified on the basis of changes in small and
large granules and the development of an
amorphous-appear i ng matrix.
Representat i ve
from each stage are shown in Fig . S and the
characteristics of each stage summarized i n
Ta ble 3.
In the first three stages, (Figs. Sa - c)
the s mall gran u les whic h are approx i mate l y 2 to
10 ~ m in diameter, ar e see n to progr e ssively clump
a nd th e n swell at t h e ed g es t o form a s wollen,
dimpled granule . Th e large granules , which ranged
i n diameter from a pproximate l y 10 to 40 \lm , s well

The 1:1 and 1:2 starch : water ratios showed
two distinct regions, one gelled, the other
chalky. Voids were found at the center of some of
the 1:2 ratio samples, The proportions of gelle d
to chalky areas increased as the starch water
rat i o was increased from 1:1 to 1:2 and more water
was available.
At the lower r atio, approximately
60% of the microwave sample and 50% of the
convection - heated sample were g elled, At the 1:2
level, 85% of the sample wa s gelled under either
microwave or c onvection heating conditions .
Patterns for the 1:4 ratio s amples heated by
microwave energy were more complex than those for
the lowe r ratios.
A sof t gel region was at the
top a f the au te r reg ion , and a paste reg i on was at
the bottom of the outer region . The ce n tral gel
region varied from a n opaq ue gel at the top to a
c lear gel at th e bottom. The patterns for t he
convection - heated samples consisted of a soft
paste at the top and a ge 1 region at the bot tom.
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radially to disc shapes and then fold.
Development of matrix material which is defined as any
material o ther than discrete granular struct ur es,
cannot be observed. Birefringence is retained
through the first three stages.
In the last three
stages (Figs. 5d-f), matrix development, which is
first observed at stage 4, advances until it
r eaches a stage where small amounts of the sample
material also contain a fibrous state in stage 6
as shown in Fig. Sf. The small and large gra nules
can be clearly identified in stage 4, but begin to
flow together by stage 5. Small granules are l ess
frequently seen as discrete entities; presumably
they have become part of the matrix by stage 5.
Some gr anule st r ucture is retained, in stage 5 and
6, how eve r, as can be seen by examination of
washed samples by light microscopy (Inserts 5d-f) .
The range in microstructural characteristics
within a sample decreased as the starch:water
rati o was increased and water became less 1 imiting (Table 4).
For each starch:water ratio,
structura l differences were also associated with
the heating mode.
In the 1:1, 1:2, and 1:4
starch:water systems , the inner chalky or soft gel
regions of the convection mode were more advanced
than their counterparts in samples heated by the
microwave mode (the outer chalky or soft gel
regions).
For example, at the 1:1 starch:water
ratio and at either the medium or low microwave
power, the outer regions were essentially
unchanged in appearance from that of the unheated
s~.1rch .
The inner regions had reached stages 5
and 4, respectively, with small granules swollen
and dimpled and the large granules disc-shaped and
folded . The matrix had developed, and in the case
of medium power, the small and large granules had
flowed together. The convection-heated samples at
this ratio of starch:water had rea ched a similar
degree of swelling in the outer gelled regions,
but degree of granule swelling in the inn e r chalky
region was more advanced (stage 2) than the cha lk y

Table 3.

Stages in swelling of starch granules,

S ta ge

1

Granules - esse ntially unchanged.
Sire fr ingent,

2

Small granules -clumped.
Large granules swelling to disc shapes,
appear plastic prior to folding.
Sire fringent.

3

Small granules-cluster
swell, dimpl e .
Large granules - disc shaped,
folding beginning.
Birefringent.

4

Small granules

swollen, dimpled.

Large granules

disc shaped, folded.

Matrix present,
Some birefringent granules.

5

Small granules no longer visible.
Flowing together of small and large granules.
No birefringence.

area of the microwave samples (stage 1).
A s imilar co ntrast between microwave and convection-heated samples was present at the 1:2
sta r ch:wate r ratio, except tha t for each heating
mod e the chalky area had structures that were o ne
stage more advanced than the comparable r egions of
the 1:1 starch:water ratio samples. The same
co ntra st between microwave and convection-heated
sampl es was found at the 1:4 starch:water rati o ,
but the structures in the gelled region of the
medium power samples were also at a more advanced
stage than the gelled regions in the low power
samples and showed a fibrous rather than amorphous
matrix (stage 6). This f i brous matrix was also
found in the gelled region of convection-heated
s ampl es ,
In the 5:95 starch : water systems, the difference between the microwave and convectionheated samples was not as great as for the other
starch :water systems, The watery gel areas in
whi ch starch apparently was not concentrated
e n ough to form a gel had structures that were
similar to the gelled area, except that fibrous
development in the matrix was not as extensive in
the watery gel area . These watery gel areas may
or may not contain small amounts of the chalky,
limited water areas discussed earlier. Although

6

Granules as in stage 5 .
Matrix -

fibrous,

the watery gel area appeared to be quite advanced
on the basis of the SEM examinations, it retained
a small amount of birefringence, and some granule
retention could be seen in washed samples examined
by light microscopy .
In summary, microscopic observations showed
that the convection-heated samples were structurally more uniform in the sense that a narrower
range and, therefore, fewer stages of sta r ch
g ranule swelling and matrix development were
observed for samples at each starch:water ratio .
This was attributed to the chalky areas in the
convection-heated samples being further along in
the gelatinization process than the comparable
areas in the microwave mode, yet the gelled areas
were at similar o r less advanced stages in the
gelatinization process. Within the microwave
mode, differences in the rate of heating (medium
vs low power) did not result in major differences
in swelling patterns .
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Fig. 5 Stages i n granule swelling . Larger photos are SEM micrographs; upper lefthand inserts are light
mic r ographs; upper righthand inserts are polarized ligh t micrographs (when birefringence was observed in
(a), (b), and ( c )). SEM 30 lJm.
Light and polarized 40 ~ m.
(a) stage l, (b) stage 2, (c) stage 3, (d)
stage 4, (e) stage 5, (f~6 .
--
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Table 4.

Starch:water
ratio

1,1

lated. A number of resear c h e rs (Burt and Russell,
1983; Donovan, 1979; Eliassen, 1980; Eliassen et
al. 1981; Ghiasi et al. 1982; Wootton and
Bamunuarachchi, 1979; Lund, 1983; Biliaderis et
al . 1980) have shown, in differential scanning
calorimetry experiments, that the effect of decreasing water content is to suppress the initial
gelatinization endotherm (as shown by a decrease
in enthalpy) until it disappears at limited water
contents. The water content at which this occurs
varies somewhat with the experimental conditions
but is usually placed at about 30 %. When water
content is above this critical level and the
gelatinization endotherm is present, the onset
temperature of the endotherm for wheat starch is
relatively constant. Since the water contents in
our experiment were above this critical level, the
advancement in the stage of swelling with increasing water content which we observed microscopically is not likely to be due to a change in
onset temperature of starch phase transitions,
The enthalpy may be different and this could contribute to changes in the swelling as observed
microscopicall y . The starch:water ratio may also
affect other properties of the system that are
more nearly related to the manner in which microwave energy couples with localized areas within
the sample.
In microwave-heated samples, the time
to reach the predetermined final temperature increased as the amount of water was increased.
Thus, the more advanced stages of starch gelatinization as water became less limiting in microwaveheated samples might be partly due to longer
heating times once a certain critical stage of
swelling had taken· place. Also, in contrast to
the gelled region where gelatinization was more
advanced, there were chalky regions that were
unaffected by exposure to microwave radiation as
seen in the 1:1 and 1:2 ratios.
Since the dielec tric loss factor is much less in the chalky region
because there are rigid, more crystalline structures within the un changed granules, less heating
will result in these regions as long as less
c rystalline or amorphou s structures also exist in
ot her parts of the samples. This is analogous to
the boiling of water when ice is present, as is
seen in heating frozen materials by microwave
energy.
Callaghan et al. ( 1983) concluded from
nuclear magnetic resonance mea s urements that about
60 % of the starch molecules in extensively heated
pastes are in a "mobile liquid-like" polymer form
and 40 % in an "immobile crystalline" state .
Exchange of W'ater occurs between the free water
and mobile polymer form and not with the crysta lline form.
If this is also true under the heating
conditions of the present study, interaction with
microwave radiation in the crystalline form would
be restricted as compared with interactions in t h e
liquid mobile polymer fraction.
In the convect i on
mode in the absence of interactions between micro wave irradiation and crystal structures, the
advancing stages, as water content was increased,
might be more closely related to the differences
seen on the microscale by diffe r ential scanning
calorimetry studies as summarized above.
The total sample size of 50 g. although
smaller than often used in microW'ave applications,
was large enough so that some heat trans fer by
convection within the sample would be expected .

Stages of swellin~ in various regions in
starch:water samples heated by microwave
irradiation and convection.

Heating
mode
Hie rowave-Medium

Area a

Stage of
swell ingb

Gel
Chalky

Microwave-Low

Gel
Chalky

Convection

Gel
Chalky

1 '2

Hie rowave-Medium

Gel
Chalky

Microwave-Low

Gel
Chalky

Convection

Gel
Chalky

1 '4

Hie rowave-Medium

Gel
Chalky paste

Microwave-Low

Gel
Chalky paste

Convection

3

Gel
Soft gel

5,95

Hie rowave-Medium

Gel
Watery gel

Microwave-Low

Gel
Watery gel

Con vee tion

Watery gel

aror locations of areas, see Fig. 4.
bF'or descriptions of stages, see Table
and F'ig. 5.
Discussion
The specific roles that the water content and
mode ~f heating play in the range of granule
swelltng observed microscopically are difficult to
separate from one another, since they are interre-
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This could lead to localized regions of high and
low water content with free water being immobilized as starch transformations occur. The patterns of the gelled and chalky areas for the 1:1
and 1:2 ratios were reproducible, suggesting that
heat transfer within the sample vessel also
followed consistent patterns .
The patterns in stages of starch trans formations observed at both the macrostructural and
microstructural level within a given sample probably contribute to the non-uniformity in texture
and other properties seen in microwave-heated
starch-based products.
For example, Evans et al.
( 1984) found that the cracking patterns and surface appearance of cakes were related to heating
modes (microwave vs convection) and the time
during baking at which the heating mode was interchanged .
Excess ive and rapid hardening is also often
observed in microwave-heated starch-based products.
If development of staling depends on recrystallization of starch, and recrystallization
of partially melted c rysta llites is faster than
that of completely melted crystallites, uneven
staling and moisture redistribution could occur.
The stages of swelling that were identified
suggest that the same overall sequence of swelling
was occurring in the various sampl es . The stages
for the large granules were similar to those identified by Bowler et al. (1980) for radial swelling
and the initial stages of tangent ia l SW"ell in g.
When s~mples tiiffered as to stage, it was not
possible to isolate a single ca us e such as water
being limit in g, a heating rate effect, or a microwave radiation coupling effect. Each of these
factors interacted, so that a direct effec t on
starch transformation could not be identified.
Further research with smaller samples and more
rapid heating rates in microwave and convection/
conduction modes are in progress in an attempt to
isolate these heating rate effects from effects
inherent in microwave interactions.
Implications .!£E. Microwave Heating
.
.
1. Water in part controls the rate of heat1.ng 1.n
microwave heating, but external temperature
controls the rate of sample heating in the
convection mode within the water content normally found in food p roducts . Therefore ,
overall water content as well as localized
movement of water will affect rate or kinds of
starch granule tra n sitions seen in microwave
heating. Greater water content means that
there are fewer localized differences in water
content and fewer structural differences will
be observed .
2. When a material such as starch absorbs more
water as in gel formation, increased heating
rates will occur in that location due to the
interaction of microwave radiation with wat er .
Therefore, phase transitions can cont inue to
advance. When a component is more crystal I ine
or latticed, as might be expected in the less
advanced stages of starch granule transformations, micr owave interaction is smaller and
fewer changes occur, especially when the water
is more limited.
3 . When non-uniformity in the stage of g ranular
transformation develops within a sample ,
uniformity in other characteristics that

depend on the stage of gelatinization will be
present also.
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Discussion with Reviewers
E.M. Snyder : Since it takes 12-lt. minut es for
the s t arch water mixtures to reach 75°C when
heated by convection (Figure 3), does the
starch settle out in the higher moisture
systems, i.e., 1:4 and 5:95, or at 80 % and 90 %
moisture? Was any effort made to keep water
levels constant by covering beakers?
D.O. Christianson : Did the granules settle
during convection heating in the 5 :95 starch :water
system? Thermal histories in Figure 3 would
indic:.ate this .
Authors:
Settling could occur, and might be
responsible for the small gel regions at the
bottom of the 5:95 samples whether heated by convection or microwave.
It could also occur in the
1 :4, but the positions of the swollen and less
swollen granules are also consistent with the
differences in heat transfer, so the two effects,
settling and specifics of heat transfer may be
superimposed. The beakers were not covered
because the relative water losses during heating
by different methods were of interest in the
experiments.

D.O. Christianson:
I t is interesting to speculate
that at a higher microwave temperature even more
solubilization would occur. Microscopically , the
gel should show some correlation with Callaghan 's
NMR work.
Authors: We have not attempted to go beyond the
upper limits of the gelatinization ranges
(approximately 85°C). but we are trying, in
experiments currently underway in our laboratory,
to increase the rates of heating as compared to
those used in this study. To do this, we have
used smaller samples and placed the samples
directly in the waveguide of a specially designed
hybrid convection:microwave oven (Wei, C.K . ,
Davis , H.T., Davis, E.A., and Gordon, J,
1984.
Heat and mass transfer in water-laden sandstone:
microwave heating . AIChE J. (Submitted.)) We are
comparing these samples with samples heated to the
same temperature in the same time by conduction in
an oil bath. Callaghan et al (1983) reported that
they heated their samples for 1 hr at 95°C and
then held them at 30°C for 1 hr before making
measurements. These conditions are much more
drastic than those that we used.

E.M. Snyder:
In your polarized light microscopy
work, were samples suspended in a non-aqueous
media as well as water for comparative purposes?
(Partially hydrated starch and granules damaged by
excessive heat may swell in water at room
temperature .)
Authors:
No, we did not do this.

P. Resmini: Have you attempted to support your
observations on starch structure by light and
scanning electron microscopy with chemical and
physical analysis?
Authors: We have used differential scanning
calorimetry to determine whether endo therms are
found in the various regions to confirm whether
starch phase transitions have occurred.

E.M. Snyder: Does the amorphous appearing matrix
stain blue to iodine? If not, what could it be
due to?
Authors: We did not try this because the matrix
was not obvious in the light micrographs and was
differentiated only by SEM and we do not stain for
SEM . However, it would be useful to try some
staining with iodine in the future.

P. Resmini: Are the starch ultrastructure
modifications compar abl e to those found by other
authors?
Authors:
Relatively few studies of the effects of
microwave irradiation on starch granule transfor mations have been made. The overall sequence of
ultrastructure modifications appear similar to
those reported by other authors working with a
variety of heating methods. No st ru ctures that
resulted uniquely from microwave heating appeared
to be present,

E.M. Snyder: Sample preparation of high moisture
specimen for SEM has plagued those of us in the
food industry for years. We are all too familiar
with the various artifacts that are introduced
during dehydration procedures. Do you think the
fibrous material in stage 6 from preparations
originally at 80% and 95% moisture are due to
shrinking and shrivelling of starch material as it
dries to a tight film? If it is not an artifact,
do you have any theory or ideas as to the cause?
Was any other dehydration method attempted?
Authors: We have been concerned also that the
fibrous material may be an artifact arising during
drying. However, the artifact is different in the
variously heated samples.
In freeze-etch studi es
(Cloke et al. 1982. Freeze-etch of emulsified
cake batters during baking . Food Microstructure
1: 17 7-187) we have seen some "beading" close to
t"he granule surface that might be related to the
fibrous matrix.. We are extending our f r eezefracture studies, although we recognize that the
technique also has potential for development of
artifacts (Davis, E.A. and Gordon, J .
1984.

D. Bechtel: In the "Results " section, you mention
that " ... small granules . .. progressively clump
and then swell at the edges ... " Do the granules
clump and then swell to form a " Swollen , dimpled
g ranule" or does the center co llapes?
Author: This is a possibility .
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I nt roduct ion

Abstract

The process of yoghurt making dates back
thousands of years, and the acidification of milk
by fermentation, e.g. with Stre ptococcus thermophilus and Lactobacillus bulgari cus, is one of
the ancient crafts which is used to preserve milk.
Over the past two decades, the popularity of yoghurt has spread from the Balkans and the Middle
East to other parts of the world, and the consumption has increased significantly in all these
countries in recent years. Consequently, the science and technology of yoghurt production, including the microbiology of the starter culture and
quality aspects of yoghurt, have been studied and
reviewed in great detail {10-12, 16, 17).
The level of total solids in the yoghurt milk
plays an important role in the quality of the product during manufacture {16), and various methods
of fortification are widely used in the industry.
Examples of such methods may be summarised as
follows: The addition of milk powder (whole milk,
skim milk, or buttermilk), or the concentration of
milk [(by boiling, evaporation {EV), ultrafiltration (UF), or reverse osmosis {RO)], and/or the
addition of other miscellaneous ingredients which
may include whey powder and caseinate.
Microstructure studies by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of foodstuffs including dairy products
are modern techniques which may have an increasing
application in assessing various aspects of food
quality and characteristics. The application of
such techniques to different types of yoghurt has
been used to a 1 imited degree, and up-to-date
information in this field has recently been reviewed (7),
The objectives of this study were to assess
and evaluate the microstructure of set-style plain
yoghurt manufactured from cow 1 S milk fortified
with skim milk powder (SMP) or sodium caseinate
{Na-cn), and from concentrated milk (EV, UF, and
RO). In addition, the effects of 3 different
strains of yoghurt starter cultures on the microstructure of the yoghurts were studied.

Five different batches of skim milk were
prepared and fortified by the addition of skim

milk powder (SMP) or sodium caseinate (Na-cn) or
by concentration using a vacuum evaporator {EV},
ultrafiltration (UF), or reverse osmosis (RO) to
contain si milar levels of protein (5.0-5.5%).
Yoghurts were made by inoculating the milks with
one of 3 commercial yoghurt starter cultures and
by incubating the mixes at 42°C for 2.5 h. The
following factors were found in this study to
affect firmness of the yoghurts:
(a) Lactic acid production (acidity) - Yoghurts
co ntaining 1.02% of lactic acid or more (pH 4.54
or less) were firmer than yoghurts having a lower
lactic acid content and a higher pH value.
(b) Casein to non-casein protein ratio - Firmer
yoghurts were obtai ned at a ratio of 4.62 than at
3.20-3.4D.
Microstructure of the yoghurts as examined by
electron microscopy was affected by the method of
fortification of the milk. SMP-fortified yoghurt
had the most dense matrix composed of short micellar c hains and small micellar clusters. This was
the softest yoghurt. Na-co-fortified yoghurt had
the most open matrix consisting of robust casein
particle chains and large clusters. This was the
firmest yoghurt.
"Appendages" or "spikes" formed by heatdenatured B-lactoglobulin or by a complex consisting of B-lactoglobulin and K-casein were attached
to casein micelles in all the yoghurts except the
one fortified by the addition of Na-cn.
Void spaces (cavities) around lactic acid
bacteria and filaments of mucous or slimy material
produced by a "ropy" bacterial culture and attaching the bacterial cells to the protein matrix were
additional microstructural features observed in
the yoghurts under study.
Initial paper received December 29, 1983.
Final manuscript received June 1, 1984.
Direct inquiries to A.Y. Tamime.
Telephone number: ( 0292 ) 520331.

Materials and Methods

KEY WORDS : Yoghurt: Scanning electron
iTiTCrOSCOPy; Transmission electron microscopy;
Casein micelles; Mucogeni c bacteria;
S. thermophilus and L. bulga:ricus

Preparation Qf the~ !!!..i.l.t
Whole cow'slnilk (antibiotic-free, which is
regularly tested according to the qua 1 i ty schemes
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of the Sco ttish Milk Marketing Board) was obtained
from the College Fa rm . The milk fat was separated
using a ce ntrifugal separator (A lfa-Laval type
29AE/1963) and the resultant skim milk was divided
into five batches for the production of the basic
mix as follows: The first two batches were fortified by the addition of SMP or Na-cn to produce
two milk bases co ntaining approximately 14.5% or
11.0% sol ids-not-fat (SNF), respectively. The remaining three batches of skim milk were concentrated by EV, RO, and UF. Later, both the fortified and concentrated skim milks were standardised
with cream (49% fat) to give a milk base containing 1.5% fat. It is important to note that the
batches of skim milk fortified by the addition of
Na-cn and skim milk concentrated by UF contained
lower levels of SNF as compared with other batches,
but the protein content in all the five different
basic mixes ranged between 5.0 and 5.5%.
The preparation of the UF , RO , and EV milks
was as foll ows: UF-skim milk was conce ntrated by
ultrafiltration in an Alta-Laval model UFP pilot
plant fitted with a Hollow Fibre membrane car tridge with PM 50 membranes. The milk wa s slightly
overconcentrated and then standardised with permeate to 10.3% SNF. During the concentration, the
temperature of the milk increased from 10°C to
approximately 4D°C.
RO-skim milk was concentrated by reverse
osmosis using a DDS type 20-1.8- 0 module (Oanske
Sukkerfabrikker, DOS RO Division, OK-4900 Nakskov,
Denmark). The concentrate was standardised with
permeate to 14 .5% SNF. At the end of the processing, the temperature of the concentrated milk was
around 20°C.
EV-skim milk was concentrated in a QVF glass
climbi ng film evaporator at 7D-75°C and the
concentrate was standardised to 14.5% SNF using
the condensa te.

Preliminary treatment of milk
(standardisation/fortification)

•

Pre-warm basic milk mix to 60°C

•

Homogenise at 200 kg/cm2

•

Heat the milk to 90'C
for 5 minu-t es
Cool to 45°C and inoculate with
starter culture at a rate of
3% (v/v)
Dispense the inoculated milk into
150 ml plastics cups and incubate
at 42°C for 2~ hours

•

Refrigerate for 48 hours
at 6°C
Fig . 1. Flow chart for the product ion of set - st yle
yoghurt .
The duration between prewarming and inoculation
stages did not exceed 30 min.

pH was determined us ing a model 290 pH meter
(Pye Unicam ltd., Cambridge, U.K.) fitted with a
standard combined glass electrode.
Chemical composition of the ingredients used
to make the yoghurts is pres e nted in Table 1.
Rheological analysis
A penetrometer (U niversal Model 1700 , Stanhope-Seta, Surrey, U.K . ) was used to assess the
firmness of the coagulum according to the method
of Robi nson and Tamime (12) .
The coagulum was broken with a spoo n and a
part of it was lift ed on the back of the spoon to
visually assess the texture c hara cte ri sties of t he
yoghurt.

Production .Q.f yoghurt
The proced ure for the production of yoghurt
is outlined in Figure 1. In order to minimise the
effect of day to day variation of the milk composition and qua 1 i ty, a 11 the yoghurts were made from
the same batch of mi 1 k. The heating and coo 1 i ng of the
yoghurt milks took place in a water bath; during
the heat treatment, steam was injected into the
water and during the cooling stage, ma ins water was
circulated.
Three yoghurt starter cultures co nsisting of
different L . bulgaricus and s . thermophil us
strains were used and in this present study coded
as CH-4, Boll-3, and Rl{. The former two starter
cultures were supplied by Chr. Hansen's laboratory
ltd., Reading, U.K., and the RR c ulture was obtained from the Netherlands Dairy Research Institute
(NIZO), Ede , the Netherlands.

Microscopic analysis
The yoghurts were sampled after 2 days of
storage. For SEM, sections 3 x 3 x 1 mm were
excised from the yoghurt approximately 1 em below
the surface and were fixed in an aqueous 1.4%
glutaraldehyde solution for 7 days. The sections
were then cut into prisms 1 x 1 x 3 mm, dehydrated
in a graded ethanol series, frozen in Freon 12 at
-150°C, and freeze-fractured in l iquid nitrogen.
The fragments were mel ted in absolute alcohol
(+20°C), critical-point-dried from carbon dioxide,
mounted on SEM stubs, coated with gold by vacuum
evaporation, and examined in a Cambridge Stereoscan Mark II scanning electron microscope operated
at 20 kV.
For TEM, f i xed yoghurt particles l ess than
1 mm3 in volume were postfixed in a 2% buffered
Os04 solution (pH 6.75) for 1 h, dehydrated, and
embedded in a low-viscosity Spurr's medium (14).
Sec t ions (90 nm) were stained with uranyl acetate
and lead citrate solutions and examined in a Philips EM 300 electron microscope operated at 6D kV.

Chemic al analysis
Total solids, SNF, protein, fat, ash, and
mo isture co ntents were determined according to the
British Standards lnst i tut ion (BSI) and AOAC met hods (3 -5 ).
Titratable acidity was determined by titrat ing 10 g yoghurt samples with N/9 sodium hydroxide
using 1 mL of a phenolphthalein (0.5% in 50% ethanol) solution as an indicator.
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Table!.
Chem i cal co mpo sition ($ } of dairy ingredients
used t o prepare yoghurt milks

Chemical composition of the five various
yoghurt mixes (SMP, EV, UF, RO, and Na-cn) following the addition of the starter c ult ure is shown
in Table 2. It is evident that the protein level
in the milk was maintained between 5.09 and 5.49%,
whereas the total so l ids co nt ents fluctuated between 11.7g and 16.01%; the SMP yoghurt milk was
at the upper 1 i mits and the UF yoghurt milk was at
the low er li mits of both the prote in and total
solids co nt ents, the re 1at i ve differences being
7.4 and 26%, respectively, related to the Sf1P
yoghurt milk as the reference (100%). The lactose
content was l owest in the UF yoghurt milk (4. 27%),
higher in the Na - cn (5.13%) and EV (7.11%) yoghurt
milks, and highe st in the RO and SMP yog hurt milk s
(7.53 and 7.64%, respectively).
Firmness of the exper imental yoghurts was
affected considerably by the starter culture used
(Tab l e 3) , when incubation at 42°C was ma int ained
for a predetermined per i od of 2.5 h. All t he five
yoghurt variants made with the RR starter culture
were softer than the corresponding var i ants made
wi th the ot her two starter cu lt ures; the soft er
yoghurts had weaker bodies . The softness (high
penetrometer readings as 1 is ted in Tab l e 3) may be
associated with l ow acidity (0.92- 1.02% lactic
acid, pH 4.54-4.73) in the yog hurts made with t he
RR starter culture as opposed to a highe r acidity
( 1. 08 -J. 3g% lactic acid, pH 4.21-4.43) in the
firmer yoghurts made using the CH -4 and Boll -3
starter cultures.
Within the in dividual starter c ulture variants. the yog hu rts made with Na-cn were firmest
and the firmness decreased in the RO, UF , EV, and
SMP yoghurts in that order. Such resu lts are in
agreement with the work reported by Abrahamsen and
Ho lm en (1, 2), with the UF yoghurt as an exception. Abrahamsen and Holmen (1, 2), however, standardised their yoghurt samp l es to sim i lar levels
of t otal solid s (14.13 to 14.57%) , thus ac hieving
a high protein content in the UF yoghurt, wherea s
in thi s study, the yoghurt milks were adjusted to
similar protein levels; consequentl y, the total
sol ids content of the UF yoghurt was the lowest of
all the experimenta l yoghurts (11.79-11.86%; Table

I ngredien t
Skim milk

Tot~l

So l l dS

9.16

Protein

90.84

n.d .

46.41

36.50

0.97

5 1.8

7.86

3 . 03

89.30

1.1 7

n.d.

3.68

4.50

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

99.60

n.d .

n.d .

n .d.

96.59

n.d.

n .d.

n .d. 100.00

SMP

96.97

Na - casei nate

95.50

UF permeate

3.41

0.00

~iature

0. 73

n .d.

EV condensate

Aeh

n.d .

53.59

0.40

Lac tose •

49.00

3.39

Cream

RO permeate

Fat

n.d.
0.12

n.d.

4 . 94

0.10

Lactose determined by difference.
n .d.: not detenni ned.

*

Table 2.
Chemical analysis (%) of various types of
l ow-fat milks used in the manufacture of yog hu rt*
Starter + Total Protein
Yoghurt
Solids
Milk

Fat

Ash

lactose**

!~

2).
In general, the microstructure of all the
fifteen yoghurt samples as examined by el ectron
microscopy was similar in that the yog hurt s had
prot e in matrices composed of casei n micelle chains
and clusters. The ways in which the case in mice l1es were 1 in ked to eac h other, however, differed
noticeably. SEM revealed that in the SMP , RO, and
EV yoghurts (F i gure 2 a-c), the mic e ll ar c hain s
were short and simple and the clusters were small.
The resu l ting matrices appeared to be relatively
more compact (denser) than the matrices of the UF
and Na-cn yoghurts (Figure 2 d and e). The more
open matrices were due to la rger interstitial
spaces ("pores 11 ) resulting from a different d i stribu ti on of the casein micel l es in the UF and Nacn yog hurt s. This was more clearl y vis ib le in the
TEM micrographs {Fi gure 3): the chains were cons id erab l y lon ger than in the SMP, RO, and EV yoghurts and we re eit her complex in the UF yog hu rt
or robust in the Na-cn yog hurt. As opposed to
simp l e chains (Figure 3 a), complex c hain s were

SMP

15.89

5.49

1. 53

1. 2 1

7 . 66

EV

15.03

5.22

1.62

1.1 5

7 .04

UF

11.81

5.09

1. 57

0 . 84

4 . 31

RO

15.81

5.44

1.60

1.1 5

7 .62

Na-cn

13.19

5.34

1.53

0.85

5 .47

SMP

15.99

5.61

1.58

1. 21

7. 59

EV

15.14

5.24

1.61

1.16

7.13

UF

11.79

5. 1 2

1.55

0.84

4. 28

RO

15 .74

5.54

1.60

1.15

7.45

Na-cn

12.67

5.38

1.52

0.85

4 . 92

SMP

16.01

5. 56

1.58

1. 21

7 . 66

EV

1 5 .1 7

5.26

1.62

1.14

7.15

UF

11 .86

5.21

1.54

0.84

4.22

RO

15.82

5.55

1.60

1.15

7.52

Na-cn

12.74

5.36

1. 53

0.85

5.00

*The milks were analyzed following th e addition
of the s tarter c ulture.
** La ctose wa s determined by difference.
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F'ig. 2. Microstructure ( SEM) of protein matrices
in yoghur ts p r epared from skim milk fortified by
various methods.
a : SMP ; b : RO; c : EV ; d : UF ; e : Na - cn. The S MPfo rtified yoghurt ( a ) has the most den se matrix
and th e UF - and Na- cn- fo r tified yogh urts (d and e,
respectively) have the most open matrices . All the
yoghu rts were made using the CH-4 sta rt er culture.

characterized by additional casein mice lles attached to single micellar strings (Figure 3d).
Robust chains (Fig. 3 e) consisted of single
casei n particles, the diameter of whi ch exceeded
the diameter of regular casein micel les. Increased
dimensions of casein particles in yoghu rt fortified with sodium case inate were also reported by
Modler and Kalab (8) . It is assu med that the higher casei n concentration in the yoghurt milk or the
presence of the added sodium casei nate ( i.e., a
product which originated by a technological process , in the course of which case in had been acidified and heated during drying) contr ibuted to the
deve 1opment of this microstructure.
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c

Fig . 3. Microstructural detail (TEM) of casein
micelle chains and clusters in yogllurts prepared
from skim milk fortified by various methods. ( Same
yoghurts as in Figure 2 ).
a : SMP ; b : RO ; C : EV; d : UF ; e : Na - cn .
f : Fat globules; m: simple casein micelle chains ;
p : casein micelle clusters ; r : complex casein
mice lle chain. Arr o ws point to appendages ( spikes )
on casein micelle surfa ces.

Densities of the protein matrices of the yoghurt s under study decreased in the following
order: SMP yoghurt (the densest matr ix), RO and EV

yoghurts (med iu m dense matr ices) and the UF and
Na - cn yoghurts (the most open mat rices ). The relative difference between the protein mean levels in
the SMP and UF yoghurts was 7.4 % (5.55 vs . 5.14%,

respectively) and, i n view of earlier results (7),
not sufficient al one to briny about the difference
in the densities of the matrices in both yoghurts;
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Table 3.

Table 4.
Protein and non-casein nitrogen content {'t )*
in yoghurt milks fortified by various methods

Firmness, 1actic acid content (%). and pH
of the yoghu rts under study

Starter
Culture

Yoghur t

Penetrome t er
Reading*
( 1 / 10 mm)

Lact i c
Acid i.

Yoghurt
Milk

pH**

------ ----------------------------CH - 4

Boll - 3

RR

95.3

1. 2 5

4.37

EV

8 7 .3

1. 39

4. 28

UF

84.0

1. 22

4. 32

RO

8 2 .6

1. 29

4. 39

SMP

Na-cn

82.0

1. 0 .1

4. 2 1

SMP

94.0

1. 2 1

4.43

EV

91. 7

1. 24

4.32

UF

87 .0

1. 20

4. 3 6

RO

86. 0

1. 24

4.38

Na-cn

79. 0

1. 08

4. 25

SMP

14 2 . 0

0 .92

4. 7 3

EV

119. 3

0.99

4.69

UF

108 . 7

0.94

4.63

RO

111. 0

0 .91

4. 71

90. 0

1.02

4. 5 4

Na-cn

*

**

To ta l
Protein

~~~~~:=~in

Casein

Ratio of
Casein to
Non-Casein

SMP

5 . 34

1. 22

4.12

3.38

EV

5.13

1.22

3.91

3.20

UF

5.02

1.14

3.88

3.40

RO

5.40

1.24

4.16

3 . 35

Na-cn

5.23

0.93

4 . 30

4.62

*The protein content in the milk before heat
treatment was determined by the Kjeldahl method.
casein protein ratio and/or the presence of added
sodium caseinate in the yoghurt milk.
The open matrix and the robust casein particle chains and clusters may also be the factors
contributing to the appearance of the protein
coagulum as assessed visually after having been
broken with a spoon. Only the Na-cn yoghurt had a
coarse texture whereas all the other yoghurts were
s mooth. The detrimental effect of sodium caseinate
on the te xture of yoghurt was also observed by
Modler et al. (9).
In ad dill on to the protein 1eve 1 in the yoghurt milk, casein to non-casein protein ratio,
bacterial starter culture, and acidity, there are
other factors which are known to affect the firmness and microstructure of yoghurt, e.g. the heat
treatment of the milk {temperature and duration of
heating)(?), the homogenisation pres s ure (16), the
1 evel of minerals etc.
Lactic acid ba cteria not only coagulated the
yoghurt milk, but their cells became one of the
structural components of the yoghurt matrix. At a
low magnification (250 x), void spaces (cavities)
were noticeable by SEM in the protein matri x in
all the yoghurt samples. A higher magnification
(5,000 x} revealed that the void spaces were occupied by streptococci or lactobacilli alone (Figure
5 a and b, respectively) or by their combination
(Figure 5 c). The exact mechanism for the formation of the void spaces has not yet been established, but it is assumed that this phenomenon
could primarily be attributed to the microbial
activity of the starter culture (production of
lactic acid, proteolysis, or liberation of carbon
dioxide) and not due to artifacts arising from the
preparation of the sample for microscopic examination (7).
No particular attention was paid to the dimensions of the void spaces, but within any one
yoghurt in these experiments, smaller void spaces
were observed around L . bulgaricus than around
s. t h ermophilus alone or the combination of both,
provided that the combined volumes of the microbial cells in each case were similar. Because the
symb i at i c re 1at i onsh i p, that exists bet ween these
lactic acid bacteria, is well recognized (16), it
can be hypothesized that the metabolic activity is
increased by their mutual proximity.

The higher the penetrometer reading, the softer
the yoghurt. No syneresis was observed in any
of the yoghurts 3 days old.
Soft yoghurts had their pH values between 4.63
and 4.73; firmness was increased as pH approached the isoelectric point of casein or
decreased below H.

the ratios of casein to non-casein proteins were
very close to each other for the SMP and UF yoghurts, 3.38 and 3.40, respectively (Table 4). The
other yoghurt with the most open protein matrix
was made with Na-cn; its protein content was only
3.4% lower than the protein content of the SMP
yoghurt, but the casein to non-casein protein
ratios differed significantly (4.62 vs. 3.38,
respectively); interestingly, the Na-cn yoghurt
was the firmest of a 11 the yoghurts under study.
TEM also revealed differences in the superficial features of the casein micelles forming the
protein matrix. The casein particle chains and
clusters in the Na-cn yoghurt had a smooth surface
(Figure 3 e) wheareas "appendages" or "spikes"
were noticeable on the surface of the casein micelle structures in the other yoghurts (Figure 3
a-d). Appendages or spikes were found by Davies et
E.!.,_ (6) to be formed by heat-denatured B-lactoglObulin or by a complex consisting of 8-lactog l obulin
and K-casein which develops in heated milk.
"Spiky" casein micelles in the SMP yoghurt are
compared in greater detail with the relatively
"smooth" robust chains of casein particles in the
Na-cn yoghurt in Figure 4. The reason for the absence of the spikes in the latter yoghurt is not
known; it may only be hypothesized that their
absence is associated with the high casein to non88
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Fig. 4. Detail (TEM) of casein micelles in the
mat rix of an SMP - fortified yoghu rt (a) and in a
yoghurt fortified by t h e add i t i o n of sodium
caseinate (b).
f: Fat globules ; r: robust casein particle chai n.
Arrows point to appendages (spikes). Both yoghurts
were made using the CH-4 starter culture.

Another observation is related to t he compact~
ness of the protein matrix (Figure 6). Provided
that other fa cto r s such as the amount of the start ~
er culture used and the age and pH of the yoghurts
were s imilar, larger void spaces developed in a
less compact matrix of UF yoghurt than in the more
compact matrix of the SMP yoghurt. However, because
even smal l void spaces were more easily detected
in a compact matrix than in a highl y porous matrix
and because no measureme nts were carried out, such
an observat ion may be mislead ing.
Fig. 5 . Void spaces ( cav ities) in UF (a), SMP {b),
and RO { c ) yoghurts made using the RR starter
culture .
1 : Lactobacilli ; s : streptococci .
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The type or strain of the bacterial sta rter
culture can play a role in the microstructure of
the yoghurt, because so-ca ll ed "slime", "ropy",
or "mucogenic" bacteria have the ability to pro duce polysaccharide material (13, 15) . Figure 7
sho ws a typical examp le, i.e. slime production, of
suc h a yoghurt. Here the filaments are attaching
the lactobacilli to the protein matrix. Mucogenic
st arter cultures are widely used in the industry
to produce a viscous yoyhurt without the addition
of stabilisers and to minimise reduction in vis cos i ty, which may occur during the mechanical handling of the coagul urn.
Conclusion
Fortification of sk im mi l k by the addition of
skim milk powder (SMP) or sodium caseinate (Na - cn)
influenced the avera 11 microstructure and texture
of the resulting yoghurts. The use of Na - cn was the
most effective means of increasing yoghurt firm ness. The milk base prepared by this form of fortification contained the highest casein level of all
the experimental variants (fortification by vacuum
evaporation , r everse osmosis, and ultrafiltration,
and by the addition of SMP). Whereas the flrmness
of the Na - cn yoghurt was highest , the texture was
coarse and the appearance of the coagul urn was i nferior compared to the ot her yog hurts. This was
probably associated with the large case in particle
clu s ters and robust micellar chains resu l ting in
the most open protein matr i x of all the yoghurts
studied . It is assumed that the casein to noncase in protein ratio was the major co ntri buti ng
factor; this r atio was high (4.6) in the inferior
Na - cn yoghurt and was lower (3.4 or l ess) in the
ot her yoghurts of acceptable quality.
The other yoghur t s had their protein matrices
denser than the Na - cn yoyhurt and were softer and
511100th .
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R.K. Abrahamsen: The RO- and UF-treatments are
highly dependent on the membranes used. Please
give more specific information about the membranes
and the filtration temperature.
Authors: Information about fi l tration temperatures
has now been inc l uded in the Materials and Methods
section. Concerning reverse osmosis, the DDS type
20-1.8-0 module had previously been used for tria 1 s on membrane perfo r mance and was f i tted wi th an
assortment of membranes. I n a tota l of 50 membrane
pairs there were 2 pa i rs of type 865 membranes, 15
pairs of 930, 16 pa i rs of 990, 15 pairs of 995,
and 2 pairs of type 999 membranes. The presence of
the more open membranes 1ed to some 1oss of dissolved so li ds but this would be mainly lactose and
disso l ved sa l ts with littl e or no l oss of protein.
R.K. Abrahamsen: To my knowledge, the pH of sodium
caseinate 1s at the level of 6.6- 7.0. Can you provide some additional i nformation regarding the
sodium caseinate used in this experiment?
Authors: According to the information obtained
1'r0iil'tlie supp l ier, sodium caseinate was manufactured by precipitating skim milk with hydroch l oric
acid, washing the acid casein, and treating the
wet curd {50% total so l ids) with sodium hydroxide
and water. The caseinate solut i on (30% solids and
pH around 6.5) was then dried in a conventional
spray drier at an outlet temperature of 95-98°C.
O.E. Carpenter : What effect might the void spaces
l""iithe m1crostructure, which are produced by the
bacteria, have on subsequent yoghurt syneresis?
Authors: Presumabl y, the void spaces are filled
"'W11'fi""Wltey, although the possibility that they are
occupied by gas bubbles [(see the question by
M. RUegg in (7)] has not been excluded. If it is
whey which constitutes the contents, void spaces
could indeed affect susceptibility of the yoghurt
to syneresis. The extent of syneresis would depend
on the dimensions and numbers of the void spaces
in addition to other factors suc h as low total
solids content and inadequate heat treatment of
milk, pH of the finished product, handling of the
coagulum during manufacture, storage, and distribution etc . (19). In this present study, syneresis
was not observed in any of the 15 yoghurts produced.
Reviewer 2: If no part i cular attention was paid to
the void Space dimensions around the bacteria, how
can any conclusio ns be drawn?
Authors: The overall impression of the distribution and dimensions of the void spaces i s evident
during the microscopical examination of several
freeze-fractured partic l es of the same yoghurt. By
examining different specimens at the same low
magnification it is possible, at least subjectively, to compare the incidence and dimensions of the
void spaces among samples. For tllis reason, subjective tenns such as "sma 11 er" and "1 arger" were
used to descr i be the void spaces observed , without
any reference to numerical data, because measurements and ana l yses of these have not as yet been
made. The problem of the void spaces is quite
complex and should be t he subject of a separate
study.
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R.K . Abra hamse n: Froro Figure 5 it i s difficult to
co nclude any thing with rega rd to the connect i on
between a gr eat er metabol i c acti vity of the starter bacteri a and the vol ume of the void spaces ,
because this figure illustrates void spaces from
yog hu rts fortified by d ifferent met hods. Your
hypothesis is very interesting, however, I feel
t hat you woul d ha ve come c loser to an ans we r if
you had in the same type of yoghurt observed the
volume of a number of void spaces around separate
c hains {ce lls } of s . thermophilus and of L . bulga r ic us , and of void spaces where both organ ; sms were present c lose t o each other. Have you
made such observat i ons?
Aut hors: Fi gure 5 has been used to i llustrate
rather than prove that the close proximity of
cocc i and bacill i will result in larger void
spaces. Dr i esse n et al. {18) provided evide nce
that L . bulga ricu$ ,...-;;-yoghurt is stimulated by
carbon dioxide produced by s. thermophilus . Problems associated with establ i shing the origin of
void spaces arou nd lactic acid bacteria in yoghurt
appeared to be more complicat ed than was init i al l y
anticipated (20}. Three- di mensional reconstruction
of the void spaces from serial thin sections (TEM}
would be a reaso na ble approach for determining
the i r dimens i ons, shapes, and contents but would
requ i re a prohibitively large nu mbe r of sections
because t he void spaces are la rge with respect to
t he thick ness of the sections. SEM s hows void
spaces and the bacteria prese nt in th em randomly
fractured and to a lim i ted depth and has been used
here to illustrate this interest i ng phenomenon.

18. Dr iessen FM, Kingma F, Stad houders J. (!982).
Evidence that Lactobacillus bulgaricus in
yoghurt is st imu l ated by carbo n diox ide
produced by Stre ptococcus thermophil us.
Neth. Milk Dairy J. 36, 135 - 144.
19 . Harw alkar VR, Ka la b M:-(1983). Susceptib ility
of yoghurt to sy neres i s. Comparison of centrifugati on and drainage methods. Milchwissenschaft 38, 517 - 522.
20. Kalab M, Sinha RP , Alla n-W ojtas P, Phipps-Todd
BE. (1982). Orig in of voi d spaces in fe rmented mil k products. Can. I nst. Food Sci.
Technol. J . .!2_(3), xvi (Abstract).

~Olson:

It is interesting that the sampl es in
this study ca n be divided into two sets : one in
which the calcium a nd calcium to casein ratio i s
l ower than normal (UF and Na - cn), and one in which
the calcium co ncentrat i on i s hi gher than in normal
milk (RO , EV , SMP). Is it possible that the competition for calc iu m by Na-c n in mll k before acidification affected the calc iu m "bridging" wit hin
t he mice ll e and thereby produced a l arger, more
porous micel l e in the acid gel? I have always been
surpr i sed that casein mi ce ll es seen by SEM are
similar in acid gels and rennet gels since t he
acidified micelles presumably should have been
s ub sta ntially depleted of co lloidal ca l ci um.
Auth ors: You have asked a very interest ing question, to whi ch we have no answer because there are
no expe ri me ntal data on this subject . It wou ld be
nec essary to use microscopical technique s ot her
than SE M to study casein micelle ultrastructure.
For examp l e, ca rbon and platinum replication of
freeze-fractured and freeze-etched unfi xed mi cel1es co u1d be em p1oyed. Changes to be inv est igated
woul d include the distances between casein submicelles, presumably increased due to partial
removal of cal c iu m phosphate, and the dimensions
of the casein micelles, presumably in c r eased in
s ize due to their higher porosity. Neither co nve ntional SEM, which requires a fixed, dried s ample,
nor co nventional TEM , which requires sec ti ons of
embedded fixed and dehydrated material, would be
suitable for this purpose, because of the probable
deve lopment of artifacts during the many preparatory steps .
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TRANSPORTATION OF FRAGILE FOOD SPECIMENS
SUCH AS MILK GELS
DESTINED FOR ELECTRON ~IICROSCOPY

Paula Allan-Wojtas
Food Research Institute
Research Branch

Managing Editor

Agriculture Canada
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada, KIA OC6
Phone No.· (613) 995-3700, Ext. 275

Collaboration between an electron microscop-

ist and a food scientist over a distance frequently involves some kind of transportation of food
specimens for electron microscopy. This poses no
proble ms provided that the specimens being sent
are resistant to damage resulting fro m handling of
the containers. Dry food specimens such as milk

powder s, and compact fixed speci mens such as
cheese belong in this category. However, fragile
specimens such as ge ll ed milk completely disintegrate when transported in containers (glass vials)
partially filled with the fixative or other fluid
medium, because the movement of the liquid encountered dl..'ring tr~nsport breJks the spccimer.s.
In this laboratory, excellent results hav e
been obtained by placing these specimens in screwcap glass vials which are subsequently filled with
fluid to the top, thus avoiding the presence of
any air bubble. Such specimens transported by
couriers arrive at the point of destination without damage. However, because most specimens are
sent by mail and yet postal regulations to not
allow mailing of liquids (f i xatives), the specimens can alternatively be immobilized in the vials
using agar gel. In this technique, lukewarm agar
sol (2%) made in the same liquid as the one i mpregnating the specimen, is added to the
specimens in the vial and allowed to gel. The vial
is tightly closed (sc rew-cap vials are best).
wrapped in paper tissue, sealed in a plastic bag,
and mailed. Upon arrival and after unpacking, a
score mark is made on the vial close to the bottom
with a diamond scribe, the screw cap is removed,
and a Pyrex glass rod heated to almost white glow
with a torch is used to touch the score mark. The
gla ss cracks and the bottom is separated from the
rest of the vial. The ge l with the embedded specimens is pushed out through the bottom int o l iquid
of the same composition as the one orig in al l y
impregnating the spec i mens. The specimens are then
retrieved from the agar gel with a scalpel and are
processed for scanning or transmission electron
microscopy as required.
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FOOD MICROSTRUCTURE will be the subject of a program scheduled during March 31 - April 5, 1985 at
the Riviera Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada. Five special programs - on Meat Foods, Plant Foods, Dairy Foods, Fats
and Specimen Preparation of Food Samples, as well as several tutorials are being planned.
All types of foods , including vegetables, grains, sea foods , meat, dairy products and others will be covered.
Papers on the fundamental aspects offood microstructure such as the molecular and colloidal forces which determine
it, and the practical relationship between food microstructure and processing, ingredient changes, shelf life, consumer
acceptabiliry, and other food~related areas are invited. Techniques may include transmission electron microscopy,
scanning electron microscopy, light microscopy, x~ray microanalysis or related microscopy/microanalytical methods.
The organizers of the "Meat Microstructure" program are: Prof. G.R. Schmidt, Colorado State University, Fort
Collins, CO ; Dr. A.-M. Hermansson , The Swedish Food Res. Inst. , Goteborg, Sweden. The organizers of the
"Microstructure of Foods from Plant Origin" program are: Dr. W.J. Wolf, U.S. D. A. , Peoria , IL ; Dr. D.J. Gallant ,
INRA , France ; Dr. K. Saio , National Food Research Institute, Ibaraki, Japan , and Dr. D.B. Bechtel , U.S.D.A.,
Manhattan, KS. The organizers of the "Microstructure of Milk and Milk Products" program are: Dr. W. Buchheim ,
Bund. Milchforschung, Kiel , W. Germany; Dr. M. Kalab , Agriculture Canada , Ortawa, and Prof. Z. Saito , Hirosaki
University, Japan. The organizers of the "Microstructure of Fat" program are: Prof. J.M. deMan , University of
Guelph , Ontario, Canada; Prof. E.A. Davis , University of Minnesota , St. Paul, MN , and Dr. N. Krog, Grindsted
Products , Brabrand, Denmark. The "Specimen Preparation of the Food Samples" program will be organized by
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